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SUMMARY 

Mathematical-models of varying complexity for representing turbo- 
, 

generators- and associated excitation and prime mover control systems are 
developed. Special reference i's-made to the application of these. models 
for digital computer solution to determine turbogenerator transient 

performance-under large system disturbances, 
Ak' 

A parametric study, of the effect of differing generator designq and 

control systems configurations, on the transient behaviour i's performed, 

using the digital computer model, In particular, the capabilities of 
the latest high speed control systems, such as, thyristor exciters and 

electrohydraulic governors, are assessed, Novel methods of 

stabilisatiQn of these systems and the effects of both single and 

combined control action are investigated. 
_ 

In choosing the most 
appropriate computer-model, the aim was to achieve the highest possible 

, -complexity, taking into account the limitations on available machine 
data, 

A full account of the results of fault tests on a full scale turbo- 
generating system with thyristor excitation, in which the author 
participated, is given, These were intented to verify some of the 
control policies developed, and provide an accuracy check on the computer 
programme to give confidence in the modelling technique for future 

simulkations. I? ast response instrumentation for obtaining specialised 
feedback signals for the site tests is described, together with a full 

set of equipment for laboratory investigation on a model power system. 

Although a number of difficulties with the instrumentation were 
encountered in the tests, the results serve to illustrate the 
capabilities of fast thyristor excitation systems, and the high degree of 
accuracy obtained by the digital computer simulation techniques. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The unprecedented increase in size of individual generating units in post 

war years has only been achieved by large research investments and intense 

design activity, However one of the most radical changes in the design of 

overall turbogenerating systems is taking place in the control field and 

although this has partly been brought about by the increase unit size, 

another major influence has been the rapid developments in solid state 

electronics. 

In the excitation system the development of high power silicon diodes 

facilitated the transition from-DC, -. to AC exciters which permitted higher 

power capabilities, whilst the introduction of thyristor rectifiers removed 

the control limitations of the rotating machine with its inherent time 

delays. and thus provided a fast method of direct adjustment of field voltage. 

The rest of the excitation control loop which normally consists of a voltage 

regulating feedback system, has alsoýbenefited from the use of semiconductors 

which for example removed the restrtctions imposed by the non-4inearities of 

magnetic amplifiers and provided afurther improvement in the response of the 

control system. 

In the prime mover control field the centrifugal or Watt governor has had 

a long history being universally used since the inception of turbo-type 

generators and even before this on reciprocating machines, These are being 

superseded, particularly in Europe and the USA by electrohydraulic systems 
in which the flyball governor is replaced by an electronic speed sensing 
device and the direct conversion of an electrical signal into hydraulic 

pressure in the electrohydraulic actuator eliminates most of the mechanical 
linkages. With these systems, particularly the latest designst a greate. ý 

accuracy and faster response is achieved together with a very small dead 

barid, giving an extremely flexible control tool. 

An influential factor for turbogenerator control systems development has 

been the increasing concern for the growing problem of power system stabilityp 

although this is not the sole reason for the evolution of the new systems, the 

development of which was dictated by advances in technology. Nevertheless the 

latestsystems exhibit the performance characteristics of accuracy and 
flexibility which also satisfy the requirements for improving system stability 
both under small disturbances (steady state stability) and large disturbances 

or system faults (transient stability). 

One reason for the decline in system stability is illustrated by Fig. 1.1 
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-which shows the trends-in-production of turbogenerators by a British , 

manufacturer. Curve (a) shows the accumulative production of generating 

plant which reflects the increase in world power demands, since it is an 
international company. Curves (b) and (c) show the increase in outputs 

of individual units which, it should be emphasised, are plotted on a 
logarithmic scale. It is observed that the rate of increase in outputs 

of both four and two pole'sets has escalated in the last twenty years so 
L4,00rL culve- (a) 

that curves (b) and (c) are now tending to converge, < Hence a single 

generator now represents a much greater portion of the total system 

capacity and the whole system is becoming more sensitive to the behaviour 

of individual units. . In addition the new large generator designs are 

more economical in the use of materials producing reduced inertia constants 

which make the performance more oscillatory, 
A contributing factor to the acceleration of turbogenerator manufacture 

has been the consuming of world hydro-electric power potentials which has 

caused hydro utilities such as in Scotland and in Canada to invest in large 

nuclear powered steam turbine generator installations. Besides the 

obvious undesirable effects on the system stability produced by size increase 

of the steam sets over their hydro counterparts-,, the situation is exacerbated 
by the bulk transportation of electricity from the large power stations over 

long transmission lines to the major load centres. This is necessary since 
the generation zones are usually situated in remote areas near to abundant 

water supplies such as the North American Great Lakes. This method of 
transmission involves operation at leading power factors and large load 

angles which has detrimental effects on the operation by reducing the 

transient stability margin and the synchronising power. 

From the above discussion it is clear that the development of methods 

of counteracting the decline in the stability picture is of paramount 
importance, On the system side these methods are well known and include: 

uprating the working voltage, using parallel transmission lines, using VAR 

compensation, and judiciously placing transformers, interconnections, etc. 
However in the design of turbogenerators and control systems the main 

attention has been given to means of improving steady state stability and 

although a large amount of computer studies and laboratory and site tests 

have been performed, there is as yet little evidence of new plant being 

installed specifically to improve the transient stability. This is due 

to the lack of precise design philosophy emerging from the previous work 

as the control systems have generally been too slow and the computer 
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modelling techniques too simple-for the highly complex processes occurring 
during thi's mode of operation. The aim of this thesis is to formulate an 

effective overall-control systems policy for excitation and prime mover 

using the latest developmen 
, 
ts in these aspects, This is facilitated by 

the formulation of an accurate turbogenerator digital computer progra=e 
for transient stability studies which has been validated by'large scale 

site tests on a 30 MW generator, 

3 



2 MODELLING OF TURBOGEVERATORS 

2.1 Introduction 

The power systems engineer can gain very little knowledge of synchronous 

machine dynamic performýnce fr= observations during normal operating 

conditlons. In order to obtain an understanding of the transient behaviour, 

a disturbance has to be applied to the system and resulting oscillations of 

the various machine and system quantities recorded and analysed. This is by 

nature an expenslVe and occasional process only performed a limited number of 

times under a carefully planned and strictly controlled programme. Such 

tests have been performed on the British power system at a rate of about one 

every two years and these have provided power systems analysts with some 

valuable-mater al I, 

The best solution at this stage of development is to use some form of 

modelling technique. Thiý incurs minimum cost and the great advantage is 

that tests can be repeated-many times until satisfactory results are obtjained. 

However the use of modelling techniques entails the introduction of constraints 

and assumptions which detract from their accuracy according to which type of 

technique is chosen for a particular study. Thus an engineer must select 

carefully the type of technique which is best suited in each individual case 

and if 3-t is an analytical method, a further selection of the most suitable 
mathematical representation and accuracy of solution is also necessary. 

2.2 Modelling techniques 

2.2.1 AC network analXsýrs 

The original method of modelling power systems was by network analysers's 
These erAployed: scaled physical representations of inductors, resistors and 
capacitors to represent the inductance, resistance and capacitance of 

equivalent transformers, transmission lines and other system components. 
Generators were represented by an AC voltage which was usually variable in 

magnitude and phase, in series with an inductance and a resistance. This 
is often referred to as the voltage behind reactance representation. The 
frequency of this voltage was usually very much higher than the actual power 
system frequency in order to reduceýthe values and hence the physical size 
of the analyser components@ 

The basic AC network analyser has the disadvantage that the simplicity 

of the generator representation renders it unsuitable for transient stability 

studies, although the method was extended by using transient reactances and 

4 



representing transient saliency 
2. This was remedied on later machines by 

using a DC analogue for generators and an AC analogue for the transmission 

system3, but practical difficulties arise in interfacing the two systems. 
The standard AC analyser still finds some application in load flow and 

steady state stability studies by power system authorities and manufacturers 

as the presentation of information is more readily comprehensible than a 

digital computer print out. 
2.2.2 DC. analogue coLn2uters 

Due to size and capital cost restrictions, DC analogue computer studies- 
4,5 are usually limlted to those involving a small number of generators . In 

these studies the mathematical representation of generators is usually of 
only moderate complexity but programming the full two axis representation 
is possible. As this required approximately 30-40 amplifiers however, only 
single machine studies can be attempted on most computers with models of 
this complexity. On occasion, the CEGB have assembled large analogue systems 
for special studies6, The great advantage of using analogue computers is the 
speed at which desired results can be obtained by repeating tests at various 
parameter settings. Often the machine can be programmed to work faster than 
the real time enabling the transient decay of generator oscillations (which 
may last for several seconds) to be displayed as a stationary trace on an 
oscilloscope screen. The effect of any parameter on the transient performance 
can then be assessed by simply adjusting the appropriate potentiometer, voltage 
or feedback impedance. 

The biggest problem with early machines was that of drift in the DC 
amplifiers but present day computers usually employ silicon transistor 
amplifiers with field effect transistor chopper stabilisers to overcome this. 
The extensive-incorporation of semiconductors has reduced the overall physical 
size of computers but the cost per amplifier is still prohibitive for most 
analytical studies, 

Because the analogue computer can operate in real time however, it is 

the ideal alternative for use in on-line control systems which require a 

mathematical model of the system to be referred to. Two of these are the 
high speed predictive and model reference adaptive system7 but due to high 
development costs, little practical work has been performed on these systems 
so f ar. 

2.2.3 Digital coý2uters 

Due to the rapid increase in speed and core size, the digital computer 
has become the most popular tool for power system studies in recent years. 
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Another reason for their popularity-is that theýcomputer i's-shared by many 

users, each one paying for only the time that his particular programme is 

being processed. However the computation time is still very slow for 

reasonable accuracy of modelling, being of the order of one minute for 

calculating one second of real-time machineýresponse, Thus, optimisation 

of machine and control system-variables using the digital computer is 

inherently a lengthy process, -This has been improved upon with the 

latest generation of fast computers using tiMe--tshared-terminal systems. 

For investigations using highly complicated representations and large scale 

multimachine studies, the large modern digital computer system is ideally 

suited as it provides almost unlimited capability. As an example, a recent 

paper8 describes a multimachine stability programme with a capability of 

2000 buses, 3000 lines and 600 generators using a 128 Kbyte computer. This 

is by no means a very large machine by present day standards. 

Nevertheless, digital computers are still too slow for on-line control of 

fast transients in large systems. The main reason for the slow speed of 

digital, computation is that the mathematical process of integration has to be 

performed by an iterative method which involves many cycles of the 

differential equations for each calculation step. Thus it follows that the 

computation time will depend upon the choice of the method of integration, 

but this choice should not be made on speed requirements alone as some of 

the more basic methods such as Simpson'sRule tend to be too inaccurate for 

calculation of results during the subtransient period. The more complicated 

methods such as Runge-Kutta are satisfactory if a short step length is usedo 

but this wastes computer time for the calculations subsequent to the 

subtransient period where a longer step length would suffice. An obvious 

answer is to change the step length artificially at some predetermined point 

in the programme but this requires prior knowledge of the length of the 

subtransient period. A more satisfactory approach is to use a Kutta-Merso-n 

type of integration which automatically reduces the step length until some 

required accuracy parameter is satisfied, However a disadvantage is that 

the subdivision of the step length is carried out from the same starting 

point each time. This has been improved upon by predictor,. rcorrector 

methods which predict a value of step length from information 'remembered' 

from the previous step. The most suitable form for power system transient 

stability studies appears to be that developed by Hammings9 and the author 

has experienced an economy of up to 30% on computer time using this method 

as compared to Kutta-Merson integration. 
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Due to the increase of computing speed as new processeTsare developed 

it may now be feasible to use digital computer-models of turbogenerators 

for on-line control. At the present time computers find wide application 
in large power stations for data logging, boiler control and programmed 

run-up and synchronisation, and direct digital control of turbogenerator 
dynamical behaviour would seem an obvious progression in the near future. 

2.2.4 Laboratory alternator szstems 

Small industrial alternators and laboratory teaching machines are not 

generally suited for modelling large turbogenerators as their parameters 

are not equivalent on a per unit basis (i, e, referred to machine rating). 

The major discrepancies occur in the values of winding resistances which 

are too high and inertia constant which is too small. These cause 

substantial differences in important aspects of the dynamic behaviour, 

notably angular backswing and oscillation frequency. Some improvement 

can be gained by deratýng the machine but this reduces iron saturation 
effects which should be ýncluded for correct simulation. The introduction 

10 11 of the microalternator Pý which was specially designed for power system 
transient stability studies offset some of these difficulties. The most 
common set in the United Kingdom is manufactured by Mawdsleys of Dursley, 
Gloucestershire, This machine utilises a large frame so that large cross- 
section windings can be incorporated to reduce resistances, ' also a 
flywheel is mounted on the shaft with detachable annular weights for 

adjustment of the inertia constant. Good approximation is obtained to 
most turbogenerator parameters except that the rotor time constants are 
too small. These depend to a certain extent upon the volume of iron in 

the machine and an attempt to achieve a correct value would lead to a 
design with impractical dimensions, Since time constant is an L/R ratio, 
it can be increased by reducing resistance, or conversely by inserting 
'negative resistance'. This is performed electronically as shown in 

Fig. 2.1. 

The winding F is the field winding which has an auxiliary winding S wound 

alongside it that experiences the same flux changes, Amplifier A is a 

combined error and power amplifier whose output voltage is given by the 

expression 

- (r*l 
dt 

where k is the overall gain of the amplifier system and r is the resistance 
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of a shunt which is inserted in the field circuit. 

If the gain k is made very high, then from equation (2.1) the effective 

input voltage to the field supply system is given by 

+ Vf = rI dt 

Comparing this with the equation for the voltage across the field. 

RI + ndý 

it is seen that so far as the new 'input voltage to the field system is 

concerned, the effective resistance is equal to the artificially inserted 

value r, which can be varied at will in order to achieve any desired field 

time constant. 

In practice the power amplifier is often a thyristor controlled bridge 

system, but limitations on speed of operation when used at mains frequency 

make this unsuitable for use on the rotor damper circuits. Using a higher 

supply frequency of say 1000 Hz is a possible solution but with the 
additional requirement of voltage reversal the system is very costly 
requiring two thyristor bridges and a separate motor-generator set. 
Transistor amplifiers are now available with high enough-power ratings and 
these may be employed, providing the four fields are paralleled to give a 
sufficiently iow voltage requirement. 

The area where the most differences occur between the laboratory and 
large scale machines is that of damping representation. On a present day 

turbogenerator the damping circuits are very complex and may include the 

effect of the solid iron of the rotor, any damper bars, the slot wedges 

and the end caps. Tbe laboratory machine usually has a laminated rotor 

cons truc t ionwhit-It ýs s-ometitaes f ftted with aI ixea damper cage, and the 

micromachine has a separate damper winding, the two ends of which can be 

connected to an external circuit by means of slip rings. None of these 

arrangements can successfully simulate the effect of the solid rotor eddy 

current path, which changes in geometry with varying frequencies, causing 

the resistance and reactance to alter. This is due to the frequency ' 

dependence of the depth of penetration of flux which is smallest at high 

frequencies, So that during subtransient conditions a much higher ,, 
resistance path is presented to the rotor eddy currents than during dynamic 

conditions when the flux is varying relatively slowly. 

8 



2.3 Mathematical modellj! jý 

The mathematical model to be described is : ýntended for digital computer 

solution using iterative methods of integration as described earlier. 

Although most of the equations could be adapted for an analogue computer 

this method of solution is out of the scope of the present work and is not 

specifically referred to further. 

The acknowledged method of analysis is by the 'two axis' theory which 

was developed for the synchronous machine by. Parkl2,13A and as the derivation 

of basic synchronous machine equations using this theory is covered by many 
14 15 

textbooks (e. g. Adkins-and Jones ), it is not treated here. The equations 

are developed using the per-unit systeml6,17 whereby all the parameters are 

referred to appropriate base values which are usually derived from the rating 

of the machine. This system simplifies the equations and makes it possible 

to compare the parameters, and performance of machines of widely differing 

ratings. The derivation of the base values and the transfer of rotor to 

stator quantities (see, Ref, 18 ) is treated later. 

The elemental mutual and leakage reactances as in Park's original analysis 

are used throughout because in the author's view, the commonly used 'transient' 

and 'sub-transient' reactances are obsolete and too limiting in scope for 

complex machine studies, 

2.3.1 ESuations for the standard model 

The standard 'benchmark' model to be descri'bed is a compromise between the 
limitations of present--. Iy available generator data and a high enough complexity 
for the required st4dies (see Table 1). Much work is currently proceeding to 

19 improve upon the acknowledged deficiency in generator data 

Fig. 2.2 shows in diagrammatic form the equivalent arrangement of the coils 

of the synchronous machine under the two axis theory for the standard model. 
These consist of direct and quadrature axis coils for armature and damper 

w, irect Indings and a single field coil which is assumed to be situated on the d 

axis .A further field coil is added on the quadrature axis if it is desired 

for 
4 

studyýdoubly-excited machines. The twoT-phase representation is of course A 

entirely fictitious, being a mathematical device to overcome the difficulties 

of analysis. The conversion of the actual three-Tphase machine into this form 

is covered by the two axis theory. 

The expressions for the flux linkages in each coil are written in terms of 

self and mutual components: 

9 
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1 
... (2.2) e-ii Ir x fd 

01 
fd fd + Xmd kd md 

'dl X 

x ýd 
md 

'fd + Ymd 'kä Xd 'd] 
0 

... (2.4) ýmq "kq 
-Xq 

'q] 
q0 

Iv 

-i 
I- 

Xmd i fd +X kd 
i 
kd Ir Xmd 'd '(2 

kd 0 

*kq 
W, Xkq i 

kq - Xmq ']q 
. (2.6) 

OT 

In these equations it is assumed that all the mutual reactences are equal and 
c 6O. Se Ctse 

reciprocal and the ratio of per unit/reactance to per unitAinductances is the 

base frequency w0 which is chosen to be synchronous speed. Hence the need for 

including the ljw' terms. 
0 

The expressions for the voltage across each stator coil will contain resistive 

and rotational terms and in addition the often neglected stator transients 6r - 
lpý 1 terms. The rotor coils are not cutting flux and therefore no rotational 
voltages are present. 

vd= Pýd - Ra' id- W* q 

vq= Pýq - ka i to% 

v fd Pýfd +R fd 'fd 

v kd 0 OU + Rkd kd 

v kq '"' Pýkq + Rkq i kq 

""" (28) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

I 

Electrical torque is considered to be developed by, the interaction of flux in one 

axis with the current in the other, i. e. 

Tewo (ýd 
q- -ýq 

'd) 
... (2.12) 

And finally, to complete the. electrical equationsIfor the generator the active 
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and reactive power are derived from summation'of the quadrative components. 

VddVq 

vqdvd 

(2.13) 

... (2.14) 

Considering the dynamic performance of the generator, the system is in 

equilibrium if the input torque from the turbine equals the total electrical 

torque and if the latter is altered suddenly by some electrical disturbance 

the rotor will be subjected to an angular acceleration. Losses due to 

friction and windage may, also need to be taken in account by the inclusion of 

constant and speed dependent terms respectively. The mechanical equation of 

motion is then: 

(T k w) ... (2.15) 

. 
The inertia constant H is used in preference to the moment of inertia J as 

it is more compatible with the per unit system. It is the specific inertia 

and may be regarded as moment of inertia 'referred' to rated KVA and speed so 
having a similar magnitude for machines of different ratings. 

For the single machine studies contemplated, the generator is assumed to be 

connected to an infinite capacity busbar through a single trarfsmission line. 
This represents all transformer, compensator and transmission line reactance 
and resistance between the busbar and generator terminals. The transmission 
line equations contain busbar voltage, resistive, -reactive and transient 
components as follows: 

w xt sin (S +Rii +" %-q- p td" Xt 'w qw 

wi-, xt 
vV CoErS +Ri+X, r" + V"V" p qb'tqtw0dw0q 

(2.16) 

. �. (2.17) 

Transformer magnetising currents and line charging currents have been 

neglected in the above as they are usually smalý, but if long transmission 

lines are studied then the capacitive charging currents must be taken into 

account, 

2,3.2 Re-arranging the standard 2juations for solution 

'For accurate solution by computer, a set of simultaneous first order 
differential equations have to be extracted from the basic equations. As 
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there are five coils in this particular representation then it should be 

The five possible to extract aminimrm of five differential equations. 
integratable -variables as chosen to be* 

fd' ýkdl *kqý i d' 
'q and all other 

variables are eliminated. Early digital computer models 
20 failed to 

eliminate all the unwantedv ariables, and to obtain unknown differentials 

the method of finite differences was used, This assumed a linear 

relationship of the variable between steps, i, e. if the values of the 

parameter in the n, -I, and n 
th 

steps are f(n,. TI) and f(n), then the 

differential is given byt 

fl(n) = 
f(n) - f(n-1) 

h 

where h is the time between steps. 

The present analysis is based upon the work of Harley and Adkins2l who 

extracted a complete set of simultaneous equations. Thus the fast varying 

transients during a large disturbance are able to be simulated to a high 

degree of accuracy. However the rather limiting 'prime' and Id6uble prime' 

parameters were retained but the following synthesis is based upon Park's 
12,13 

parameters throughout. 

The first step is to eliminate i 
fdP 'kd and 'kq from the flux equations 

(2.2) to (2.6), giving expressions for ýd and * as: 

(X + -X )i ýf dX ýM 1 id 0 Cd JM 0 

x2i 

qýkq 
(X 2+X 71 XXkq Iq o 

where 
Xmd 'X If d*XI: kd 

and X2 
Xmq 'Xlkq 

XmdXtfd + XmdXtkd + X'IfdX'Ikd Xmq +X jkq 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

As the eliminated variables will be required later they are worked out in 

terms of the integratable variables: 

From equations (2.2) and (2.3) 

wo (*fd-*d) - Xld 'd 

fd X kf d 

then substituting for ýd from (2,18) 

(X 1 
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w0 

fd 'z-- ""ý x1 

)ýfd 
- XX1 

ýkd '+'wo 
'd] 

Xtfd 

[(l 

Ud tkd 

Similarly 

0x11. 1- Rx-jklýd *kd - 
Xl 

*fd + 
wo dl kd Xtkd 

[( 

XXf d 

w0x2x2 
+- 

mwq 
kq -x Tj- 

- kq I lkq mq 0 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Substituting equations (2.20)-(2.22) in the voltage equations 

gives the first thred differential equations_ 

pvR 
fd Xl')*fd 

-X (2.23) 
X1 

ýkd +w d] fd fd -O, x kfd kfd Xkkd 0 

P ýkd w ... (2.24) 
Rkd Xl X1 [Tx 

-1 *fd ýtkd) ý kd 
'd] 

, tfd w 0 'Xkd tfd 0 

Rx : ]ý. q_ 
X2 2 p -W 0+ rý 3. kq O-x kkq Xmq kq w0q 

(2.25) 

To obtain expressions for pi d and pi q, equations (2.7) and (2.16), and (2.8) 

and (2.17) are equated to eliminate Vd and Vq respectively giving: 

I 

xt 
.w. 71 (R +R W* V sin 5+Xýi -*P d ý'- Pýd atdq 'ý' bt wý q 0 

xt 
. W- . -. Pl = pý - (R +R + wý -v Cos X ... (2.27) 

wqqatqdbt7 ld 
00 

However the unwanted terms Of "d and pý still remain and expressions for 

these are obtained by differentiating equations (2.18) and (2.19) to give 

x1(x1 +-X td) 
pi d' = ý'pýM + ýx*pýkd wd 'Xtf d tkd 0 

Oq 
x2 kq 

tkq 
-(2 

kg) 
w pi 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

13 



equations for Pýfd' P*kdI Pýkq are substituted into-, (2.28) and (2.29) from 

(2.23)-(2.25) giving expressions for pý d and-pý q containing only the 

desired integratable variables. These can then be substituted in (2.26) 

and (2.27) to give the final form 

pi d-AVb sin BV fd + ci d-D, wiq -, - E- *fd"ý F ýkd +G 'O*kq 

pi qý -1 vb Cos& -jiq- Kwi d-L *kq +M Coýf d+N Oýkd 

The constants A-G and I-N are given in the Appendix 11.1. This completes the 

differential equatl'ons'for the electrical quantities of the generator and 

finally the mechanical equations of-motionhave to be written in a similar form 

to make the equations truly simultaneous (a,. procedure, that was not performed by 

Harley and Adkins? l). The electrical torque is first obtained in terms of the 

integratable variables by substituting equations (2.18) and (2.19) in the torque 

equation (2.12). This is then substituted in the mechanical equation which is 

written as two differential equations: 

to 0 
[T 

"Ti-wo( 
X' Xl i 

pw . ýfd +Z LXx ýM j-- q 2H 
Zfd 9, kd 

... (2.32) 

x 2. x +x i "' kw 0 

]- 

ý ekq -(2 £q) dd 
XZkq 

p ... (2.33) 

A complete set of seven simultaneous differential equations for the 

generator have now been formed, i. e. (2.23)-(2.25) and (2.30)-(2.33). These 

are integrated over the step length period to determine updated values Of *fd' 

kd"kq' i 
d' 

'q Iw and From these parameters all the other generator 

quantities can be calculated, excepting the field voltage Vfd and mechanical 

torque TL, which are calculated separately from the AVR and governor equations 

respectively as these are regarded as the controllable quantities. 

The remaining fluxes ýd and ýq are calculated first from equations (2.18) 

and (2.19) and the stator transients p* d and pý q 
from equations (2.28) and 

(2.29). This enables the direct and quadrature axis armature voltages Vd and 

Vq to be obtained using equations (2.7) and (2.8). From these the generator. 

terminal voltage is calculated as: 

Etm 
A2+ 

Vq 2 

14 



This is required as an input for the AVR, and the speed w, which is 

calculated directly from the differential equations, is -, required for the 

governor. 

2.3.3 Setting up ofinitial conditions 
-trll 

I 

The initial conditions are calculated directly from the vector diagram 

of'Fig. 2.3 in which the resistances have been omitted for clarity. They 

are, however, included in the computer programme calculations otherwise a 
transient is produced when the differential equationsare processed. 

The equations are stated directly, all the parameters being covered in 

the Nomenclature section. 

Z EI sin (900 +[vT+ IaXq Cos (900-ý)] f aXq 

Ix sin (90', ý) 
aq arctan VT +Ixq cos- 7(90Z57ý)- 

-E ý+I Cos (90C)-ý-76')' 
fa (Xd"Xq 

v sin (90o, ý)], 2 
+v2 b 

[IaXt 
T' IaXt cos (900`ýOj 

axt sin (900, ý) 
aretan 

v T-IaXt Cos (90 0 

6, -, V 

Also, 

Id=I sin e' +0) , 

I Cos 

E 
11 

fd 'Xmd 

v fd I fd R fd 

and E fd -v fd E fdo volts. 

If saturation is included (see Section 2.5) then the calculated values of 
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field and armature currents (initial damper currents = 0) are used to 

obtain temporary saturated values, of-x md and Xmq These are substituted 

in place of the unsaturated reactances in the above equations and new 

values of the 'saturated' currents are calculated. The process is 

repeated continuously in an iterative cycle until successive calculations 

yield answers which differ by less than a predetermined margin giving the 

true saturated conditions. 

Data input required forthe initial conditions is basically line voltage, 

VT, armature current Ia, and phase angle ý in additionto the machine and 

system reactances and resistances, Of these only the terminal voltage is 

usually specified directly, the other two quantities being obtained from 

the electrical load P and power factor cos In simulating site test 
e 

conditions it is often desired to set the machine at some desired rotor 

angle but this i's not a normal data input parameter for the equations. To 

overcome this. trial values of the normal input quantities are inserted and 

the calculated rotor angle compared with the desired value. If there is 

an error then one of the input parameters (usually power factor) is altered 

slightly and the process repeated until the error is minimised to within 

acceptable limits. If both saturation and accurate rotor angle setting 

are required then two nested iteration loops are performed with the 

saturation loop innermost, 

Finally, the initial values of flux are calculated from equation (2.2)- 

(2.6) and all the integrator inputs set accordingly. 

2.3.4 Simple synchronous machine models 

Depending upon the requirements of a particular applicatio-no machine 

models of widely differing complexities may be chosen. Econamy in 

computing time can be obtained by selecting the'simplest'prac-'ticable model' 

of the generator. For-multi machine studies such economy becomes essential 

and great engineering skill is needed to choose the minimum complexity. 

However, as the standard model previously described was selected for all the 

computations for this thesis, other models are only described briefly. 

Table 1 shows the range of the most important models available and they 

will be described in turn. 

The simplest of all models is known as the 'constant voltage behind 

transient reactance' or 'classical' representation. As it requires the 

solution of only two differential equations the calculation time is very 

rapid and for thi's reason the model is often used for multimachine studies 

16 



involving a very large number of generators. Prediction of the first 

swing of rotor angle is fairly accurate but as no damping is taken into 

account, it is unsuitable for multi-swing stability studies where 
dynamic interaction between generators may not be neglected22. 

The mathematical principle relies upon 

an inductive circuit cannot change rapidly 
in-mutually-coupled circuits, i. e. it is a 
Hence a constant-voltage E' developed by t] 

conditions can be defined as in the vector 
subtransient parameters are known then the 

reactance E" could be used. 

the fact that the flux linking 

even if transient changes occur 
'constant flux linkage' method. 

he armature flux under transient 

diagram of Fig. 2-4- If 

voltage behind the subtransient 

To simplify the method as imuch as possible, the following assumptions 
are usually made: 

(a) No saliency, ie. Xd "Xqs 

(b) No transient saliencyl i. e. -XI -XI q d' 

(C) Speed effects can be neglected. 

(d) Stator and field transients can be neglected. 
(e) 

. 
Armature resi'. stance is negligible. 

(f) No electrical damping is included. 

With these assumptions the vector El lies on the quadrature axis and can 
be calculated initially fromt 

JE' 1= JE ', l 
tm + jXd 

2.5 
... (235) 

The simple system diagram of Fig, 4ý, is used for single machine studies where it 
is assumed that the fault is applied to-the busbar. The fault current is then 
cAlculated simply as 

IL '2 x+i (X e-+X-ýT tdt 
(2.36) 

With assumptions (c), (d) and (e) above, the Park's voltage equations become: 

Vc= Pq =0 

Vq' 2-- 

The torque equation is therefore 

El i 

e.. (2.37) 

(2.38) 

.. . (2.39) 
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This can then be substituted in the same mechanical equation of motion as 

used for the standard model (2.15) to obtain the rotor angle swing curve. 

Nodel 2 in Table I includes the effects of field transients and is the 

simplest model based on Park's analysis. The following simplifying 
assumptions apply: 

(a) Speed effects can be neglected. 

(b) Stator transients can be neglected. 

(c) Damping is represented by an extra speed dependent term in 

the dynamic equation. 

(d) Armature resistance is negligible. 

The iull Park's equations (2.2)-(2.11) now reduce to the following: 

fdfd" -"ýmd dj 
X 

tý- 
1, i ýd 

w0 
['JXmd 

fd 'Xd 'd] 

ýq Xq ýq 

v fd ; r-' P Vfd +R fd 'fd 

ir' 'R' da 

17 �-R + tli qaq Td 

... (2.40) 

*(2.41) 

... (2.42) 

... (2.43) 

... (2.44) 

... (2.45) 

Due to assumptions (a) and (b) the instantaneous currents can be calculated from 
the vector diagram (Fig. l. b)as: 

Xmd i 
fd -vbC0s 

d "c -(Xd + -X t) 
... (2.46) 

vb- 
sin 6 

... (2.47) 
q (-X 

q+ xt )_ 

Substituting (2.46) in (2.40) an expression for field current in terms of field 
flux is arrived att 

i me 
(Xd + Xt) Wo ýfd " Xmd'Vb*co a 'lý 

fd (_X d+ -X t) 'X fd "" 'Xmd 
2 
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This is then substituted in equation (2.43) to give a homogenous differential 

equation suitable for solution by integration as explained earlier. 

Pý V 'R 
(7d + 'Xd wo *fd ý Xmd Vbcos" 

fd fd fd 2 ('X d+ Xd 'Xfd - Xmd 

The new values of ý fd obtained every step, are used to calculate i fd from 

equation (2.48). The sequence of calculations is then: id and iq from 

equations (2.46) and (2,47), *d and *q from equations (2.41) and (2.42), and 

finally, torque Te from the standard torque equation (2.12). The mechanical 

equat3lon of motion contains an electrical damping term which is proportional 
to speed as well as the mechanical damping term, 

2H K (T TkT 
w dm Lide 

0 

and the two mechanical differential equations are obtained as before: 

pw =TL-Ti-Te+ (K 
dm -kd)w 

p"- = 

(2.50) 

... (2.51) 

This method of damping representation is questionable as it is extremely 
difficult to obtain a value for the damping constant K dm from design or test 
information, and also the full Park's equations invalidate the assumption that 
damping i's proportional to speed. The usual procedure for obtaining K dm 

is 

by, performing opti'Misation runs simulating known site results, but it has been 

found that the value obtained does not hold for other tests performed under 
different conditions. 

'Model 3 contains all the assumptions of Model 2 except that damping is 

represented by a single coil on the quadrature axis. This is feasible since 
it is known that quadrature axis damping parameters have the most effect under 
transient conditions and this is especially true for turbogenerators with 
damper bars in the top of the field winding slots. 

The quadrature axis equations of Model 2 are developed to include the damping 

terms while the direct axis equations (2.40), (2.41) and (2.43) remains unchanged, 
The new equations are: 

wI 
[Xq 

i 
kq - Xq 'q] 

... (2.52) 
0 

-L iI... (2.53) kq w0 Xkq kq ý Xmq 'q] 
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v kq'ý 0-P hq + Rkq i 
kq 

Substituting (2.47) in (2.53) gives the damper current: 

o 
ýkq 

+ 
Xmg_ 

V sin C 
(ýq+x t) 

b 
kkq 

'XXkq 

... (2.54) 

(2.55) 

This is then substituted in the voltage equation (2.54) to give the new 
differential equation: 

R Xmq 
V sind (2 36) Pýkq 

o 
ýkq +b 

_XXkq 

[w 

q t) 

1 

2.3.5 Complex synchronous machine models 

The rotor of a-turbogenerator is usually machined out of a solid steel forging 

which then provides an infinite number of damping current paths according to the 

depth of flux penetration and changing flux distribution under transient conditions 

Hence the correct two-axis representation of the damping circuits would be an 

infinite number of damper coils on the d and q axes, for which it is impossible to 

give parameter values. 

An attempt at solving this dj'L'Iemma was proposed by Jackson and Winchester23 

who developed an equivalent circuit which simulated each separate physical flux, 

path in the machine by an individual coil. However very little information was 

provided for calculating or measuring the parameters of the coils, so that their 

contribution remains an academic reference. 

To reduce thi's approach to more practical proportions, a useful model ýs 

produced by assuming one damper coil on the direct axis and two on the quadrature 

axis. The parameters of the first quadrature axis coil are calculated to 

represent damping during the high frequency conditions during a fault (usually 

rated frequency) and the second represents damping when the machine is swinging 

against the busbar after the fault has been removed. During the latter 

condition the rotor experiences a slowly oscillating flux wave of frequency usually 
around 1 14z which penetrates past the rotor teeth. deep into the. main body of the 

rotor, Hence there i's an abrupt change in reluctance and it follows that the use 
of two quadrature axis damper coils is feasible. 

The equations forihe direct axis are identical to those of the stand '. ard'm'Oael 
but one more differential equation is required to take into account the extra 
q-axis damper coil. As there are now two rotor coils on'-each axis the d and 
q-zaxts equations- are of a similar form, the new quadrature axis equations are 
given overleaf. 
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-, -1 
= W. V- Iii *q 

w0 

[Xmq 
ýkql + Xmq kq2 - Xq q] 

kql 
[Xkql 

'kql + Xmq 'kq2 "'ý Xq 'qj 
0 

,11i n- -X i kq2 ýw0 
[Xmq 

'kql +Xkq2 kq2 q q] 

v 
kql "7' 0 '-8 P *kql + Rkql i 

kql 

IV kq 20Pý kq2 +R kq2 
i 
kq2 

(2.57) 

... (2.58) 

... (2.59) 

... (2.60) 

(2.61) 

These are rearranged as before to give the new differential equations: 

R kql x3 X3' 'X3 
P*kql - Wo ýkq2 -R- 

ql ... (2.62) 
'Xitkql XXkq2 qý 

ýk 
w0q 'ýtkq 1 

Pý w 
Rkq 2x3X3 X3 

kq2 o kql 1- TI, - q ... (2.63) 
q2) 

Vkq2 
w Xtkq2 Xtkql 7ka 

20 

The above representation is equivalent to Model 6 in Table 1. 

The ultimate 'representation (Model 7 in Table 1) is an attempt to produce 
a practical model which allows for a more accurate simulation of solid rotor 
damping effects, Instead of having an infinite number of damper coils each 
with fixed resistance and reactance, only a single coil is assumed on each 
axis with an infinite number of parameters depending upon the frequency of 
the alternating incident flux waves ýkd and *kq* It is feasible that the 
relationships between the damping parameters Xkd' lkq' R kd' Rk and 
frequency (w -w0) can be obtained by special test proceduresl , these could 
be stored on the computer as polynomials enabling the exact reactances and 
resistances to be read for any value of instantaneous slip frequency. 

2.4 Calculation of base values 

The parameters used in the preceding equations are expressed in the widely 
used tper unit' 

16017 form. For the calculation of these parameters from'ab 
, 
solute 

quantities certain base values have to be defined. These are usually taken 
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as the rated quantities of the machine but certain ambiguity can arise over 

the rotor base values. One definition of the base field voltage is "that 

which is required to produce one per unit armature voltage on open circuit 

at rated speed". This is anomalous as the value will vary depending upon 

the rotor temperature and it is more correct in the first instance to 

define a base field current as this quantity induces the armature voltage. 
In order to do this the following definitions are madet 

(a) The base armature current and voltage used in determining the base 

field values are taken as the maximum instantaneous values of rated 

phase current and phase voltage respectively, i. e. 

I 
ao i's the peak rated phase current, 

E 
ao i's the peak rated phase voltage 

and VA 3.., 
E 

oT ao' ao 

(b) The volt-ampere base of the field and all other rotor circuits must 

be equal to the generator stator voltampere base. This condition 
ýs essentkal to give reciprocal per unit mutual inductances between 

rotor and stator, i. e. 

'M mL fd df Mkd ' Mdk 
md 

(c) The base field current is that which will induce in each stator phase, 

a voltage equal to w0L md 
I 
ao with the generator on open circuit. 

Using the above definition the field base quantities are calculated 
by the following procedure 

,"E ao ., 
1 L Henrys 

ao ao 0 
(2.64) 

From the open circuit curve the field current I fa amps, required to give the 

rated terminal voltage on the air gap line is determined. Then, since 
E 

ao -w0L 
af d', fa volts, 

L ao 
afd w_I, v Henrys 

o fa 

Now, 'Xmd - LmdP per unit? therefore 

L --Xmd L. Henrys 
... 

(2.66) : md a 
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From def inition (c) 

woL 
afd 

I fdo w0L md 
I 

ao 

therefore, 
L 

fdo -2 mL ao amps, ... (2.67) 

afd 

Also from definition (b) 

E fdo I fdo ' VA 
0 

therefore 

volts ,oao (2.68) 
fdo 'I 

fdo 

Using thi's method for calculating the field base values gives a full load 

field current in per unit of around unity. 
,, 

However due to, the condition 

that the -volt ampere bases of field and stator are the same, the base field 

voltage is extremely, hkg% rendering a very 
- 
small value of field voltage E fd 

in per unit. This conflicts with the basic purpose of the per unit system 

and it is often-most convenient1to use another per unit field voltage Vfd for 

comparison purposes which has been referred through the mutual reactance to 

the stator. It is defined from: 

iE fd V fd 
fd 'X pu fd 

Irotor 

md stator, 

vE 
'Xmd 

9v9 (29669) fd fd 17, 1ýf d 

2.5 Representation of magnetic. saturation 

All the-machine'inductances are interlinked'by ferromagnetic circuits but 

as the leakage flux paths are predominately in air it is assumed, for the 

mathematical representation 
. ., that only mutual, inductances are affected by 

saturation. However recent evidence suggests that certain anomolies in 

representing system faults may be attributed to neglecting the saturation 
of leakage inductances and this is an important area for further 
investigation. 

Saturation depends upon the resultant air gap flux and in order to 
calculate this under all conditions it is assumed that the load saturation 
curve is of the same shape as the open circuit curve as used in the case of 
zero power factor by Potier. 
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The direct and quadrature axis components of the resultant unsaturated 

air gap flux are gI'Ven byt 

ýd 
unsat, 

' ý 'Xmd unsat, 
(i fd+i kd Y 

and ýq 
unsat. = 'Xmd unsat. (1 kq M. i- q) 

The total unsaturated flux is 

-An )y ( *d 
22 ýT 

uns-at , unsat, ýq unsat, 

-Xmd unsat. 
(i +i +X 

mq unsat. 3-k ýT 
unsat. fd kd-'d) q -'q 

x 
': ý iinsat,, If the rat'o 'Xmd unsat. 

A, then, an equl'Valent magnetising current, i 
eqP 

acting through 'Xmd unsat , necessary to produce *T 
unsat' can be defined as 

22 21 1 

eq fd +i kd d) +A (i 
kq 

i 
q) ... (2.70) 

Saturation is represented by'a factor, K,, where 

ýT 
sat -'--Xmd sat Xm5 sat 

P--ý =... ýK VT 
unsat lmd unsat Xmq unsat 

The open circuit curve i's used to determine 
1, 
this factor for any i 

eq giving 

'f 
C'eq) 

K ýi . (L71) 
eq 

where f(i ) is a polynomial expression representing the saturation curve, 
eq 

in which the abscissa is the unit field current and the 

ordinate is in arbitrary units 

and M is the slopeof the air gap line drawn to the saturation 

curve with the same units as f(i 
eq 

The slopem is easily calculated from the open circuit characteristic and 
fed directly as data into the digital'computer programme. The function 
f Cj ). can be obtained using a curve. fitting progra=e-or subroutine but 

eq 
as this can unnecessarily waste computer-time, the following simpler 
approach is recommended. The open-circuit curve is supplied as data 
input in the form of a series of-x and y coordinates. A straight line 
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approximation i's assumed between adjacent points which gives a reasonable 

enough accuracy when weighed against the initial assumptions with minimum 

computer time wastage, 

Saturation can now be represented by modifying the mutual inductances 

Xmd and 'Xmq after each integration step, by calculating 'eq from equation 
(2.70) and K fr= equation (2.71). 

In the above calculations it has-been assumed that the quadrature axis 

saturates, By, the same amount as the direct axis. This may appear to be 

ques, tionable but the assumption seems reasonable as very'accurate 

simulation of steady state test conditions which depend mainly upon Iq have 

been obtained. However, the errors caused by the assumptions in simulating 

saturation under transient conditions are difficult to assess and further 

work in improving saturation representation when more accurate tested 

information i's available i's clearly needed. 

2.6 -Performance_o 
If 

digi 
. 
tal computer programme for solution of standard 

mathematical model 

2.6.1 Accuracy 
_and 

ef-ficieng of integration technique 

The digital computer programme (see Appendix 11.2) was originally 
developed using a Kutta-Merson variable step length integration routine. 
When development was completed a study was performed using two alternative 
integration inethods namely Runge-Kutta and ftammings fourth order predictor- 

correctorinethod. A standard initial step length of I millisecond was used 
but the Hammings- and Kutta-Merson methods automatically reduced this to a 

much lower value during conditions of fast transients to achieve the desired 

accuracy, whereaa the Runge-Kutta used a fixed value throughout. The results 

using thi's fixed step length method were considerably devious from those 

obtained using the variable step length methods but good agreement was 

obtained if the step length was reduced to . 0001 seconds. However the 
Runge-Kutta method was-very inefficient in computation time at this fixed 

value of step length when compared with the other two methods which adjusted 
to 0.001 seconds to achieve the same accuracy In addition the Flammings 

predictor corrector method was approximately 30% faster than the Kutta-Merson. 

Increasing the step length induced mathematical instability using all 
three-methods giving unintelligible results. This occurred after a step 
length of around 12 milliseconds with the Rupge,. rKutta and Kutta. -Merson 
methods and 25 mi1liseconds with the Hammings- predictor-, corrector method. 
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On the Basi's of the above investigation, the predictor corrector method 

was preferred for permanent inclusion in the programme and the performance 

capability chart ofFig. 2.7 obtained. With the original step length of 

1 millisecond the computer-required approximately Iminute to calculate 

results for a solution time of 1 second. From the-chart this could be 

increased to 2 milliseconds-with little sacrifice-, of accuracy but, with a 

saving of nearly 50% in computation time. Little economy would be 

gained in a further increase in step length and, in addition the accuracy 
in simulating the rotor angle swing would fall, off rapidly. 

2.6.2 - S-imulation- of fundamental f reguenýy 
-components 

Iligs. 2. q-2.11 are sample results obtained from a, three phase symmetrical 

fault study at full load on a large 500 MW turbogenerator (see Appendix 11.3). 

These illustrate the effects of including the stator transient terms pýd and 

P*q in equations (2.7) and (2.8) and the transmission system transients P'd 

and piý in equations (2.16) and (2.17). In, many programmes these are omitted. 
q 

as in addition to reducing the number of differential equations by two, it 

saves the complex procedure of re-arranging the basic equations for solution. 
However once the re-organisation of the equations has been achieved and a set 

of situltaneous differential equations extracted, as in the present work, it 

is Iýttle extra task for the digital computer to process the full equations 

and obtain -results which are not only more accurate but, noticeably different 

from those obtained by the simpler model. 

In these figures, the-dotted portions represent typical results obtained 
from the simpler-model (transients neglected) and the full line curves were 

obtained from the complete equations. The major difference is the presence 
of oscillations at power system frequency-excited by the'application and 
removal of the faults which'are present in all the calculated machine ' 

quantities. The field current-oscillations are well known from both site' 
recordings of fault tests and manufacturers sudden short circuit tests (from 

open circuit conditions) for obtaining generator parameters. However the 

oscillations on shaft acceleration and the smaller oscillations on speed are 
rarelyrecorded due to inadequate-instrumentation, and in fact very slight 
fundamental frequency, components arý present in the rotor angle result which 
has been hitherto an unknown phenomenon. Oscillations in the direct and 
quadrature armature voltages and currents can be interpreted as amplitude 
modulations when converted into the absolute AC values. This phenomena 
Was noticed on the Doncaster fault test recordings (see Chapter 9). 
Fundamental fluctuations- in power and torque are important for studies of 
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die-mechanical behaviour of the rotor shaft and couplings for which the 

programme could be-adapted, 

2.6.3, -Rotor angl-e backsv-ing 

It is observed from ? igs. 2.9 and 2,10 that immediately after fault 

application the rotor is decelerated producing a slight negative speed 

deviation. These results were calculated for full load and the effect 

on t. he rotor angle is to produce a slight dwell period before it starts 

increasing. However at low loadings there is a much greater negative 

speed deviation producing an appreciable initial downward swing of the 

rotor angle sometimes referred to as the backswing. Tig. 2,12 is the 

result for a 500 MW machine operating at a quarter of rated full load 
0 Vftere a backswing of 3 was produced. Although this is fairly small 

compared to the forward swing of the machine' the important factor is 

the period of delay, before the rotor accelerates, which has effectively 
increaaed the critical clearing time by nearly 200 milliseconds in this 

case. In addition, any error in computing the duration of the backswing 

would cause a phase discrepancy in the rotor angle time - dependent 

oscillation which would be significant in multimachine studies. 

Early explanations 
21P24 

of the backswing-attributed to the unidirectional 

component of torque (see Tig. 2,11) which takes a finite time to decay and 

dissipates energy in the form of electrical power in the field and damper 

resistances. Because this is damping power it would tend to oppose the 

torque unBalance during-a distrubance and act against the prime mover, thus 

reducing the initial rate of angle change, However this torque never exceeds 

the prime mover torque and so could not cause a backswing alone. A later 

theory due to Shackshaft 25 
attributes the cause to the fundamental . frequency 

-oscillations which also dissipate power (in this case AC power) in the field 

and damper circuits. This is a feasible explanation since the oscillatory 

component of torque is many times the steady state prime mover torque before 

the dtsturUance. This explanation is strenghthened by the fact that back- 

swing i's only predicted by-models that include the stator transient effects 

which greatly emphasises the superiority of this type of model. 
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3 -MODELLING OF-EXCITATIONAND TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1 Control- s-Zs tems-, d eve lopments 

3.1.1 --Control, -techftiques 

Control technology applied to turbogenerating, systems has so far been 

confined to electrical and mechanical analogue methods. Very little evidence 

of the practical application of digital computers for direct digital control 
(DDC) of turbogenerators ks to be foundo but due to rapid expansion of 

technology, in this field itmay become a viable proposition in the near futuret 

N 26-, 29 
and some initial wrk haa already been published The main objections to 

digital computer control at the-moment are an the grounds of poor reliability 

and this -may, preclude their use in this application for some time to come. 
However an appreciation of thi's technique would form a logical extension to 

the present project. 

Fluidic control in the governIng system is another possibility, but although 
this technique has- gained wide acclaim in certain industrial processesp it has 

remained undeveloped in the turbogenerator control field. 

3.1.2 --. D_evelopments in excitati-On b-ystems 

The main aim of excitation control is to provide stabilisation of generator 
termital voltage to within prescribed limits at various operating conditions , 
which is usmally achieved by feedback. A secondary aspect is the control of 
reactive power flow and an underzexcitation limit i's necessary for limiting 

the 'VAR's in the leading power factor region. A new requirement in recent 
yearsýhas been a faster speed of response for controlling the dynamic 

performance of the generator, and the major developments in excitation systems 
have been allied to this requirement in addition to the need to provide 
larger power gains asý the size of units increased. 

When the design and size limitations of DC exciters were reached they were 
replaced by AC exciter7rectifier combinations, the latest designs having 

rotating rectifiers which eliminate brushes and the associated current 
collection problemsý at high powers. The amplification system in the 

automatic voltage regulator (AVR) has progressed from stati c (mag. '-amp. Yand 

rotating (amplidyne) magnetic amplifiers to fast thyristor systems. This 

reduced the AVR time constant to a very small, value but the overall excitation 
system response is still not instantaneous due to the rotating exciter, -which 

'has a typical lag of 0.5 seconds. A subsequent development was thyristor 
excitation systems which placed fast high power control devices immediately 
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in front of the generator field, giving a typical response of less than 
10 milliseconds, The ultimate development in excitation systems is the 

rotatin$ thyrilstor systeM30 which not only provides a fast response but 

also overcomes current collection problems. 

The elimination of Drushes and sliprings in rotating dtode/thyriotor 

systems-does not in itself affect the excitat'on system repres I entation but 

due to-the rotor circuits being itnaccessibleo no exciter feedback 

stabilksing signal can be obtained. This is overcome by using equivalent 
forward loop stabilksation as in Vig. 3. lb. 'For the original feedback 

stabilisatkon of 7kg. 3. la, the transfer function isc 

T+ PyeT 1'+'P T, 

Iis 
� 0" (3.1) 

equation (3.1) can be re-arranged to obtain an equivalent forward loop as 
followsc 
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A first order filter, usually suffices for achieving stabilisation and 
neglecting p2 terms, equation (3.2) reduces tot 

I+p (T 
e 
+T 

s- 
K 

!-V. 
... (3.3) 1: ýF(T 

es 
-+ ke K-)- 1+pT 

e 

equation (3.3) is the transfer function of Fig. 3, lb where 

Ki=Te +T,, and T. -T +T +K K 

Equation (3.3) can be used to give a guide to parameters of the forward 
stabiliser for the brushless exciter if the equivalent feedback stabiliser 
has alreadybeen established on a previous design, The final transfer 
function is usually arrived at by manual adjustment of the parameters to 
obtain optimum performance during-commissioning tests. 
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3.1.3 -Develoýments -in, prime mover-contrýol 

The primary function of controlling the turbine is speed governing and 
load control but once more developments have been dictated by a requirement 
for a faster speed of response. To meet the needs for increased power gains 

the majorityof the-mechanical linkages in earlier systems were replaced by 

hydraulic amplifiers which also reduced some of the friction and deadbands 

within the system, 

To reduce the response time, electrohydraulically actuated valves were 
developed and the flyball or Watt governor which has remained basically 

unchanged in prkvicilpal since the development of the steam engine, has been 

replaced by, an electronic speed=asuring device, However, due to 

uncertainty about the long term reliability of electronic equipment, a 

complex arrangement of system duplication withýmajority voting has to be 

used but operational experience may, show- that this is not essential. 

Turbine response time has also been reduced by the use of interceptor 

valves. These control the steam outlet to the intermediate and low pressure 

stages thus by-passing the rebeater with its associated large time lag, 

3.2 -Digitalco! ýputeryep esentation of, transfer function building_blocks 

Most of the control system transfer functions can be decomposed into a 

combination of three elements namely lago lead and lead, -rlag. It is a very 
simple matter to represent these on an analogue computer by using the 

operational amplifier-circuits shown inFig. 3.2. 

Ifthe inverting amplifier A is assumed to have an infinite gain, then by 

Otandard theory the input terminal or 'summing junction' of the amplifier is 

always restored to zero voltage by the negative feedbacko i. e. a 'virtual 

earth' is established. Thus the input current equals the current in the 
feedback loop and the following may be wrlttent' 

VVVZ 
" '0 f 

i-.. = SS (3.4) 

Applying equation (3.4) to Fl'gs. 3.2a, b and c respectively gives the following 

expressions for the analogue representation of the transfer function blocks: " 

v Af 7R, R 0 1', ' -, ý ý, - -, ' i lag i. e. K zz, T ', C Rf , etc. V7, f 

Iv0 
jwci Rf 

(b) lead 
-1ýýjwC R' ff 
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ýItjwcR 
0RJ, (c) lead-lag f7R 1 10ýj4c 

f ýf 

Representation, of these function blocks on a digital computer is more 
difficult due to the impossibility of applying the differential operator 'p' 

as discussed in the last chapter, Again the functions have to be rearranged 
in the form of first order differential equations and integrated by an 
iterative-metho4. However thi's is a-much simpler task, than the rearrangement 

of the generator equations and the procedure for each block is given below! 

(a) lag T "" TTIP7 

9*0V0 Cl+pT)' - KV i 

P0 V 

One integrator is required and the output of this gives the output of the 
function block V0 directly. 

0 Kp (b) lead T- I- I +, OT P, 

V (1+pT) Kp Vý 
0 3. 

pwi -TV 0V0 

One integrator again is required but the output in this case is (KVilrTvo from 

which a new value of V0 iscalculated after every, step (assuming Vi is known). 
This is then, used as. the input to the integrator for the next calculation and 
so on 

0 (c) lead-lag V . 7, j+-PT. -- 2 

V (I+PT KV (I +pT 01 2 

p(T2VO-KT, Vi) KV i _V 0 

Again only one integrator is required and the auxiliary,, equation, to be 
processed aý the end of each step ist 

integrator output TV -rM V, 2oI :L 

from which V0 i's calculated and together with a new value of V is fed back 
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into the integrator for the next calculation, 

Other functions likely to require-modelling are multiplication or 
division of two quantities and nonTlinear functions such as limits# 
logarithmst and trigonometrical functions. Here the digital computer is 

vell suited as all these operations canýbe proSra=ed-djrcctly. For 

Analogue . siPUlation, ready made blocks are available f or these f unctions 
but these are usually, veryexpensive if any degree of accuracy is required. 

3.3 , E-Adi-tdr, ýs-AtWrAtIon 

Both saturation and regulation effects can be represented as a nonvlinear 
feedback term Se 31 in the input to the exciter as shown inFig. 3.3a. 

The open circuit and normal load saturation curves for a typical exciter 

are plotted in Tig, 3,3b-and the air gap line has a slope of, Ke representing 
the linear gains in the transfer function block, Thus if no saturation 
function were applied, an input voltage to the exciter field of Ve would, 

produce an exciter armature voltage output of E fd ý as determined by the air 

gap line. However) the true output voltage E fd is determined by the load 

curve, and this would also be produced by a voltage v 1. 
behind the linear 

gain K1, in order to obtain the 
. as dictated by the a'r gap line. Thus 

correct resultp 4 saturation function equivalent to the length X on the 
diagram-must be subtracted from the input voltage Ve' The value of the 

saturation function varies with the output voltage and its expression is 

derived as followsc 

from Flig. 3.3a, v. -V-. - SxE 
ee fd 

and, E fd -Kexv1. (steady state conditions) 

1*0 Efd 'm Ke (Ve -SexE fd) 

veIVevI 
Se =-w 17 --ý EE fd e fd 

Se- ý-ý I F'f d 

In order to represent exciter saturation therefore, first of all a load 

curve -must be available, and various measurements of X taken to obtain 
values of-Se throughout the whole range. These values are then stored 
on the -digital computer either as a polynomial expression or as an ý 
incremental strakght line approximation, to the curve of Se versus E fd' 
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The appropriatevalue of Se is selected from the stored curve after each 
integration step and the expression Se-x Efd subtracted from the exciter 

field voltage to allow for the prevailing regulation and saturation effects. 

3.4 '- Sxtit ati'on tem model s 

In the following, all the major developments of excitation systems as in 

$ection 3.1 are discussed together with-their transfer functions in the form 

of the basic blocks as listed in Section 3.2. 

3.4.1 ý-'Non-couti-wfftgrlj'actl'ba sy-sttms 

A typical non, -tcontinuously, acting regulator i's shown in Fig. 3.4a in'which 

the exczter tteld-current ka supplied by a pilot exciter and is varied by a 

series rheostat. This is-adjusted incrementally by a special electromechanical 

contactor arrangement to restore the-voltage error to zero and a facility for 

switching the whole resistance. in or out in one operation on the receipt of a- 

I; rge vpltage error-ts usually, incorporated. 

The terminal voltage signal is obtained via a step*down transformer and 

three phase rectMer after which it is passed into a voltage sensitive bridge 

of the-metroskl type. These are Oemkconductor components which act as 

non-linear resistors and satisfy the equation 

RIOý 

It ts arranged that the components in adjacent arms of the bridge have different 

valuea, typkcally, 0.2 and 0.6, and this enables the incoming voltage to be 

backed off at a certain current setting which is adjusted by the'bridge rheostat. 

Thus the output of the bridge will be zero when 

o. 2 
R11 .R2 10-6 (assuming iero loading on bridge output)' 

Le, when 

R2 

If the inputvoltage changes then the voltages dropped across the metrosils 

will differ producing an output signal from the bridge. Thus the bridge 

system acts as a reference, and an output is only produced when the input 

voltage diverges-from this reference which is set by the bridge rheostat. 

The transfer function ofFig. 3.4b contains an integral term to represent 
the automatic adjusMent of the field rheostat. In actual fact the 
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adjustment is made in discrete steps but as the operation time is very slow 
it is feasible to represent it as a-continuous function. --An overide-isý - 
provided for when the whole of the rheostat is switched in or out on 
receiving a large error signal. 

The DC exciter i's represented by a single lag and a saturation function 

can be added if necessary,. 

The atiove representationý is intentionally, not a very accurate one as 

this type of AVR only remains on old and small machines of which the transient 

stability aspects are rarelystudied, In addition, parameters are usually 

extremely difficult to obtain for obsolete equipment and thus a more exacting 

-simulation would be pointless. 

3.4.2 EarlX continuouslE acting sZ! tems 
32 7ig. 3.5a shower a typical continuously, acting AVR for use with a DC exciter 

The transformer, rectifier and metrosil bridge are similar to the previous 
system but some form of smoothing is usually necessary to filter out the ripple 

as the overall gain is high. -Next follows a two stage magnetic amplifier 
which can drive-the exciter field directly, on smaller generators but on medium 
And large -size machines, one, or more amplidynes or even additional exciters may 
be used to obtai`q the necessary, power 'amplification. -A passive feedback 

network jsýconnected from the exciter output terminals as shown for st4bilisation 
and the magnetic amplifiers- have their own internal stabilisers. It is only 
necessary, to represent the forward loops of all the amplifiers 

, 
by a single-lag 

as their time constants are small compared to the exciter and can'be -'represented 

collectively by one time constant. However care must be taken n ot to overlook 
any limit conditions which may, be pertinent, 

The-transfer function-can also be used to represent earlier AC exciter/ 
static dilode systems, Here the exciter field is on the rotor and supplied by 
slip rings, The three phase output from the stator is rectified ýy static 
diode banksý and returned - to the -main generator field again via slip rings. 
The latest -versigns of - this type of equipment employ thyristor amplifiers in 
the AVP, whirph are stabMsed in the forward loop where necessary. This is 
covered by-the-next type* 

3.4.3 - AC exciter,, brushless diode systems 

The brushless system (Fig. 3.6) -is fast gaining popularity due to an 
extremely high reliability, record, The continuous on'load maintenance 
required with brushes has been eliminatedand the doubts about the ability 
of power diodes and fuses to withstand high Ig" forces have been dispelled 
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I 

by the troub-le-free service records of the units installed in the last.,,. 

decade. The increase in voltage ratings of diodes has enabled the 

brushless system to be used on the largest units to date without the need 

for series devices, but it i's necessary to have two or more devices in 

parallel per arm to achieve the high excitation currenis and allow for 

redundancyin c4se of diodes failing. 

Fig. 3.6a shows a typical brushless excitation system with active 
loop Olementa for suBtract: ing the reference and, providing forward 

stabilisatton. A thyrts-tor amplifier supplies the field of the. ACý 

exciter and the armature voltage is rectified by diodes)mounted on a 

spectal-flywheel, before feeding the generator field winding. Two AVR 

channels are usually provided for extra reliability, one channel being kept 

on stAndby. 

The transfer function is. straight forward butýan extra point. to be taken 

into account when studyipg AC exciters is theýzero voltage and current limits 

of the rectifiers. 

3.4,4 T!! Xristor excitation sXstems 

These systems are of the mop ,t importance to the present investigation as 

they are thq only, ones with a fast enough response to enable the effective 

use of additional stabill'sing signals. This i's due to the elimination of 
I 

the exciter- tiine lag by, using high power thyristors to control -the f ield- 

voltage directly. 

Three differept system configurations have been developedc 

(a) Statýc thyristor equipment supplying the generator field via slip 

rings and deriving AC power from the generator terminals (Ref. 33). 

(b) As above but deriving power from an AC exciter mounted on the 

generator shaft (Ref. 34). 

(c) Rotating thyristor equipment (Ref. 30), 

The first has the disadvantage that during a fault condition on the 

0 system the excitation power supply is depleted by voltage drop)s"that field 

forcing is not possible during theýdisturbance. Configuration (b) overcomes 

this disadvantage as there is-a constant power supply available from the 

rotating exciter but the problems of brushes and sliprings stil- 1rI emains. 

in excitation systems The-last system--mentioned-would seem to-be the-ultimate ' 

as, -all'the prevtou. 91ymentioned problems are eliminated, However this' 
system has not yet been proved in service and certain phenomena perculiar to 

the system-may, cause difficulties, To expand on this, ' there has to be some 
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method of supplytng the rotating thyristor with firing information without 

using brushes.. and so ýome, sQrt of telemetry system has to be used. A 
35 

method which ts, being employed on a British prototype unit is to use a 

small threevphasp, control alternator with fields on the direct and 

quadrature axes- which enables the phase of the output voltage to be varied 

over a full 360 0 with respect to the shaft. This output voltage is then 

converted tnto-pulses for driving, the gates of the thyristors by shaft 

mounted firing circuits, It is app; trent that the reliability of the 

qystem-may, be impaired bythe significant amount of electronic hardwart 

which is mounted on the, rotating part and subject to high "gl_, forces. 

However byt4e careful selection of suitable encapsulated components 

and the 'Potting" of the completo, firing circuits in epoxy resins it is 

, 
hoped that good 114, T. BiF, " figures will be achieved. 

Fig. 3.7 shows typical thyristor exciters of the types discussed but due 

to the novel nature of these systems, practical designs may differ quite 

widely in detail until proven systems have been established, II- 

, Fig, 3,7a represents the least expensive system due to the relatively. - 
high cost of rotating plant compared to transformers. The rotating 

thyriptor system-of 3.7c is the most costly due to the need for, special 

technology for the design of the rotating systems and-also the static 

control ctrcukts are-more complex. This is, because special$sed non-linear 
function circuits have to be employed to obtain the correct control of 
firing angle using the split field exciter, and alsq accuracy demands harmonic- 

free waveforms on the two fields requiring the use-of high power transistorised 

s ervo - amp 1 if ter a. 

The exctters have a facklity-for including extra feedback signals in the 
input to the thyrkstor-convertor which can be used for increasing the 

36,37 
performance of the turbogenerator-i'n--Doth the transient and dynamic zones 
Depending upon control requirements and the actual signal usedo some sort of 

analogue processingýks usually, necessary. - This is-represented as A simple 
lead1lag-i, n the transfer function of Fig. 3.8 but in practice it may be a 

complex high order function (for example Ref. 37). A field current limit 
is also shown on the diagram which is an additional feature on some systems 
to prevent the field--current building up to damaging proportions should the 
field voltage remain at ceiling-for too long. If the current exceeds a 
predetermined level then an-extra signal is subtracted from the voltage at 
the input to-the thyristor convertor thus-reducing the field voltage 
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To take into account-whe&r the convertor is exciter or generator fed, 

a factor G ia shown on the transfer function which is equal to I for the 

former case and Vt, the terminal voltage in per unit, in the latter. This 

is use4-as a-multipil. 'ýer for-the gain and limits of the convertor to take 

into account the reduction of these in the generator fed case during fault 

conditions, 

In some studies it may be necessaryto-represent the thyristor convertor 

mor .e accurately, ' Tr(pm-Ref. 38" the output of a mercury arc convertor (which 

controls the current in the same-manner as a-thyristor) supplying an inductive 

load- i's gi'ven byt 

--37-2 1 VDC v AC COSCI -t-- XzI (where X X1 
is the regulation drop) 

The firing angle delay, a, i's varied linearly by the input control Voltage 

V so that when 

V is Of T-0, I. e. m Iff c DC 7 

wv 0v. v et - cmax 1)c DCmax' 

Fig. 3.9a shows the delay angle characteristic including the regulation 

effects. In the present application howevev; the regulation drop at ceiling- 

voltage maynot be so high in the transient case due to the time taken for the 

Uing voltage. fýeld current to bukld up-resulting-in a htgher effective'cel. I 

The curve (a) of Fiý. 3.9b shows the steady state characteristic of the 

output voltage with respect to the input control voltage Vc, If this 

voltage is suddenly, reversed when the convertor is supplying current into an 

inductive load, then inversion occurs and the output voltage is reversed 

aqcordi'ng to curve Cb) until the output current decays to zero. As the 

rectifiers cannot pass- negative current the output then immediately falls to 

zero (see Ref. 39)-untkl convertor action is demanded again. There is a 

practical limit on the maximum inversion delay angle of about 1500 as an 

allowance has to beinade for the commutation angle y, and ' if a is increased 

bey9nd (1800,, -*Y) then-inversion-failure occurs causing AC to be applied to 

the generator rotor which could have catastophic affects. Fig. 3.10 gives a 

more explicit operation of the convertor by -means of the wavef orm diagrams - 

In some convertors, the steady-state characteristic is lipearised by 

processing the control-voltagq according to the characteristic of curve (c) 

of Fig, 3,9b before passing to the firing circuit input. This is done 
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artif iciallý, with, diode function circuits and - is a "mirror' image of the 

normal characteristic, curve (a). Thus the output follows the linear 

characteristic curve - (d) which i's -the -median of (a) and (c) If the 

processed control-voltageV 
C 

11 then-as-before, 

f, 
v", sin CVc ... (3.5) Dc VDC 

(neglecting regulation) 

The equation for curve Cd) is 

2 
... (3.6) 

Dc ij VDC 
6Vc 

From equations (3,5) and (3.6) therefore, the required characteristic of the 

non linear function circuit is 

sim -VITC) 
If the convertor is used on a constant load as in turbogenerator exciters, 

then the regulation can be taken into account in the linearisation. Thus 

accurate-mathematical representation of the-thyristor convertor characteristic 
is -posstble -by, a aringle gain, 

- The thyrkstor convertor transient performance does not exhibit an exponential 
lag but rather a-delay, depending upon-the Ltnktial firing angle. jand the amount it 

is varied. However the inaximum delay-from, positive to negative ceiling when 

operating from-a 50 Hz supply viillýbe only, M3. milliseconds (i. e. 1500/1800 x 10 

milltseconds) and 5-0"for most cases--this, can-be-neglected. This is especially 
feasible for-AC exciter-fed-systems which are-normally four or six pole machines 
generating-frequencies of 100 Hz and, 150-Hz respectively'O resulting in a decrease 

of the convertor delay-time of two or three times. 
1 3.5 Turbine andjovernor models 

Fig. 3.11 shows-a general schematic of-a-modern reheat-turbine which is used 
as a basis-for theiaodels. Only two-basic-classifications of prime mover system 
are considered for simmlation purposesi-ile. those with mechanical or those with 
electronic governorso having-in, general slov, and-fast responses respectively. 
Variations such as the omisskon of the reheater in single cylinder machines or 
the use of different droop settings can be catered for by making parameter 
Adjustments without the need for additional models. Boiler dynamics are not 
considered as the response i's slower than 10 secs, and therefore too slow to 
affect-the transient behaviour of the generatorand the operation of the 
emergency, stop valves is -not, normally - studied. 
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3,5.1 -. 'MechanfN: -d-I- Verned-l-Wrb-toes 

Due to the Telat: Nely, slov operation of-mechanical1hydraulic systems and 

the difficulty, of obrtaining system parameters only, a greatly slMplified 

representation ka-used. -IFi&43.12 contains only two time constants to 

represent lag& due to-governor,, ýsteamvalves, reheater and steam storage and 
is economical an computing tnae-as only two integrators are required. 

The governor gain Kg is calculated from the turbine setting as 
I Ik %. kl Ilk II 

K9 iatbine' jj' "Crdd'sjserl 
0 

which gives, -an output torque TL in per unit that can be fed directly into the 

mechanical equation of motion for the generator (eqan. 2.32). 

The parameters KH and 11L represent the torque complements of the high 

pressure and intermediate7low pressure cylinders respectively expressed as 

a per unit (i. e. KH + KL - 1). This time constant T, represents governor, 

steam value and HP steam storage laga and T2 represents reheater and IF/LP 

steam storage. If tt is desired to-omtt the, reheater then KL is simply set 
to ; ero and K to unity,, H 

Although interceptor valves are present on most modern mechanically 
governed turbines, they are not used as an operational control device but 

merely for reheater protection at low loads. As most studies are performed 
at fairly high loadings, interceptor valve control is not included on the 

simpler-model)but if desired the electronic governor model can be used to 

represent flyBall systems with IV control by adjusting the time constants 
accordin$ly, 

Another important phenomenon which should be included even on the simpler 
model-igs the difference in the valve opening and-closing-rates. It is 
easenttal, -ýn, oxder to preserve an adequateýsystem stability margint that the 
valves are closed as soon, as possible in the event of a speed rise due to a 
large system disturbance, --However-there-is not such a-demanding requirement 
on the opening of the valves, and for economic reasons, this can be much slower 
than the closing rate and so two different time constants are included in the 

model. This is represented inthe computer-model by comparing the current 
speed error-výith that calculated after the,. previous integration step to 
determine whethervalveýopening orýclosing is-required, and from this the 

appropriate timto constant inserted in-the differential equations for the 
next - ýteratkon, 
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To cozplete the-model, limits on the output torque of the turbine which 

are equtvalent to zero and full load torque are included. 

mad. band effects due to play and-sticktion in-the mechanical system are 
often represented for flyball systems but the present models are only 
intended for large diýsturbances where it is considered that these effects 

I 
pan Be : neglected, 

3,5.2 ý,, ElettMba -ic, systems 

in the electrohydraulic or electronic governor systemst themajority of 
the-mechankcal delays, of earlier systems have been eliminatedo thus 

enhancing the rolq of the primelmover-in controlling the transient behaviour. 

The system Tepresentatkon ofFig. 3i14 is, of necessity imuch more complex as 

all the transducer, -valve and steam lagsýare included as separate entities. 
The, vejocýty tranaducer-includes-an, artifi'ci'aI phase advance term TS to 

compensate for delaysýand provide intrinsic stabillsation, and the output 

electric analogue signal is divided into two channels for simultaneous 
control of governor and interceptor valves. The representation of the 

Slectrohydraulkc valvea-at the-present time is questionable as very few 
details, of their, operation-are available, these being limited to total valve 

closure times at the-moment, However, small si'Snal perturbation tests have 

revealed that the valves-exhibit-a-first order lag, transfer, functioA with a 
time constant of approximately the, same-as, the closure time. This leads to 
the characteristic shown inset 1'n-? ig. 3.13 which is the valve response to a 
'fully open' cor=and from the closed position. The travel is sharply. limited 

when t ýs equal to the opening rate which corresponds to the control linkage 

stopi, The-output in the representation is used as a 
MultipUer for-steam prewsure-and-varies-between zero and unity. In order 
to cater for a wide range of demands, the input to the lag function must., also 
be limited to give a constant-valVte, closure demand for large step inputs. 
This is calculated as followac 

The response for a'-first, order lag, to a step function is 

YO t IT 
ý-1J where T is the time constant v 

llý, 01 at t T, 0.632 
e 

Substituting V. =1 gives V1 -1.582 which is the input limit. 
k 

Even with throttle valves it is-feasible to ass=e linear valve gains K 
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and K2 as, artificial, linearisation, -is, provided either in the mechanical 
system-by a cam arrangement, or in, the electronic drive circuits by 
diode-funetkon-generaters, 

The governor-valves, act-upon-the-constant boiler pressure PB in the 

muldoplia; ýMJP and, the output feeds the HP-turbine which is represented 
by the steam storage delay-T 

3" If desired, boiler dynamics could 
I 

-convenkeýntly-be added'b y-making PB the output of a series of boiler 

differential equation&, 

- -From- the output of the. HP- turbine the -HP torque complement (Y.. ) is 

extracted in a simklar manner to themechanically governed turbine model 

and the exhaust stpam passet-into-the-, reheater which has a time constant 
T RH whtch-is-verylong. - Me interceptor valves control the reheated steam 

into the LP, sectlonsýand the steam storage delays are whtch-passes i 

represented by T 4' after which the LP torque complement is-extracted (KL). 

The output mechanical torque is the sum of the HP and LP torque complements 

TLI and TL2 as in the previous case. 

, In setting the initial loading conditions the valve-settings are assumed 

to equal to ratio of initial load TLO to full load TFL (e. g. at half load, 

the va lves are set at half travel). The value of the torques before KL and 

Y-H must equal TLO. 

�-, - ý TLO P, eheaterýpressu, re ?R IN - TLO7TFL = TFL 

which is the correct result, as in practice the reheater-pressure is constant 
down to very low loads. However, the gain of the reheater is now equivalent 
to TFL/TLO which is inversely proportional to the initial loading. 

An added practical feature is the intercept value offseto represented as 
a constant bias, which can be used to set the-LP stages at a proportionally 
higher loading factor than the HP-cylinder, 

Accelerati*'on-i'Llnputs, -are, shown-to-the, governor and interceptor circuits 
but these-are for, academic purposes-at the moment, However an acceleration 
sensitive trip is provided on-the-latest systems which closes the interceptor 

valves, for-a certain length, of time, if the acceleration exceeds A set 
threshold level as-for example under system fault conditions. 

It-must be notAd that in order-to simplify gain calculationsthe portion 

, of the govqrnar]turbine model after the control valves is represented in per 
unýt form thus giviug direct relationships between pressures and torques. 
This islcn contrast to the AVR-systems-where absolute values, are used throughout. 
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GENERATOR- "DE 3-IGN'-OPITIMISAT ION -e'FOR INCREASED TRANS-IENT STABILITY LIMITS 

4.1 General 

The tranakent-s-tabilityk-Ai'mit of a--power-generating system will depend 

upon the followingt 

(a) Generator exc3ltation and prime mcryer-control systems, 

(b) Turbogenerator des-ign-parameters, 

(c) Transmissýlon &ystem-configuration, 

(d), Cjýrcuj*. -t breaker, fault clearing time&, 

The effect& of Cel and CQ above are widely appreciated-and item (a) is 

dealt vkth in detail in Chapters 5,6 and-7. Concerning item (b), very few 

--turbogene-rater de&kgn changes-were-made in the past" specifically for improving 

-tranatent, performanceo-Dut-when, the-rapid increaseýof, individual unit sizes 
took place in the early-sixties it was-apparent-that the large-machines would 
be more oscillatory-due to reducing the inertia constants. In addition to this, 

various-rotor design-changes have'beenmade in the , 
last few years which have 

resulted in substantial variations of damping capabilitiesp and so it is 

worthwhile-studying initially-the, effects-of design-parameter changes on the 

--intrinaic-stability of-the generator, 

The following sections, are -broadly classified into steady state, transiento 

and sub, transient parameters-but-the-major emphasis in studying the results is 

applied to-the subtransient effects in each-case, as theseýmost affect the 

stability limits, Hence-the peak of-the first-rotor angle swing is regarded 

as the-most important quantity because this ultimately indicates whether the 

machine ka stable or unstablep, and-the subsequent damping during the transient 

periodo-although-of-great-interestp, is-of-secandary importancei Other 
important quantities to be considered, when making comparative assessments, of 
results-are the terminal voltage, recovery-and the induced currents in the 
rotor circuits, 

- -In-order-to isolate the, effects of the design parametersthe studies were 

performed on a single generator system without any form of excitation or 
turbine controls operating, -The-generator-is-initially operated at full 
load (500'MW) and rated-power' factor (0,85 lagging), and-a symmetrical 
threevphase-, fault is applied--to-the-high-: voltage-side of-the generator 
transformer-for a le-ngth-of time - suchýýthat- the - generator. just remains stable 

-with- the - standard- parameter setý-- , -With- these - conditions the -model is highly 

- sensitive-te 'parameter -variation- as-a-detrimental - change immediately causes 
the generator to become unstable and perform pole slipping excursions. 
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4.2 - SteaýZ- ! rtAtd'ZAr&fie&-tL, -rs 

4.2.1 -Short cire-dit ratio and-gal 

The steady state parameters are normally decided by operating 
requirements-such as generator actkve and reactive power output, system 
voltage, -and'vinding Tleatitngi but according-to-the choice of these 

parametera' a suBratantkal'changeýý-ýin,, transýentstability, -margin can result. 

-Týg, j4jl &hews, 'the'effectt oftained using. -. -various values of the mutual 

-reactance&j 
'/ curve, Ca) Is the result ; ct, 

I xmd, and -X CFor all--the, graphsi, 
obtakned usingVte &tandard-parameter set see-Appendix 11.3.1. ) 

Curve, a- D) and Cc) were the results for varying both )6d and )(mq 

siiDultaneouslyo' keeping-the saliency constant at the designed-value of 0.974. 

is analogous to-varyinS the short 11 
dý 

which is more Thi -circu , t, rat .0 
-74 3, (L 

common in generator design terminology. From the rotor angle curves it is 

seen that doubling and halving-the reactances-increases and decreases 

respectively the initial steady state-operating point. This has the effect 

of varying the transient stability-margin or in other words the amount that 

the rotor is able to switng-without becoming unstable. 

From Section 2,3.3 the initial steady, state rotor angle is calculated as- 

'o 0t Fo s 
arctan 

Cý s+ 
arctan 's 

n 0X li 

(ýTý+ ýa (' 
ýýTý05JSYVý 

this may be rewritten as 

PP7 
ar. ctan ...... 2'---'" + arctan- 

R2 

... 
(4.1) 

, 

(? 7VýT )+qT 

L\ 
qt 'X 

Thus-for the constant system-and-loading conditions considered, the initial 

rotor-angle, dependt Rrectly-upon the quadrature axis synchronous reactance 
only. Thi's is borne out by the rotor angle curves (d) and'(e) in which the 

saliency was altered to 0.5 and 2.0 respectively, keeping the direct axis 
reactance 'Xmd the same. It is seen that the-earlier effects of varying 
both reactances together are, really caused by-X 

mq alone as almost identical 

results were obtained varying only thi's parameter, 

-From -inspection of equation (4.1) it can be seen that a reduction in the 
steady state rotor, angle can-also be achieved, by either decreasing the 
transmission reactance-or increasing-the generator voltage rating. The 

, latter would appear to-bemore effective due to the squared termo but in 
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common wýth all design changes-must be viable on economic grounds. 

The plot of an arctangent function is asymptotic to 90 0 and therefore 

any changes in the Bracketed quantities of equation (4.1) will have a 
diminishing return at higher steady state rotor angles. Thus, if the 

machine ý3 to Býe operated-mainly in the leading power factor region as in 

the case-of a synchronous condenser, little advantage could be gained by 

consideration of the design changes'discussed above, 

Changing the synchronous reactances had little or. no effect on the 

oscillatorynature of the generator, the frequency of oscillation and the 

peak to peak swings- of curVes-(a), (c) and (d) of Yig. 4.1 were nearly the 

same-, - (Curves (b) and (e) could not be, considered due to instability. ) 

The phase change of curve (a) was caused by a prolonged dwell period at the 

peak of the first swing due to the close proximity to the transient stability 

Umit. I 

ith the increased The initial setting'of field current was much higher wi 

value of Imd' which is surprising since the reverse would be expected from 

Section 2.3.3, where field current i's calculated initially as 

'Xmd 

The anomaly was discovered to be due to the value of base field current 

which had increased by a large proportion, so that although the per-unit field 

current was smaller when multiplied by the large base value to give the" - 
absolute field current, thi's was abnormally high. The field-current base 

depends upon the field current required-to produce one, per unit armature 
voltage on open circuit (I Thi's should be much smaller with a high fa 
value of Xmd as the slope of the 

, 
air gap line 

, 
i's increased and so the 

, 
correct 

field current base should have been also smaller. As the open circuit curve 
was only available for the standard parameter set, no values of I fa for the 
other case considered could be determined. However the results serve to 
illustrate the pitfalls in studying parameter variations indiscriminately 

without the consideration of possible secondary effects. 

The decay of the field current during the fault and the magnit ude of the 
fundamental oscillations was not noticeably altered. These effects are 
determined by the direct axi's transient reactance and short circuit time 
constant, which are derived in Ref. 14 in terms of'P'ark's parameters as: 
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ýOqd 

d fd 

(-XX 
fd 'Xmd+X kd 

(4.2) 

1 1,1%41 

and 
fd 

... (4.3) 'Xd ý "Im 'X- d4 

Substituting the standard parameter-set for-the-500-MW machine in 

equattons (4.2) and C4.31 gtves-values-of Td '"and )Vt, -of-0,945 see. and 

0.363 p, u, respectively,. If-X is doubled these values only increase for 
md 

0.967-and 0,367, a change of less than 21% in both cases. 

4j2i 2--Arm&tttre I-leakage-'reattame 

--Regerring to qig. 4,2 thevalue of armature leakage reactance has a marked 

y affect on the rotor angle swing giving-a first swing stabilit improvement 

of-nearly 30 0 wi-th the lov-value of leakage, curve (c). With a high value 

of-leakage reactance, curve (b), the rotor succumbs to instability in a very 

short time. As the quadrature axis armature leakage was-assumed equal to 

that of the direct axi's in all cases, -the quadrature axis synchronous 

reactance would also change by, a small amount-which gave a slightly increased 

initial rotor angle as explained in the previous section. 

The armature leakage reactance is, the major component of both transient 

and subtransient reactances and reducing this. quantity caused an increase in 

the-magnitude of the fundamentalýfrequency, components as indicated by the 

field-current osckllograzi -However', 
' the, deeay, -of, these components is 

reduced and this is borne out by a reduction in the calculated direct axis 

short circuit time constant from the designed value of 0.945 seconds 

(Xkdýo . 21), to 0.61 seconds with a leakage of 0.07 p. u. 

Referring to"Fig. 4.3,50 Hz components are also predicted on the terminal 

voltage-, response which would appear as a pronounced second harmonic on the 

.. --actual ACvoltage waveforms, The recovery of terminal voltage after clearing 
the fault wasý also Ltmproved with lower values of armature leakage. 

4.2.3 -Armature resistance 

Referring to 719.4.4, the armature resistance also affected the rotor 

angle swing considerably and in this case improved stability was obtained 

with increased-values, This i's feasible as a larger armature resistance 

dkssipates-more 
power when the fault current is flowing, thus reducing the 

imbalance of power between generator and prime mover during the fault 

period. Thi's produces a smaller-accelerating torque and hence a lower 

swing, 
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'Very, few-differences in the field cur rent fundamental frequency 

quantkt: 'Lea--were obýserved-but the transient field current swing after clearing 

the fault-was- somewhat higherýin the un3table case, 

A higher armature resistance also Mproved the terminal voltage recovery 
(Fig. 4.51, But this, was accompanied by an increase in the second harmonic 

component after fault removal, 
k'k II %k ký 1, k III, ý 

-4.3', TtAn! ýkelnt loat&ýýter& 

4.3.1,, R-keld leakage ýreactance 

The field leakage reactance represents the so called 1ýtransient', reactance 

effects of the classical theory but it i's seen from Fig. 4.6 to affect both 

transient and subtransient performance. Decreasing the reactance by one order 

of-magnitude gave an improvement of 19 0 on the first peak rotor angle swing and 

furtherp the oscillations were damped out in a shorter period. Increasing the 

reactance from 0.16 to 0.5 produced instability on the first swing. 

A large effect i's produced on the field current oscillogram where reducing 
the field leakage reactance from 0.16 p. u. to 0.01 p. u. increased the fundamental 

frequency component by approximately five times in addition to increasing the 

transient effects. From Section 4.2, it i's seen that variations in the 

transient field current swingsý-produced little effect on the rotor angle swing 

and so in thks case the improvement in the swing curves of (b) and (c) may be 

due to the increase of the fundamental frequency components induced in the 
field and rotor circuits. 

The phenomena of field damping effects is well known and indeed earlier 
generatormodels included these effects alone, the electrical damping effects of 
the damper-wiýndjlngs brekng neglected, This would seem to be anomalous as the 
d=per--winditngsý Itave a large-damping contribution, although of shorter duration 

as they, are short circuited, In the case of the field circuit, the current 
will be affected by the output impedance of the exciter, and when an AC exciter 
isrused-the Tect; 'Utert prevent the flow of negativeýfield-current which 
Offectively-open CkTcuita the field winding causing large induced voltages. 

Decreastng fteld leakage reactance also had a beneficial effect on the 
terminal-voltage, curve (b) of 7ig. 4.3, where the depressed voltage during the 
fault and the subsequent recovery were both increased. However in all cases 
without a voltage regulator, the terminal voltage was not restored to the 
steady state-value until the transient had completely subsided, which was of 
the order of five seconds, 
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lk ý-, "- Iýk -, 
4,3.2 

The major effect of this--parameter-is-on-the direct axisýshort circuit 

tize-, constant 'of -the-Aýmachtne- (see equation -4,2), . -This agrees -with the 

f ield -current osek1lograms- of -Fig-. 4 j7 - where --using- a -high value of f ield 

produced, a-fast decayof-the-mean, value of-the-field current 

-durtng, the, tault, 

'nktial - swing -was -improved, -by. -decreasing -R but the -The rotor angle -1 fd 
benefit-wat"fai., rly, smalli -Being-of-the order of-4 0-less on, the peak for 

0 a change? - in- -f teld'reakstance - of - one order, -- Thisalso, -produced an 

undes, tratli increase'ýl'n, tlie-*peak, to4reak, swing-so. -that, the first underswing 

entered - the--mo toring --region. 

4.3 3 ý- qner týka-'eff e ot s 

-The-inertka ýs-included-here-under theýtranslent parameters as it affects 

, the, frequencyýof-oscillation of, the rotor-swingsi---The, inertia, constant or 

acceleration-time constant-H-is, more-cor only-used-than moment of inertia and 

-Fkg. 4s; -8 shows, 'that, large-values-ýof-H, causeýthe-rotor-to behave in a lethargic 

manner,, to, a transient disturbance. - Thi's-i's an-obvious advantage in 

withstanding large-disturbances, as-the-f3. rst peak-rotor angle swing is 

Ith the system are reduced b-y-a large amount-and slower exchanges of power w3. 

- producedi With a low-inerti'a-constant the rotor accelerated very quickly 
durtng-the fault, which is-expectableýand-soon reached instability. 

4.4 -Subtransient-parameters 

4.4.1 - DERer wl-nding leakage reactances 

The direct axia damper, leakage, ýYeactance, had the-least effect of all the 

machine parametera- (with the-excýption of-Xmd) on the oscillations of rotor d 
angle (7ig. 4.9a), Reducing-it from-the. -designed, value-of-0.02 p. u. to 
0 j007 -p iu j -produced - only- a --very- alight-,, improvement in the peak of the first 

Swing- and-: fur ther `r e dud tton, to 0.002 p,. u; -produced virtually no affect 
whatsoever. 'Furthermoret-a-detrimental change c'aused-by, inqreasing Xkd by 

a factorýof-ten-did-not-provoke-instabili'ty. as. -wAs, the-case-with many Of the 
other-parameters. 

.I. -The --ma-iln-difference, in ý, machine-performanee due -to. changing *hd was 
- observed -on-the'-fundamental'-fTequency, -c=ronentsi, -These--were very much 
-more pronounce&with the high-value--ofýdaTaper, leakage, reactance as shown by 
Fig. 4.10. In this and some other-respects, -the effect is the reverse of 

-that observed by changinglield leakage, reactance, andýalthough the two 
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circuit. - are theoretiýcallyin the same positions in the physical fulfilment 

of the-model, they have different electrical characteristics, 

Changing the quadrature-axis damper leakage reactance had only slightly 

moreýeffect on the dyna-mic-oscillations to similarýchanges in the direct 

axis quanti: ty-CFig. 4.9b). In this case-no differences-were observed on 

the tkeld current oscillogram. but, the terminal, voltage recovery was deteriorated 

with - : increased -values of --X 
.,. ., 

'ý' IIN, 4,4.2,,.:. D anjdt "ýbftd trig- 1-r &i§t-s tartee s 

Referring to'FigR44.5,4.11 and 4.12, in general, damper resistance changes 

had a greater effect an the swing curve than equivalent reactance changes. 

Improved-stabilli'ty was achieved with a lower value of the direct axis., 

---reststance, but in the quadrature axis the resistance had to be increased to 

obtaýn a performance improvement. it is nour not an unusual practice to employ 

a complete damper winding copperýcircuit on-turbogenerator rotorsp but from 

the above kt would appearýthat, the quadrature axisýportion is unnecessary and 

indeed would probably have a detrimental effect on stability if included. 

However it is not possible to generalise from the relatively few results 

obtained and this fact can be illustrated by curves (b) and (c) of Fig. 4. llb 

where decreasing R 
kq to a very smallvalue reversed the trend and caused an 

improvement in the performance. Hence it appears that there is a worst 

case setting for the parameter R 
kq and it is not unlikely that an optimum 

value also exists as curves Cd) and Ce) are extremely close. The same may 

apply for the direct axis damper res*ance R 
kd and the subject would be 

worthy of a much-more exhaustive investigation beyond the scope of the 

present study. 

The =gnitude of ýhe, f ield current oscillations was affected by the direct 

axis damper-reskstance R kd only. The noticeable features are the extremely 
large 50 Hz components with a high Rkd and a longer buildý, up time of the mean 
field current during the fault with a low 

, 
-value of R kd' The latter is 

explained by the increase of the direct axis subtransient short circuit time 

constant T d" which is, inversely proportionil to R kd 
14 

i. e. T 
(ýX 

d kd 107dý 'XmýX'Zd4'ýd 'Zi d+X'kAX'f'd 

This time 
. 
constant is also directly dependent upon the direct-axis leakage 

reactancep the effect of which can just be perceived from Fig. 4.10. 

Terminal voltage -recovery was not affected to any extent by, either Rkd or 
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Rkq but very large second harmonic components were produced both during and 

after the fault by a high quadrature axis damper resistance. 
. "I %, 4,5 -Practical sco2e--of generator par-ameterchanges 

The design of large generators i's usually custom tailored to meet the 

specified individual power sy-stem -requirements of each generating station. 

These are normally -steady state load requirements such as voltage and power 

factor, and the parameters are arrived at after thermal and mechanical 

limitations have týeen taken into account, Due to lack of theoretical 

background on the-effect of parameters on the transient behaviour of 

turbogenerators, lkttle account has been taken in the past of the stability 

performance-of generators at the design stage. As stability problems have 

become-more serious since the early sixties however, ' the power generating 

utilities have expressed growing interest in the design of more dynamically 

stable turbogenerators,, The previous sections have given an initial insight 

into the required alterations-in generator parameters for improving the 

transient performance but thi's is 6f little value unless-the practical 

feasibility of implementing these changes-is assessed, 

From the analysis of the effects of short circuit ratio and'saliency it is 

concluded that the quadrature axis mutual reactance 'Xmq should be as small as 

possible to produce the greatest stability margin. This would be achieved 
if the air gap was increased or the amount of iron 'in the quadrature axis portion 

of the rotor reduced. It would seem that these are mutual requirementsq 
because if the air gap is increased, the excitation demands are also increased 

and a larger field winding is necessary unless more advanced cooling is employed. 
Thus larger field winding-slots are milled out of the quaidrature axis portion 

of the rotor which cause a-reduction in Xmq' In order to effect a small 
increase in the air gap the stator bore would have to be increased in 

proportion which produces a much larger increase in the weight of the stator 
causing cost and transport problems. 

In the case of all the winding leakage reactances, the best dynamic 

performance was obtained with the smaller values in every case. To reduce 
armature and field leakage flux by an appreciable amount is a difficult task) 
but some improvement can be obtained by alternative slot shapes and 

40,41 dimensions For reducing the leakage of the damper windings, these should 
be situated as near to the rotor surface as possible. The use of continuous 
low'resistance slot wedges which are shorted at their extremities by. the 
conducting end caps- is- an arrangement which meets these requirements. 
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A low field leakage reactance produced large induced currents in the 

excitati. on-winding and the associated impressed voltages may involve 

serious, insulation pro'bIems-, With this quantity, and to some extent the 

armature leakage reactance., any changes must be arrived at after 

determýni-ng whether stability or insulation problems are the most demanding. 

For the resi'stancesý, no general rule can be formulated to produce a 

stability, improvement, Increasing Ra gave a much reduced peak rotor angle 

swing, but in practice thi's would cause additional stator losses and the 

enormous, cost of designing more effective stator cooling, together with the 

reduced efficiencycould not be justified, Only a small improvement was 

indicated by considering variations of Rfd but in thi's case the desired 

effect was produced bya reduction in the'field resistance, This is viable 

and as- the natural trend is towards iný. reased excitation requirements in any 

case, the value of R fd will be automatically reduced in future esigns. 

From the studies of the effects-of damper resistances it appears that 

different requirements occur in the direct and quadrature axes. The best 

stabtlity, improvement was obtained with a high value of R kq and a low value of 

R kd . The latter also produces more effective field shielding which reduces 

the induced field components considerably, This indicates that a complete 

cylindrical damper cage may not be the ideal answer and a better arrangement 

would be to incorporate some method of impeding the flow of quadrature axis 
damping currents. 'For machines without a damper winding which rely on rotor 
body, current damping, this is achieved naturally by the presence of the 

excitation winding sIots, However damper windings are becoming common on 
the latest fully, slotted rotorsý and one way of obtaining a higher quadrature 
axis resistance, would be to discontinue the end shorting rings at the 

inter, -polar positions. 

'Mially, the study, of the only, mechanical parameter in the generator model, 

the inertia constant, indicates that this quantity should be large in order to 

retard the rotor oscillations. Unfortunately the reverse is the general 
design trend as generator sizes increase due to the increase in length of the 

machine rather than the diameter which has a lesser effect on the increase of 
the moment of inertia, 3, e. the inertia per IIW generated is tending to fall 

ofý as specific output increases. 

4.6 Summar): and sonclusions 

The studiee prove that each electrical parameter of the generator has a 
realisablecontribution to the dynamic behaviour of the rotor under large 
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disturbance conditions-, The one exception i'srather suprisingly,, the 

direct axis mutual reactance, The quadrature axi's mutual'X mq , 
altered 

the inkttalrotor angle setting and hence the stability margin of the 

system. A reduction in anyof the leakage reactances produced better 

performance but the effects due to the resistances did not comply to such 

a simple formula. The direct axis resistances (i. e. R fd and R kd 
) needed 

to be reduced for b7etter stability but the armature and, quadrature damper 

resistances produced the oppos-ite effect. In addition a_worst case, value 

for R kq was forecasted, 

The induced field current during and immediately after the fault was 

affected only, 'by, the direct-axis--quanttties. - The parameters 'Xkdl R fd and 

RkA all c? Langed themagnitude of the fundamental frequency components but 

the only, distinct effect on the time constant of decay of these components 

was-caused by the armature leakage reactance, The direct axis damper 

resistance and to a smaller extent, the reactance affected the initial build 

up of field current while the transientlýdecay'dep6nded mainly, upon field 

resistance. 

Most of the parameters had some effect on the post fault terminal voltage 

recovery, -in particular field and armature leakage reactances, and armature 

resistance. However in all cases the-voltage did not return to the initial 

value-for at least 5 seconds, 

In practice, only the damper parameters can be varied without, interfering 

with the steady state operation of the machine and these should be concentrated 

upon for future studtesý, The present analysis has been purposely rather 
liztted-kn scope in order not to deviate too widely from the main theme of the 

thesis and there i's a great need for further investigations. 
., 

In particular, 

a more exacting assessment of the role of the fundamental oscillations in the 

transient processes would be of great value. This could be facilitated by 

calculating damper winding currents in both axes which would extend the 
knowledge already, gained from, the field oscillations. 
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EYFECT-S OF ý-TlRR-X-STOR--', U0I-TATION ýSYSTEMS- ON- GENERATOR TRANSIENT 

PERFORMANCE 

5; 1 IntTodu"n 

The overall and relativeý-merits of the various thyr3. stor*'excitation 

system& are numerout-Csee Chapter 3)-and acceptance as the ultimate 

exettatýon-contral, tool. -ks, Dee=ing realised, , The camon link of, ' 

superior kty, -I ies, in their -rapid -response - charac teris tic which enables 

aut=attc-, voltage, regulator, to-actý-much-, more-effect2'. vely. ", -Another 
important facet-is the--opportunittes--for-both transient and steady state". 

36,42ý 
stability improvement& which have been studied-by many authors ,, mainly 
in, connection-with hydrommachine, systemsi : Although, the rapid response can 

-produce--a-decline in'stability, when using only voltage feedback, more 

comprehensilve-control policiesý can-be-formulated such as the feedback of 

external %tabklkai'ng-sign4laj whichmake possible substantial. increases in, 

system damping due to the reduction of-phase lags and non-linearities. A 

further advantage is gained-over diode excitation systems in that 
" 

the gate 

control of thyriator convertors can be retarded giving pseudo-inversion. 

whereby the-DC output-voltage-becomes reversed. Thus both buck and boost,, 

, operatl'on-is-available-provi'ded that the field current never falls to zero. 

Field current reversal is not likely, under synchronous conditions because 

-the decay-tsý-determtned br, theýtransiýent-short-circult, t3'me constant, usually 

---of-the order, of-1 &ecand, However under pole slipping conditions the. field 

current will attempt t. o-reverse polarity and not only will the output of the 

thyristor convertor-cpllapse,, but also a high-induced voltage will be_ 

developed across-the generator-field-whichmay damage-the thyristor devices, 

slip ritgsjýor rotor, insulationi unless suitable precautions are taken. 

All-the followl'ng-studies were-carriedýout, using-the full representation 
of the-generator 1*'n whých damping-ci'rcui'ts-were-milnulated by one closed coil 
on each axis. It has-been commonýpractice in the past to neglect 
amortisseur-effects-when performing comparative studies of control systems, 
but from Chapter 4 it to seen that the damper-parameters have a large 
influence on both the power swings-and-the field system-behaviour and in 

the autharlsviev thýse effects-must, be included. 
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In studying the effects of the various control loops the main area of 
interest is the rotor angle oscillations resulting from a large system 
disturbanco 

0 
but as the pr imary function of excitation control is the 

restoration of terminal voltage, this should not be neglected, Small 

or steady state disturbances are not treated here as the dynamic stability 

of similar systems has already, been established elsewhere 
"36,43,46. 

For purposes of comparison, -the same machine constants were used as in 

the standard parameter set of the previous chapter. In most of the studies 

the generator was operated at rated conditions and a three-phase fault 

applied of a duration that was near to critical for the uncontrolled machine 

case (300 ms), The author feels that these conditions are more exacting 
for control system assessments than leading power factor conditions as less 

field forcing capability is available due, to the higher initial rotor 

voltage. 

Fig. 5.1 shows the excitation system block diagram which is common to all 

the studies, and it is intended to be perfectly flexible so that most 

excitation system developments can be investigated. For comparative 

purposes, only the general trends in performance of the*different designs 

are wanted and so exact representation is unnecessary, but if simulation or 

prediction of site tests are performed then precise representation of the 

actual control systems must be attempted, The thyristor convertor is 

assumed to be linearised and so appears as a fixed gainGth and response 

time is assumed to be negligbily small when compared to AVR and transducer 

lags. The representation of the voltage feedback loop is fairly standard 
being a single lag to represent the copbination of step down transformer., 

rectifier, and filter, and variable lead/lag function to co ver the AVR p, roper. 
The DC voltage after the filter i's compared with a reference voltage V 

ref 
and an additional facility is provided for introducing external stabilising 
signals at the input to the thyristor control circuits. A transducer lag 

is also incorporated for this channel. 

5.2 Voltaie_feedback R_qabilitles 

5.2.1'--ýCanse ences of increased regulator -res2onse 
The co=on feature in excitation and AVR system development is the 

successive improvement in the speedýof operation with more advanced designs. 
It i's seen from Tig, 5.2 that this achieves the desired aim of a better 
terminal voltage recovery subsequent to fault removal; although little can 
be done to affect this voltage during the fault period as it depends mainly 
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upon the system reactances and--proximity of the fault to the generator. 

With the slower response a substantial overshoot is produced caused by the 

field voltage lingering at the ceiling-value. Even the very slow system 

reached cek1kng during the fault due to the very large terminal voltage 

error, but after fault-removal the-error is much smaller and the faster 

system displays a-marked superiority. 

1. shown in Fig. 5.3, Consi'dering the -ef fects- -on'-rotor dynamc'-performance 

this i's not as excouraging becau 
, se although a small'reduction in the first 

-peak of rotor angle was predictedp-the subsequent oscillations were less 

'th a fast-response This is almost certainly not due damped wi -excitation. 

reduction in statilityin-the-Tegulator itself as very small phase 

lags, are-presýent and-ttie--phenomenon-has-been-studied-and commented upon 
43.1 

-is-that as the terminal voltage is previovaly, The explanatton given 

-restored quickly after the fault, there-is a very-small AVR error and 

hence little flux destroying force available for damping out the power 

oscillations, With fast excitation-more electrical energy is-added 

during--the fault by-the field voltage rising very quickly to ceiling and 

this tends to reduce the energy imbalance between-generator and prime mover 

giving a lower initial rotor angle swing, Howeveri when the fault is 

cleared the field cannot dissipate-the energy it supplied during the fault 

which has to be converted into electro-nnechanicAl energy causing an increase 

in the rotor oscillations. This explanation may be partly correct but ' 

further-study reveals that-other factors are-influencing the operation as 

ýdiscussed in the-next-subTsection, 

5.2.2-'Eff dtts 'of- exciter, ceiling H-mits 

With a direct current exciter system the output voltage., is limited by 

-saturation and mechanical-considerations but in an-AC-exciter/rectifier 
system the only tangible-liMitation is the-reverse, voltage blocking 

capability of the rectifiers; ý At-the-time-of writing this limit stands 
at over 5V for high power thyri'stors giving a maximum safe operating 

'5 lz)ntt -of 1,8-kV line (i, e. which is equivalent to a DC output 
2 r2 

voltage of 2,4 M In theory this-limit could be increased further by 

using series connected devices,, provided some means of voltage sharing is 

employed. With rectifier-excitation-systems the-ceiling could then be 
increased to almost any- desired -value but in-practice-a constraint has to 
be applied to protect the -generator, rotor -winding -insulation. This i's 
especially, true in the-case-of thyristor rectifiers where the voltage 
output contains steep wavefronts and spikes, which demands a further 
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lowering of the'safe-operating voltage limit for the insulation, but even 

so, this is still higher-than-previous-exciter limits. At the present 

time some of, the-electrtc utilities are pressing for fast thyristor 

exckt; Ltion schemes-with ceilingývoltages of unprecedented magnitude. If 

standard voltage control-is employed-with these systems them the performance 

ýwill-be-totally unsatisfactory as shown by, -F: 'Lg. 5.4 where'increasing the 

ceiling from the designed, value of 2.5 p, u, Cbased on I p. u. terminal voltage 

rated load rated p, f. lag excitation) to 5 p. u. caused a build up, of 

oscillations producing-multi-rswing instability after 7 seconds. Similar 

effects were observed by, Byerly-et-al on a water wheel generator45and appear 

to be due-to-a comBinatiýon of fast response high ceiling voltage and a large 

AVR gain, and-unless-'some-other-ineans of stabilisation can be applied, one or 

more -of ase'qua4titkes-must- be --reduced, 

-If the"poleýrslipping-had-been causedýsimply by conversion of the extra 
field energy, attained during-the fault into mechanical energyas discussed in 

5,2,1, then instabilfty, would have -occurred shortly-after fault removal, 
the-gradual build up-of-oscillations suggests a cyclic inject 

, 
ion of 

Ainett, c-energy which must be produced by the excitation*system as transmission 
'ties system and prime mover quantl -were constant after the fault was removed. 

It is observed from-FJg5; 5-that, the field is repetitively subjected to full 

forcing which is caused by a series of corresponding depressions in the 

terminal voltage. These occur-at times corresponding to maximum rotor angle 

as the armature current, is, -highest during-this period It follows that large 

voltage drops-will appear across the, resistance and transient reactance causing 
the-term: L'aal voltage to-be depressed. Hence the rotor angle peaks are 
reflected into the-i'mpressed--excitation-voltage whichAn effect produces a- 

positEve feedback of electrical power. 

For-economy of calculation'time, -the saturation facility was excluded from 

the comparative investigations of-control systems, but due to the large 

excttation-voltages-present in thi's particular study, it was felt that 

saturation effects might-play an important role and should be investigated. 
To subatantiate this, the-results for the 5 p. u. ceiling voltage case were 
repeated with saturation included and are presented in curve (d) of Fig.. 9.4. 

Although statýility was again lost, the inclusion of saturation had a slight 
StAbilising effect which was embodied by-a reduction in the rotor angle peak 
swings, This- indicates that the omission of saturation is valid for 
comparatrve studkes-inýwhich-the general trends, in the effectiveness of 
different'control systems-are-wantedi-and, that the-results obtained will be 

-on-the pessimistic side. 
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5.2.3 --stab: M2. %tat-3, o-n ýbr -rate -of change- of AVR- in2ut voltage 

In order to enhance damping-ofýthe, -large-osci'llations with fast excitersp 

a rate of change of armature'voltage term-is often included either as a 

feedback loop around the AVR-(see Ref, 46) or as a phase-lead in the forward 

loopi The latter was simulated in, the excitation systemmodel of Fig. 5.1 

by the constant T and the-effect of-various values on the damping 

of oscillations ia shown in llig. 5,6j Although a slight increase in the 

first rotor angle sw: ýng-resultsp theunderswings are reduced considerably 

which is brought about by, an itmprovement in, the negative forcing of the 

exciter as. inFig, 5.7. Thim compensates against the effects of the 

positive field forcing but unfortunately it degrades the terminal voltage 

recovery. In. additton the decay of the oscillations is not affected 

appreciably by, thts form of control and other researcherS45 have found that 

under certain circumstances, sustained oscillations with ziro damping can 

be produced. 

This control method also, stabi'. 13'sed the-performance with a high ceiling 

limgit of 5 p. u., 4 case which was unstable with no phase advance term as 

I and high discussed previously,, Thus with exc'ters of both fast response 

ceiling the use of a rate of change, of -voltage. term. provides an easily 

ýmplemented and inexpenskve method of achieving some degree-of stabilisation. 

In general, better performance was achieved as-the, stabilising time 

Constant was increased, thelargest value used in the studies being 1 second. 
Together with an OR lag of 0.01 seconds this gives a phase advance of 

approxiNately, 780, but to achieve further phase advances-approaching or in 

excess of 90 0, a second order transfer-functýon would be-necessary of the 

f0m; 

(1\-+ P Tsvjý Cl +P Tsy, 
11 \ ý, 2) 

ýl + P' T' fn 

As the-voltage degradation was becoming unacceptable, the effects of 
further increases of the phase lead were-not studied, 

5,3"-'E, XC*L"tAt-i'cmýWtemýexternaI -stabilising signals 

The same reduction in the first rotor angle swing, as was produced by 
fast AVR control can be achieved by a switched operation of the excitation 
voltage which i's ýnmediately, set to the ceiling value on the detection' of 
a fault by, a wired logic circuit or control computer. This has the 
advantage that an improvement in the first swing stability margin similar 
-to that obtained with a fast thyristor excitation system can be achieved 
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with, a s-low excýter-which, has the switching facility incorporated. The 

switching could be performed-by a-mechanical contactor arrangement, a 
facility which ft was interesting-to note, was provided on early non, 

continuously, acti`ng-AVR%s*53., Curve (c) of-Fig. 5.3 shows the swing curve 

produced--by-excktation logic-that detects a-fault, by determining whether 

the-acceleration-exceeds-, -aýthreshold-value-C30-radianslsec 
2) 

and if sog 

switches the excl Ltatkon-voltage-to-cei'ling until the rotor velocity passes 

through-zero, when normal MR-operation is-restored. In this case the 

-controller-performed-two-sw3'tching-operationsland-not only is the first peak 

--reduced But also the subsequent swings are more damped In fact an 

extremely damped-swing-can-be produced-with-the-switching-controller alone, 

_--, %&thout'any form-of feedback-by manual optimisationýof the periods of 

switching týetween positive and negative ceiling voltages4-59 Bang-bang 

controlt as thi's method is termed, is extremely sensitive to loading and 

other operational conditions and-is of no practical use unless some method 

of on-eline optimi'sing of the, switching times can be determined, Earlier 

investigations 47,50 have shown that an approximation to a bang-bang controller 

could-be obtained-Dy-feedback-of-a, compound-external, stabilising signal into 

, the-AVR--containing-velocity-and acceleration channels with appropriate. gains. 

An-extra AVR input proportional-to, velocity deviation has been previously 
investigated for stabilising-dynamic oscillations and the signals. used by the 

various -authors were derived-by, three --dif f erent methods namely'f rom the 
48 49, frequency difference from integral of-power error and_from direct 

measurement of shaft veloc, ty36 1. The last mentioned-method is presently 
being explored further to give a noise free signal, with a fast response (see 

Chapter 8) and is the most likely method for future-adoption as the first two 

methods introduce inherent lags - into the control loop. 

Although a velocity deviation signal seems-to be extremely useful for 

stqýtlising dynamic oscillationsýi -the advantages to be gained when considering 
transient response-are not as encouraging. This is because the speed only 
builds -up gradually during the f ault (c. f, Fig. 2.10) and to produce the 
requilred brangzBang effect for- transient stability improvement, a very high 

gain haa to be used, The effect of this is to increase the offset of the 
mean of the rotor angle oscillations as shown by Fig. 5.8 until stability is 
lost, With lower gains a fair amount of damping is produced but the ability 
to reduce the first forward-swing is lessened and additionally, in all cases 
a very poor te=i. nal voltage response- was -produced as in Fig. 5,9a. 

By, feedback of -a signal -proportional to - ahaf t acceleration an almost 
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critically-damped response can-be obtained, together with a substantial 

reduction of the first swing as illustrated by Fig. 5.10. This means that 

the power-varkations-injected by-the excitation control are in antiphase 

wih, the electrical power 'osci'llat ions caused by the fault which 

gives the rapid damping-effect. - -In this respect the transient control 

requirements are contrary, to-those-of the-dynamic state where due to the 
integrating effect caused by the-field time constant an acceleration term 
has very, little advantage-and-the best signalýis acceleration phase shifted 
by 900, p'-k, etývelocity, ýHowever; -in-the-transient state the performance 

-depends, upon the abilfty-of the excitation system tomaintain the power 

-balance which is dependent directly upon the applied excitation voltage. 

After the initial transient the rotor is left at a higher angle than the 

prefault value and a very slow secondary transient takes place until the 

original conditions are restored. This is because the excitation system 

.. now has-linear control over-the-machine as It is operating well within its 

cekling-litmi'ta and the -restilt - is to-increase the effective moment of inertia 
by-many-timesi- The-terminal voltage is depressed after the initial transient 

and this also takes many seconds-to return to the initial value due to the same 

effect (Fig, 5.9b). 

N From the equation-of motion, neglecting losses torque and assuming constant 

prime mover-torque, we-maywrite 

P2&- Tj TTe. AT 
e, (5.1) 

as the changes in speed, even during, ýa. severe disturbance, only amount to a few 

per cent, then 5.1 approximates to 

HmP2& 30 - AP 

it follows from 5.2 then that-if a power error stabilising signal-were used 
45. it 

should give similar effects to-the acceleration signal previously described. 
This is substantiated by Figi5ill where again a large amount of damping is 

achieved but this time using-a power--error signal, With the large-value of 
gain, however, 

' 
InstaMlity, was-induced-and-this may be due to the power signal 

. ---contaitning both acceleration -and velocity components as instability was also 
_ ----produced ý-by-a --large -velocity - feedback gain. 

The reason for the effectiveness of the dynamic external stabilising 
signals can be best illustrated by further inspection of the equation of motion$ 
The change in electrical power during-a d1sturbance is composed of damping 
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components, -depending -upon -the change of speed and the damper winding 

parameters, and Isynchronising' components which depend upon the generator 
0. internal voltage during -the transient Eli the busbar voltage V and load 

angle 5ý 43,, theref ore 
q 

p26, +f0 'ý fs (E Ip sim 6, sin 2 6) d 
(p 

q 
Vbp 

where fd and fa are complex-funqtions of-the bracketed terms and the machine 

reactances. 

If for em)mpUcitythe s-imple generator representation is considered 
where 

AV (where K is a constant and T' the direct qf ef d 
axis transient short current time'constant) 

then we may write, 

ji p26, +f, I 
AvIlf N-f 

(PS) +f cv sinS, sin 26) 0 
m al 

( 
1: ýý V. j+d s2 b Pd 

Hence if AV f is proportional to acceleration P2 6-, then under fast transient 

conditions the term- will integrate this to give a velocity or in other 
words a damping eff"ect, but under steady-state or conditions ofvery slow 
changes, the power contribution from the excitation will be directly 

proportional to acceleration as the 
, r-term will have little effect at Pd 

very low frequencies, Thus the acceleration termi i. e. the effective 
& %, 'eness inertia constant is increased. This analysis also-explains the e'ffectiV 
of-a velocity signal in the dynamic state-where again the integral term has 

negligible effect and, a direct velocity damping-contribution is achieved. 

Curve&-Cd) and CeYofTkg. 5,10'showthe effects of increasing the 
' 

excitation system ceiUng-li'zZte with- acceleration feedback control. Here 
there is no deterioration in-the damping effect as in the case of voltage 
feedback and a substantial improvement in the dynamic performance and 
terminal voltage recovery results, 

The reduction of the first peak of the rotor angle swing was not quite 
as, -effective with the power -and -acceleration stabillsing feedback as with 
the, fast voltage regulator. It was noted that the field voltage immediately 
reversed under the stabilising controller when the fault was removed)but the 
excitation stayed at the-positive ceiling for a longer period with voltage 
control. This was obviously, the cause of the difference in the results and 
is explained by Again considering the energyýbalance. Hence immediately 
after-the fault the generated, portion- of the electrical power is very high due 
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to the -increased rotor angle, and combined with the large damper power in 

this period forms- the major part -of -the total electrical power which is 

greater than'the prime -mover -power -causing -a, deceleration of the rotor, 

; As-the-electrtval power can-be -controlled by the excitation, ' if this is 

-kept'high after the fault then a larger deceleration will ensuecausing 

a smaller rotor angle excursion; -If the field is boosted for too long 

-however, this produces a larger undersving and unfortunately the optimum 
time f or -f 1eld -reversal - it -dkf f icult, to determine due to the contributions 

of the damper windings to -the energy, balance -considerations. 

5 GA '- Tf f ect_s * o-f 
. 
-high 'speed . excitation-at leading Rower factor 

In-some power system-networkS-, , especially, those of overseas countries, 

power,, has to be transported from the remote generating stations over very 
long transmission lines to-theJoad-centres. Thus a large amount of 

reactive power is demanded and-if separate' compensation is not provided 
this has-to-be, -achieved, by, -operatingýthe, generators at reduced excitation 
V L'ng power factor, region- in the leadi This lowers, the transient stability 

margin due to the increased ateady-state-operating-load angle and in 

addition, the synqhrqnising power-which is proportional to (cos8), is 

diminished. Hence operations-engineers are-very concerned about the 

performance at-leading-power factor 4nd-much-testing and analysis has been 

performed with'a-vkew, to-oBtat'ningýknowledge of-the-behaviour under these 

conditions (e. go- References5l-and 52), In-this thesis however an extensive 

study has not been performed as the author believes that rated conditions are 
best for assessing relative-control system capabilities as discussed earlier. 
The curves of'Fkg. 5.12 were intended-to check-the-effects of the previously 
investigated'controle-i'n-the leading power factor region. A lower fault 

period of 200 ma had to-be, used as the value of 300 ms used in the studies 
at, lagging power factor-was near-critical and obviously caused instability 

factor. 

Theýsape genpral-effects were observed with-voltage and acceleration 
feedback as previously, i. ei-a marked-decrease and increase in the damping 
behaviour -reppecti'vely, but it was found, that'af ter the initial transient 
with the acceleration feedback case, the rotor angle did not return to 
normal and-a condition of dynamic equilibrium was established. No 
explanation is tendered -for- this phenomenon but* it may have been that a 
decay was present but was so - slový that it could not be detected on the 
li'Mited, computed-results, 
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5.5 - Performdzille-'&f --, doitbirted;, vol-t! ge-regulat-orL and stabilising signal 

The-stabWatng-signals-have so-, far-been analysed acting independently, of 

a-vol-tage-, Tegulati'ng-ctianneli It--has--been-found that with a thyristor exciter 

acceloration I eedbacIt -control' gives -a -very -high -degree - of damping of the rotor 

angleýoscillatkon& but thevoltage--rigulation i's seriously impaired. 
. 

On the 

other-hand-, the use-of fundamental voltage I control in a fast excitation system 

tends-to make: the-overall-performance,, moreýoscillatory, By combining the two 

different types-of- f eedlsack "one -Tatght 'expect to achieve a compromise between 

the-perfo=ancesý, D'ut-in, practice-thi's is'not so' as shown by curve (a) of 

Figý5A3 where Jt t. %-oDservedýthat, -I: tttle-improvement on the response is 

--obtained-by-j'ntroductng an ac; eleratim'slIgnalInto the-voltage regulator. 

voltage regulation effect seems to be entirely dominant as 

ýindicated by the f4stýterminal, voltage-recovery (Fig. 5.14). Curves (b) and 

(c) of Tkg. 5.13 show an-attempt, at-separating the actions of the two channels 

by, i*'-ncreasi-n$-the, AVR-t2ýme,, constant whilat., keeping a-fast-acceleration 

channel. - In this manner-a-better-dampi'ng-is-obtained but there is an obvious 

decline, in-termtnal voltage-response, ýand-the-first-rotor angle swing is. 

increased, Tig. 5.15 shows-the effect of higher ceiling limits-with a voltage 

time constant of three seconds-and negligible-acceleration lag. After the 

first transient has diminishedi linear control-is established but due to 

terminal volt 
* 
age-erTor-the-e-xcitation-increases--in an attempt to correct for 

this; -- -However--tTle -effective moment, of -inertia has been increased by the 

acceleratton-feedUck-and a very, slow--transient ensues-which approaches the 

steady state staDility li'Mit. 

With an exciter containing a-rate of change of voltage tem there was also 

-advantage gained by-including-an-additional acceleration stabilising little I 

signal, The gain of the acceleration channel used for the'combined control 

stud ita, was- the . optimum-, value-for-the. -case-of-the-, accelaration'feedback 

--actftng -alone,, It is noteworthy, -that this --is ý- no longer optimal' when the 

voltagg regulator ka added and it is likely that a large increase in Ga 

would be., necessary in order to swamp-the AVR. effectsýand achieve good damping. 

However as the pre sent'accf. lera tion gain was very highi further increases were 

not Attempted as-ft would be impossible -to eliminate noise, from the signal and 

still - retain f ast response, even with the, most advanced measurement techniques 

-Another, inethod, of enhancing, the ef f ect lof the stabilising term would be to 

reduce-the, gain-of the-. AVP, channel-. -This-, gain-is fixed by steady state 
regulation -requirements and was not changed - in all the previous studies, The 

overall gain ia calculated as that which will, produce full exciter forcing 
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voltage for-atermx"nal,, -voltage-depression of 1X. - However it is only during 

transient-oack1latkons that, a-Teductiton, inýgain is necessary and this could, 
be, achieved BY--AC feedback acTosa-the-AVR, calculatedýto give the correct gain 

reductkon, at-"the frequency-of the transient oscillations which is usually 

around I Ez. 

5; 6 Suvvm! ýt ýand '-donc luiýZous 

It has, b-een'spen-from-the, ýreceding. -sectiýon that-although the thyristor, 

-convertor -provi'deir -a -fain-f I exitrle: -high-, power -=pl if icat ion system, its 'use IL 
as, an-exciter for'a-turbogenerator-1's by-no means-straight forward. A 

analogue controller to cover all aspects-of operation was not, 
forthcoming but the findings of the various systems are summarised in the 

following. 

Fast-voltage. -control gave, a, very-good-recovery-of terminal voltage after 

a system-fault and the beat first. -swing-transient stability margins. However 

the subsequent, oacillations-were more severe-and with higher, ceiling limits 

ýthks, wasý exacerbated causing. TaultiNtswing-instability in some cases. The 
, 

situAtIon--was-Improved ýa small -amount by. -the. -introduction of a phase advance 

or lrateýof, change, of voltage-termi-. but only with-a-corresponding 
degradation -of ý- the, -vo 1 tage -recovery, 

of aývelocityýstabilising feedback, is-now a common 

requirement for thyristor excitation-schemesjý especially in overseas systemsp 

and has been found Byýother, workers-to-render-a, marked-improvement in the 
dynamic staBility, 

36. 'Under large-disturbance conditions howevero a velocity 

signal had little býeneficial effect on the transient performance of the 

-machitne -and 'if the- garn"was- too, high. - then instability could be produced. 
The-best-si'gnala for, the large-idisturbance-case, -were acceleration and power 
whith had si 1. ilmtlar effects- giving a near critically damped or 'optimal" 

performance. - Thita was obtained at the expense of voltage control and when 
an AVR channel was combined with the- optimum stabill'sing -f eedback the ef f ects 
of - the- latter --were7 -maaked -out, giving-a-return-of, the underdamped oscillations. 

It: is clear - that - the creation-, of I an- overall - control policy f or the 

acting alone using -pure., analogue, techniques is problematic 

-due -to --the -many- f vActions-- that we- are -attempting to-fulfil. These are 

summarised ast 

-Voltage -control,, -Both- during steady-state. to- satisfy customer 
requirements and during ý transients -to - prevent stalling of 

- auxklf`ar2e& -and-minimise , interact ion - ef f ec ts -with other machines. 
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(ti) Yield forcrng during and immediately after a system fault to 

produce the-maximum transient stability margin. 

'Damping of the rotor angle oscillations subsequent to a system 

fault to reduce system power fluctuations. 

Stabilksation of dynamic performance to ininimise, lhunting' 

effects and prmt4e steady state stability. 

It was'found that fastvoltage feedback covered the functions of (i)'and- - 

(U) onlyand had a negative effect on (iii). The requirements of (iii) and- 
(iv) can be satisfýed by acceleration and velocity feedback respectively but 

generally have an adverse effect on (i. ) and (ii). 

The above observations suggest-that a discontinuous control policy is the 

only true answer as followst 

(a) Steady state- voltage and velocity signals. 
I 

(b) During and immediately after a severe disturbance (subtransient 

period) - vpltage only. 

(c) Post fault (transient) period - acceleration feedback. - 

(d) Quasi-staDle period (oscillations damped, out but terminal voltage 
in error) - voltage and velocity, signals, 
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CONTROLLING CAPABILIT-IESOF- E-LECTROrHYDRAULIC GOVERNORS 

6.1 Introduction 

The primary, function of turbine governor control systems is the regulation 

of shaft speed-, and-asýthts quantity is directly related to the rotor dynamics. 

the governor representation can be-very significant in power system stability 

studies 
65. 

'Due to the slow-response of-mechanical governors however, it has 

been common practice in the past-to neglect prime mover effects for transient 

stability studies by assuming constantmechanical input power. Although 

this, may Be valid in the inktkal subtransient period there i's evidence to 

suggest that the-method of governing can affect the oscillations subsequent 

to the fault and for accurate results', ' it should not be neglected 
54-58 

Wkth the new eiectrohydraulic governor systems 
55-<61 (hereafter referred to 

as-EH, -governorst) the tiýme constant and dead band of both governor and valve 

mechanism. % areminimal enabling faster and more accurate control over the full 

turbine output power. Thus it i's possible to restore the power balance more, 

quickly under large disturbance conditions and effect a major contribution to 

the damping-of transient osckllations. 

An iýmportant feature of EH-governing systems is a facility for the control 

of interceptor valves which give a faster response due to the elimination of 
the-reheater lag. A means-for high speed closure of the steam valves on 
detecting a fault is also-incorporated, which can be triggered by an 

acceleration sensitive deýiice and is commonly referred to as 'fast valving'. 
With straight through or 'flash" type boilers, fast valving is only 

performed on the interceptor valves so that the boiler is protected by the 

reheater buffering effect. 7ast valve closure i's also available on some 
of the later mechanically-governed turbines, but in this case the tripping 
device ks a-mechanical accelerometer which has an appreciable time delay 

compared to the latest electronic transducers employed in EH systems which 
are actuated from a toothed wheel and magnetlc probe speed detector 

arrangement. 

The new governors also of f er - greater f lexibility of operation. For 
example, the droop characteristic can be varied with the system on load. - and 
more advanced control configurations such as the feedback of generator load 
or other similar analogue quantity,, and provision for digital or analogue 
computer control can beýincorporated, These are very important aspects of 
the EH system and in the following chapter the analogue control capabilities 
will be investigated. Once more the effects of a three--. phase fault on a 
500 MW generator are studied and in order to isolate the governor action, 
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constant excitation-voltage i's assumed. The electrohydraulic governor 

model described in Chapter 3 (Tig. 3.14) is employed as it is simplified 

enough for representatkve-data to be obtained, and includes most of the 

system components 
62 

individually so that comparative studies can be 

performed to investigate their effects, 

6.2'- Unt-ribut-ton of- sReed -governor looll to -the transient -effects 

6.2,1 ý- Dxnamid tag o- s I-of- the electrohXdraulic sXstem 

The lack of attention to the representation of governors in previous 

transtent stabýility, studies has been due to the slow dynamical response of 

the mechanical7hydraulic systems caused, ýby governor, reheater and steam 

va1ve lags. Thus the governor had negligible effect in controlling fast 

transients which is illustrated by curves (b) and (6) of ? ig. 6.1a, where 

an overall time constant of greater than 0.5 second effected little 

improvement on the uncontrolled generator transient response. In practice 

these effects would be even smaller, as-the curves were obtained assuming 

both main and interceptor valve control which i's not featured on older 

systems. 

With the EH governor, the response is only effectively limited by the 

valve operation times as-the speed transducer delay is negligible and the 

effect of the Teheater i's superseded by control of the interceptor valves. 

Intensive development of electrohydraulic actuator systems has produced 

substantial performance improvements since the inception of EH governors, 

and valve operation times (closing) have been reduced to less than 150 ms 

on the mostmodern designs. 

Curve Ca) indicatesthat the fast EH governor now makes a 

substantial contribution to the shorter term rotor dynamic oscillations by 

a marked reduction in the first and subsequent forward swings. It is 

interesting to note that little improvement in damping out the oscillations 
is-achieved, and the overall effect is to shift the curve downwards away 
from the area of instability,, 

6.2.2 -ConseLuences of slow valve, opening Tates 

In both the electrohydraulic and mechanical/hydraulic systeýns rapid valve 
closure is accomplished by exhausting the hydraulic fluid into a reservoir, 
thus allowing the valve to be closed by the pressure of a heavy spring. This 

provides fail-safe operation should loss of hydraulic pressure occur. 
Opening of the valves necessitates forcing the hydraulic fluid from the 
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accummulators into the valve actuating cylinders by a pumping action 

against the pressure of the strong return springs. This is by nature 

a slower process and it i's common for valve opening rates to be many 
times that of the closing value. 

The effect on the transient performance is shown by 'Fig. 6.2 where it 

1 opening is seen that although the underswings are-'ncreased by slower valve 

rates, there are no detrimental-effects on the-forward rotor angle swings. 

To speed up the-val-ve opening rate would require more powerful pump motors 

and larger accummulators-in-additkon to-more advanced valve designs, all 

of which require higher capital outlay. It would seem that even if system 
damping is a problem there is little cost Justification for fast opening of 

steam valves as it is questionable whether an effective improvement in 

performanceýwould be produced. 

6.2,3 Tari ationff -in the turbine-droop setting 

On most existing CEGB units there is a standard 11nearised turbine droop 

setting of 4%)whizhmeans-that all machines,, respond equally to load changes 

and the valves will eventually fully close; should a speed rise of 4% or more 
be sustained, However it is seen from. 'Fig. 6, lb that even with a fast EH 

governor-system, under a transient disturbance the valves attain less than 

half closure, and it i's clear that for fault conditions a higher overall 
forward gain is required. Thi's can be achieved by reducing the droop 

setting, which is the reciprocal of the overall gain of the governor system, 

and on the EH governor can be carried out on-zline either manually or by a 

control system diTectilve. 

Týg, 6.3 shows the effect of reducing the droop setting of the Ell governor 
down to 1%, in which case the valves attain full closure in the duration of 
the fault period. Thi's produces a large improvement In the transient 
stability margin due to the reduction of the power imbalance between generator 
and prime mover during the fault. Additionally a small increase in damping 
is produced but again the whole curve i's shifted downwards causing larger 

underswings, 

The operation of small numbers of generators, such as those fitted with 
EH turbine control at constant low droop settings of say 1% is inadvisable 
because these machines would attempt to take up the major proportion of the 
load fluctuationsi in preference to generators operating at the 4% setting. 
A solution to the problem would be to-keep the steady state droop setting 
at 4% and switch to lower -values during a disturbance but if reduction of 
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the first swing is only required then logical control or "fast valving' 

as covered iLn the next sectionp is inore effective, This is because the 

speed cannot rise instantaneously due to the effect of inertia, and 

therefore it is% not the best control signal for during the fault period 

whatever thevalue of gain. 

6.3 -Fas-t V&Ivi-ng 
T- . 

Turbýne protection is normallyafforded by the emergency stop valves 

which on an electricallygoverned turbine can-be protectively operated by 

various quantities iindicative of failures such as-limiting values of 

condenser-vacuum and temperature-in addition to the standard overspeed 

trip function. However for transient faults it is not necessary to shut 

one entirely,, and on-many of the new systems 'fast valving' down the turlýi 

is-featured whereby the interceptor valves. (or both main and interceptor 

valves) are closed rapidly, by, a fault sending device, This slows down 

the acceleration of the-machine due to the reduction of the power 
imbalance during the fault and reduces the first forward swing of the rotor 

as shown by Fig. 6.4. Here the valves were closed for 0.5 second by an 

acceleration sensing device, after which the system was returned to normal 

speed governing with a droop setting of 4%. Both main and interceptor valves 

were closed simultaneously and Fig. 6.5 shows the resulting decay in turbine 

output torque. Thi's only falls off relatively slowly compared to the speed 

of operation of the valves at a rate of about 50% in 0.5 second, which is 

caused by steam transport delaya in the pipework downstream of the valves 

and in the turbine cylinders, Due to the fairly low level of acceleration 

threshold chosen for the study,, a further fast valving operation took place 

at the first rotor underswing after which normal governing was resumed. 
The actual reduction in the rotor angle peaks will depend upon the reaction 
time of the fault sensing device (in this case 20 ms) and the valve closure 
time, 'Fig. 6,4 also shows the effects of slower valve opening rates on the 

performance with fast valving where again an increase in the underswings was 

produced as in the case of normal speed governing. 

As with the thyristor excitation system, the fast governor could be 

operated in a bang--ý, bang fashion to obtain large improvements in system 
damping by optimising the timing and duration of a series of fast valving 

operations. The ultimate system would be the logical control of both 

excitation and governor which would require a fast multiple access digital 
63 

computer operating on-line 
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6.4 -Advanced techia-L s 

Rate of, change of input stabilisation as, was investigated in the AVR 

systemi can also Be applied to-the governor" but only as a forward element 
in this case as-it would be extremely, dkffl'eult to obtain an output feedback 

signal, Ct. e. -mechankcal torque), Tig. 6.6 shows the result of using various 

values of phase advance on, the speed -input by varying the time constant T 

of T)g. 3.14. Tting this type of stabilisation in the governor produces a 
far-greater imprevement-than in-the excitation system, ' as it compensates 
for the valve and turbine phase-lags to produce effective velocity damping. 

Also, cemplete closure of-the valves is. accomplishedýdirectly after fault 

applicatton, giving risýe, to large-reductions in the first forward swing. 

-Unfortunately,, during svLIngs--in. the negative directionp the valves are also 

closed-causitng a-very large-first underswing as there is not enough 

mechanical torque to balance the electrical torque that was restored after 

the fault, Turther, ý if the phase was advanced too far then a long slow 

second underswing ensued and it appeared there was an optimum value of T 
between I and 5 seconds (Tv = 0.01 secs), 

Another effect of advancing the phase too far was to induce valve 

Oscillationa as- shown by 71'g. 6,6b. The frequency of oscillation was about 
5 Hz and is a case for further study using dynamic stability analysis 

techniques, This phenomenon could be disastrous if the oscillations were 
large, or if the frequency, coincidedýwith one of the natural torsional 
frequencies of the shaft, in which event the build up of oscillations may 
take place causing serious damage unless suitable protection is contrived. 
Thi's problem has been encountered using a speed stabilising signal into a 

static excitation system 
37 

and as the dynamic response is . increased it is 
likelythat the same effects- could be induced by Eli governor systems. 

The effects of feeding back an acceleration term were identical in the 
governor case to the effects of the rate of change of velocity stabilisation 
(Fig. 6.7) as they are the same quantity. This is also true for power error 
feedback (graphs not plotted as they were similar to Fig. 6.7) which is 
present-on-most electric governors in the form of a load control loop. 
However, the contribution to system damping will be small as there is usually 
a large time constant associated with this channel. 

The use of a combined acceleration and velocity governor feedback is 
portrayed by'Fig. 6.8, where no deterioration of the performance was found. 
Thus the normal and stabilising signals appear to be compatible and no 
interactýon effects were observed. 
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The effectiveness of the governor stabilýsation can again be 

explained by inspecting the mechanical equation of motion as in the case 

of the AVR studies , i, e, 

-2H 17 6-- TL-, - Te Cneglecting loýses) 
0 

The-mechankcal torque during a-disturbance will contain a transient 

variation T L_ in addition to the 
11 
steadystate component T Lo which will 

depend upon the applied control, i, e, 

ATL T Le -, - Te 

If the governar system had an instantaneous response then AT 
L would be 

directly, proporttona 
'1 

to speed giving a large degree of damping. However 

a phase lag ks introduced by the steam storage delays as deduced from Fig. 6.5 

reducing the-effectiveness ofthe governor damping, This explains the 

improvement in-performance obtained by the rate of change of velocity term 

which advances the phase to compensate, for the steam lags. From Fig. 6.5 

the approximate time constant of decay, of turbine 6utput torque upon sudden 

valve closure is, 0, Tseconds. If the turbine system is represented by a 

single first order, lag, then the phase retardation at the approximate 
frequency, of osckllation of the rotor of I liz. is calculated by! 

f (AT 0 0492 - j(. 216) L '14-'J'(b. 7, x2-Trx-1T : -- , 

From which, the phase lag i's 

arctan arctan (4.4) 77.4 0 0'2 

This ils compensated for by the phase-advance, network 

f(61)p l+p-T- where Tv is the speed transducer lag which was 
v 

. 01 secs in the study 

and 
1+j (21rxT -) 

[l+j (FirxT 
S)] 

[1-, 
ýj (. 021t)] 

01) 
jw 

1+4v xIO 

. 041T 2 
xT )- +j (27r'XT -, z,. 027r) 

-S s 
1+471 z 10 -K4 
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The phase advance is then 

, 
2rx'T ',, -. 021y 

arctan ,, S 
(1+. 

047Y z 
-xTs 

If thi's exactly, campensates for the steam system lag, then ýs = ýTP i. e. 

2,, 7y , 
4.4 

1+. 047YZXT 
sI 

From which TS is calculated as 2.64 secs, 

This agrees with the results shown in Fig, 6.6 where the best performance 

was obtained with a stabiliser time constant of between-1 and 5 seconds. 

If the governor ks over compensated by too much rate of change of velocity 

then AT L will be-mainly accele ration dependent, which increases the effective 

inertia. This produced a very long slow underswing when linear control was 

established which commenced at about 2.2 seconds (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7). 

6.5 Practical- considerations 

Although the governor-model used for these studies-is much more involved 

than the equivalent excitation system,, madel-used in Chapter 54' there are a 

far greater number of simplifying, assumptions, There is a pressing need 

for extensive testing of electrohydraulic governing systems for determining 

all the characteristics and nonTlinearities of the system components so that 

the formulation of-more accurate models can be achieved. 

In the steamvalves-there i's usually some form of linearisation either 

byelectrical or-mechanicalmeansi This-only covers the steady state 

characterkstic but under transient conditions it is likely that the 

assumption-of li'near-, variat3. on-ofýsteam, pressure with-valve travel no longer 

holds. The-valve dynamics were represented by a-simple gain and time 

constant, lag function whichmeans-that-they can be made, to operate. at any, 

speed depending upon the input levels, in practice there will be a limit 

to the valve travel velocity which i's difficult to simulate, and as a 

temporary-measure the input level limits shown on Fig. 3.14 were introduced. 

Ass=l'ng constant boiler pressure may-also lead to performance errorst 
in particular the response after a few seconds or so where the boiler system 
dynamics will come into effect. This is especially true of flash boilers 

which contain only a small volume of entrained steam. The reheater pressure 
was-controlled-by, a--single lag with a time constant of 7 seconds, which 
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again isý an over, simplification as-the reheater response is to-some extent 

pressure dependent. 

'Finally, the turBine responses were once again simulated by simple 
first order lag functions but the actual response is determined by the 

verycomplex thermodynamical processes, taking-place inside the turbine. 
However, -contrary,, te what-mtght be expected, ' it has been found elsewhere 
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by comparing-computed results vithýsite tests-that the simplified 

representation gives a, good approxiination to-the actual response. 

Due to lack of'operational experience there is at present no universally 

accepted control-mode of EH governors in the steady state and various 

policies can be applied to-meet differing system requirements$ In one case 

the main and interceptor valves-may operate simultaneously to give a 'black 

boxý governor behaviour with a linear droop characteristic. Other systems 
have sequential operation of steam valves producing a stepped droop 

characteristic sometimes referred to as "incremental' droopand a common mode 

of operation for base loadmachines is with the interceptor valves fully open, 

a fine control being afforded by varying only the governor valve openings for 

normal operation. Hence for accurate governor studiest' account should be 

taken of these differing control methods, 

6.6-- Surrmary and conclusions 

It has been found that the electrohydraulic governing system is capable of 

massive improvements in increasing both the transient stability margin (i. e. 
the first rotor angle forward swing) and the damping of subsequent rotor 

oscillations. This is-achieved by the ability of the governor to directly 

influence the-power balance equation during transient disturbances by 

superimpoaing a-velocity, damping effect on the prime mover torque. However 

true, velocity, damping is only obtained by compensating for the control valve 
and ateam-transport delays. -This can be achieved by phase advancing the speed 
signal input by an analogue filter or by using correct amounts of acceleration 
or electrical power feedback signals. 

Fast valve closure was another highly effective method for increasing the 

stability margin due to the reduction of the initial rotor acceleration and 
during an extended fault, thismay prevent the operation of the overspeed trip 
thus keeping the set in synchronism with the system. 

In all the controls discussed the valves were closed at various speeds 
during the fault. Although this reduces the first forward swing, the power 
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imbalance i: mmedkately, after the fault when the electrical load is 

restored, ts, greater causing a larger underswing. This is made worse by 

the slower opening-rate of-the-valves, but it does-not have a deleterious 

effect on the stability-margins. 

I-ncreas3'ng the gain and dynamical response of the governor in general 
improved every aspect-of, generator-performance, -This includes the terminal 

vQltage-recoveryi--aý-qualkty, ýwhich-is-not widely-appreciated. Fig. 6.9 

shows, ý- the- terminal -voltage- response- improvements-ob tained with both 

standard speed governing (curve, (b)) and with acceleration feedback 

(curve (cl) compared to theuncontrolled response (curve (a)), 
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COMBINATION-*& qliýH'SPEED-'E-XZITATION'AND TURBINE -CONTROLS 

7.1 Introdiiý-an 

In the previous, chapters-the effects of high speed excitation and 
turbine control-siyatems, --on-, turbogenerator transient performance have been 

studied-acttng--separately, -The-most effective controls4or each case were 
formulated-uskng well established-analogue techniques with emphasis applied 

to, the-practical-realisation of the systems-on turbogenerators in the 
i=ediate future, Longer term investigations into true optimal controllers 

using analogue 
66 

and digital 26,28 
techniques are under way for which 

investigations,, thi"s thesis can be regarded as preliminary work. The 

present project would not be complete without studying simultaneous action 

of high speed excitation and turbine controls to ensure compatibility and 

that no interaction effects exist. Another factor to be clarified is the 

trade-offs between using either thyristor excitation systemsp' or 

electrohydraulic governors, or both in a particular case in preference 

the conventional slower acting systems such as diode excitation and 

mechanical1hydraulic governor, because of the increased capital outlay of 

the new systems. The best assessment would be obtained by multimachine, ---, 

studies for a specific example and thi's would determine any interaction 

effects-between-machines in close proximity with differing controls, 
However--this, short study, of the single machine case is only intended as 

a general performance check for the compatibility of the two systems. 

T. 2 -Ufects of simultaneous fast action of standard AVR and governor 
.1- 
controls 

-Fig, 7.1 shows the results of combining various-AVR and governor response 
without any form of additional stabilising technique, 

Curves (a) and (b) show the effect of 4% and 1% governor droops 

respectively when the response of both control systems was high. This 

produced similar performance changes to the action of týe governor alone, 
i, e, the transient stability-margin and the damping of oscillations was 
improved by the lower droop figure. The effect of slowing down the 
regulator response but with fast governor control is shown by comparing 
curves Cb) and (d), It i's seen that the slow regulator gives an 
improved second swing but after this it i's superseded by the performance 
with the faster regulator. This is at variance with the findings of the 
studies of-excitation acting alone where increasing excitation response 
gave an-overall weakening of the damping capability, The action of the 
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governor seems-to reverse thi's trend in the later stages of the transient. 

In addition the excitation system had little contribution to the transient 

stability-margin on the first swing when acting simultaneously with a fast 

governor, A, s1ow-governox and fast excitation gave the worst results 

of the varýous, combinationa-as shown by curve (c). 

The best-terminal-voltage,, recovery-was-obtained when the AVR was working 
in--conjunctton-vitll a fast -1% droop, governor system, With a slow AVR (T 

FN 
0.5 sec) alt1tougIt the line voltage returned to its original value in about 
300 msý after fault removalthere was subsequently a large overshoot. With fast 

excitation and hrgtt performance governing however' the excitation recovered P 
qutckly and Temained Telati'vely, constant to within 21% of-the pre,. Cfault value 
for the duratkon of the transient rotor oscillations. 

7.3 Effecta of simultaneous high sýeed controls with stabilising terms 
T-ýý -- 

In Chapter 5 it was foundthat the extremely damped response obtained with 

acceleration control of excitation was deteriorated under voltage regulator 

action, Tig. 7.2 shows-thatýincluding the effects of a fast governor on this 

combination partially restores the damping and gives a much reduced first 

swing. In addition, the voltage control is more effective with smaller 

fluctuations in the transient period. 

ln, Fig, 7.3, curve (b) shows the effect of including an acceleration tem 
in the governor with a fast AVR controlling the excitation. The inclusion 

of exciter effects, gains a small reduction of the first forward swing but 

this is followed b-y a larger increase of the unde; swing compared to the 

action of the governor alone (curve (a)), However, almost perfect terminal 

voltage recovery-was achieved in less than 200 ms after fault clearance with 

a minimal oscillation thereafter. 

Introducing stabilising terms into both excitation and governor systems 
had little extra benefit than using governor stabilisation only (curve (c) 

of Tig. 7.3. In this case-the two acceleration terms had a combined effect 
4 in increasing t4e effective-moment of inertia which was embodied by a 
further decrease in the-frequency of the long slow oscillation after the 
initial fast transient had subsided. 

7.4 -Conclusions 

It was found that when both fast excitation and governor controls acted 
simultaneously, each system contributed to the improvement of transient 
performance and negligi'Ble interaction effects were present, The total 
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reduction of the first rotor angle excursion with combined control was 

55 0 representtng-a great-. impTovement-in the, transient stability margin 

which it i's doubtful could-be achieved by-, anylother-means. The major 

portion- of - the- i'mprcrvement of - the - rotor system dynamics was brought about 
by, -the-governori-whil. %t, ý-the-exc7itation, was--more-effecttve in controlling 

the- generator, terminal . --vo 1 tage-a &-might -be, expected i In their respective 

controlai-the, twa, -systems--a"isted-each-otheri so-that the-best overall 

performanee-, regard'zng-Both-l-the. -Toto, r-angle swingsland-the terminal voltage 

tmai recovery-was-o 'ned, vfth--voltage feedback-in the-excitation system, and 

rotor-dynamic signals--of--velocity-and-acceleration controlling the prime 

mover. 

lýt-týý-quýte-Itkely-, -that-both-high speed-excitation and governor controls 

will appear together-on turbogenerators in the near, future as the systems 
become-more wi4ely, accepted. The cost of-an electrohydraulic-governor system 

is at present-much higher than its-mechanical counterpart but the static 

thyristor system Ctransformer fed) is relatively inexpensive as there is no 

rotating exciter. This system i's becoming-increasingly popular especially 
in North America, as an added-advantage-is that there-is a saving of about 

25 feet in the overall length-of-the set. 

In, the-past, for combating-stability problems, ', the tendency has been to 

concentrate on fast excitation-systemsi but the results-of these studies 
indicate that electronic governing would be a better solution. When 

serious-voltage-fluctuations exist, especially those of short duration that 

do not cause-appreciable rotor-movement, then fastthyristor excitation would 

be theýeffective solutim These conditions would-occur-with arc furnace 

loads, electrolytic smelting, or large motor start-up currentspand generators 

with local loads of these types at Neepsend-Power Station near Sheffield have 
67 been converted to thyristor-excitation-by CEGB 
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8 '-INSTRUMENTATION TOR MEASURING TURBOGENERATOR. ELECTRICAL AND 

-'DYNAMICAL QUANTITIES 

8.1 -Zeneral 

In order to ' lement the control policies developed in the previous imp 

chapters, novel instrumentation has to be designed to satisfy the 

requirement of high speed of operation. Other factors to be considered 
if the instrumentation is to be used for permanent monitoring on a turbo, 

generator are the intrinsic-stability, signal to noise ratio, and equipment 

reliability. 

In general the purpose of the instrumentation is to produce a voltage 

analogue signal proportional to the mean value of the quantity being 

Tae4tsured. it is usually-necessary to use-an electrq, -mechani; al transducer 

or transformer to provide the input for the electronic circuitry. 

8.2 - Descriptions of circU-i-ts 

8.2.1 Armature voltage measuring circuits 

The standard method of voltage measurement is probably not fast enough 
for high speed control purposes but-is''outlined here for completeness. 

ThemacýJtne line voltages are transformed down to, about 110 volts by 

three'V. T's (see-Fig. 8.1). This is then rectified by a three phase full 

wave bridge And passed through a, sj le passive lowTpass filter in order to IMP 
attenuate the 300 Hzripple, Due to the high gain ofinodern AVRIs, a filter 

with a time constant ofmore than 50 milliseconds is usually required which 

gives an attenuation of 40 dB at 300 Hz for a single stage filter. 

A method which gives a time delay of only lOms on a single phase 
waveform, without any filtering has been developed from previous work7. 
This employs a data sampling device which samples and holds the peak value 
of the AC waveform every half cycle. The system is shown in diagrammatic 
form in Tig. 6.2, If this were Oxtended to three phase operation an even 
better response of 3.3ims could be achieved. 

The principle of the analogue data sampler, is illustrated by Fig. 8.3a. 
The analogue information on input 1 is buffered by amplifier Al which has a 

very low output impedance. Tbis-enables capacitor C to charge up rapidly 
to the instantaneous input voltage when the YET is switched ON by a pulse 
appeAring on input 2. The pulse duration is just sufficient to enable the 
capacitor to att4in full charge at the maximum input voltage and upon removal 
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of this pulse the FET switches OFF leaving the charge on the capacitor to 

leak away through the input impedance of amplifier A2 until the next 
'sample' occurs. If the input impedance of the amplifier A2 is very large 

then the output signal will remain almost constant between samples as very 
little charge is lost by the capacitor. The circuit of Fig. 8.3b is a unity 

gain amplifier which satisfies the requirements for both of the amplifiers 
Al and A2 by having an FET input stage giving high input impedance and an 

emitter follower output stage giving low output impedance. Both input and 

output stages are supplied from FET constant current sources and diode PI 

is included to offset the base-emitter voltage drop of Q3. A capacitor C1 

is required in close proximity to the drain of Ql to eliminate spurious 

oscillations which may occur due to the combination of high impedance and 
junction capacitance. 

Returning to the layout of the voltage transducer of. Fig.. 8.2, the input 

AC voltage is divided int'o'two channelsý in one of which it is full wave 

recttfied in a precision rectifier circuit so that two positive peaks may be 

sampled per cycle, whilst in the other channel the sampling pulses are 
formed. This Is done by first converting the sinusoidal waveform ipto a 

square wave which then drives a monostable and a pulse former respectively 
in order to. produce sampling pulses with manually adjustable delay with 

respect to the input waveform. The operation is described by the waveform 
diagram of Fig, 0.2b and the full circuit is given in 'Fig. 8.4. The precision 
rectifier consists of amplifier systems A2 and A3 and is preferred to a 
standard rectifier bridge in order to ensure that the two peaks per cycle are- 
exactly the same height, otherwise a fundamental frequency component would 
appear in the analogue output signal. Amplifier system A3 operates as a 
unity gain straight forward amplifier to one input channel, to which is 

added another channel wýth a gain of 2 which has undergone half wave 
rectification in amplifier system A2. DVe to both amplifiers being 
inverting, the output during the first half cycle is: 

E0 [sin wt +2 (- sin wt)) E sin wt 

and during the negative half cycle 

Isin (wt + Jl))E -E sin wt (0< wt x 7r 
02 2 

Hence full wave rectification is achieved and because the rectification 
diodes D3 and D4 are in the feedback loop, non linearity is decreased to a 
very small value. 
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Amplifier A3 also acts as the input buffer for the sample hold circuit 
Q4 which has been-described earlier. 

In the sample pulse forming circuit, Ql acts as a switch to produce a 

square wave from the input sine wave voltage, which drives the monostable 

circuit formed by the integrated circuit operational amplifier Al and gives 

smaller variations in delay time due to temperature than a discrete 

transistorised circuit. The-'out'pu-t"o'f the monostable is differentiated to 

form pulses by 0130 R13 and VR2, and the latter is used for adjusting the 

pulse width. Positive pulses are then amplified by Q2 and Q3 forming the 

sampling pulses which traverse Almost the full negative to positive rail 

voltages, 

P. L2 AC current measurin circuits 

The same circuit as the pea%, sampling voltage transducer may be used if 

the signal waveform. i's reasonably clean. However if the signal is taken 
from a shunt a certain amount of noise may be I present -'o'r'if a current 
transformer is used the waveform, may, be distorted-by'heavy harmonics. 

If this is the case then it is better to. measure the average value of the, 

signal rather than the peak and this can býe performed using the'same sampled, 
data-philosophy as before thus keeping -the response time of the transducer to 

a )rqry low value. 

The principle is to take a number of samp 
. 
les of, the-s 

I 
ignal in each half" 

cycle which are stored and read into, an averager at the end of the half 

cycle. The 
, 
system shown in Tig. 8.5 contains only six sampling FET switches 

for siýnpliciity, in practice probably more would be required. The astable 

multivibrator generates asquare wave which is six times the input frequency- 

and synchronised to it (see Fig. 8.6). This is used to form 6 sets of 
equally displaced sampling pulses by the ring counter and pulse'forining 
pircuit in order that gates 1-6 are switched sequentially throughout the half 

cycle. The first five switches sample the input voltage at equal intervals 

and distribute the information on the capacitors Cl-C5. Amplifier Al is an 
FET input type operational amplifier so thatno leakage of the charges on the 

capacitors occurs and at the end of the half cycle the output of, this 
amplifier is proportional to the average value of the five sampled voltages 
on Cl-C5, This is read o, ff by gate 6 which transmits the information to C6 

at the end of the half cycle, This is buffered as before to give a low 
impedance output signal. 

Although the s4mplin$ switch system would seem to be very complex, it is 
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now possible to obtain most of the circuit in integrated form thus reducing 
the number of physical components. At the present time up to sixteen FET 

switches together with associated drive logic (i. e. ring counter and pulse 
former)are available in a single package. 

8.2,3 Circuit for measuring turbogenerator shaft rotational velocity 

For the purpose of shaft velocity-measurement a magnetic (or photo-, 

electric) type pick up is preferred as the mounting of the associated 
toothed wheel on the shaft is. simpler than mounting a tachogenerator, which 

would require access to the end of the shaft. Also; for accuracy and speed 

of response, a high frequency (. >, 1000 Hz) is required which is difficult to 

obtain from a tachogenerator. 

In the prototype system a 20-toothed wheel was used giving an output of- 
1000 pulses pgr second. The electronic circuitry measures the time between, 

pulses which i's converted into a frequency dependent signal (i. e. velocity) 
by taking the re, ciprocal. 

For control purposes a velocity deviation signal is requiredo and to 

obtain this the signal is backed off to zero with the input signal at exactly 
1000 H4. 

The circuit of ýhe transducer ii shown in Fig. n s 8.7. The i'put waveform 
(Fi$. 8.8a) i's applied to the $chmitt Trigger Q3/Q4 which produces two sets 

of alterr%ate square waves, (Figs. 8.8b and 8.8c). These are used to produce 
30V pulses CFigs, 8.8f and 8.8g) by the pulse forming circuits Q2/Ql and Q5/Q6. 

These pulses are used to sample, ý, hold and reset the linear ramp generator 
Q77C7 producing an analogue 

, 
output proportional to the time between pulses 

(Fig, 8.8h). An analogue divider is used to take the reciprocal of this 
out-put and finally a comparator stage backs off the steady state signal at 
gynchronous speed 

To set up the circuit, the input is supplied from an oscillator operating 
at exactly 1000 Hz (F- synchronous speed). The slope of the ramp, is then 

adjusted by R16 until the sampled voltage equals the zener voltage of Dl 
giWng zero output. It is preferable to use a reference diode for Dl as in 

the prototype a certain amount of drift was experienced with a standard zener 
diode, caused by the zener voltage varying with temperature. 

8.2.4 Shaft acceleration measurement 

The acceleration tranducer is driven from the output of the velocity 
circuit described above and differentiates this output using a data, sampled 
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delay principle. This is illustrated by Fig. 8.9a which shows an enlarged 

portion of elemental length, of the curve V- F(t) shown in Fig. 8.9b (where 

V is velocity and t is time). For two points which differ by At on the 

time axis, the differential fl(t) approximates to:. ' 

Ct) =. 
f (t + At) -f (t) 

at 

Thus the operation of differentiation is reduced to a difference equation 

which can be easily, implemented-without the noise problems associated with 

standard-methods of differentiation. 

To i lement, -this equation the function f(t) (velocity input) is delayed ITap 
by the sampling time At to produce the function f(t + AOP and then the'two 

functions are subtracted in a comparator. The delay line consists of three 

data samplers in cascade, the centre one being supplied with alternate pulses 

to the outer two to give the required delay. The operation is explained by 

Fig. 8.9b and the circuit is given in Fig. 8.10. 

An input filter of, a multiple-feedback design is included to remove any 

noise and sampling spikes passed on from the velocity transducer. It is 

designed to give a fast roll-off at high frequencies together with a very 

small phase shift in the low frequency region. The signal next passes 

through a line of three data samplers as mentioned earlier. Only four buffer 

amplifiers are required in this line up as the central two perform the dual 

roles of high impedance buffer and low impedance current source. The first 

data sampler operates on the incoming signal to give sampled values of f(t) 

using 
' 

the X sampling pulses which are also generated by the velocity 

transducer. The Y pulses are used to drive the next sampler which delays 

f(t) by some period which is less than the sampling time. In the last 

sampler the X sampling pulses are used again delaying the input signal by a 

full sampling period At, The outputs from the first and third samplers'are 

subtracted using a differential input operational amplifier to give an output 

signal proportional to acceleration. 

8.2. ý -Rotor angle meter circuit 

The study of rotor angle swing curves is the most usual method of 

assessing turbogenerator transient performance in systez, stability studies. 
However standard methods of measurement employing phase sensitive detector 

circuits, which are normally used for steady state indications, are 
inadequate for the study of transient oscillations because of the slow 
response. The instrument. described here employs a data sampler and gives 
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a response which is in effect only limited by the input data rate from the 

appropriate transducer. In most cases this is a magnetic pick up operated 
by a projection of magnetic, material attached to the turbogenerator shaft. 

This gives one pulse per revolution and the response time is therefore 20 ms. 
Inputs are also possible from higher frequency tacho's or toothed wheel/ 

magnetic probe systems by using bi-stable frequency dividers. 

The schematic layout is shown in Fig. 8.11 and the waveforms in Fig. 8.12. 

Pulses from the shaft sensor (or from the bi-stable divider if a high 

frequency transducer I's used) are used to reset an integrating typo ramp 

generator after passing through a shaping unit. The output of the ramp 

generator i's then sampled using pulses derived from the AC reference input 

voltage. 'For machine rotor'angle measurement this is derived from the 

generator terminal voltage but if system angle is required, then the 

reference voltage is taken from the reference busbar. The timing of the 

sampling pulses can be delayed over a 1800 range to enable zero setting of 
the instrument with the machine on no-load. 

The following description refers to the circuit diagram of Fig. 8.13. 

Transistors Q1 and Q2 shape the input pulses from the shaft transducers 
ýnto square pulses of controlled duration for resetting the ramp generator 
Q37AI. An integrated circuit amplifier is preferred here to discrete devices, 

to obtain the necessary linearity over the relatively long charging period 
(20 ms). The circuit operates as a pure integrator which is being 

continuously reset and relaxed by transistor Q3 which acts as switch to 
discharge C3 at the end of every cycle. The charging rate of C3 after Q3 

has switched off depends upon the resistor VRI which sets the calibration of 
instrument in volts per degree. Transistor Q7 produces square waves from 

the AC input voltage whIch drive the circuit of amplifier A2 acting as a 

monostable-multivibrator, This is used to delay the sampling pulses 
appearing after the pulse amplifier Q8/Q9, and the amount of this delay 

can be altered by VR3 which varies the rate of charging of C6 and hence 

the time before the monostable returns to its stable state. Thus the 
instrument can be set to read 0-t-3600, -180 0 -0, +1800, or any other 360 0 

spread by adjusting theinitial position of the sampling pulses with 
respect to the ramp. - 

The sample-hold unit consists of an FET chopper Q4 and capacitor C4 
which stores the sampled voltage every cycle. The buffer amplifier has 
an operational amplifier output A3 in order to introduce a back-off 
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voltage which is used in conjunction with the delay control VR3 to give a 
completely flexible range and zero setting facility. For example, if it 
is desired that the instrument should read v90 0 /0/2700 with a calibration 
of 5 -volts per 180 the ramp slope is first adjusted to give 10 volts 
maximum ramp height by VR1. The sampling pulse delay is then altered 
to give 2.5 volts at the output with potentiometer VR2 at mid travel (i, e. 
the ramp i's being sampled 

I 
way along). VR2 is then altered to zero the 4 

instrument. 

8,3 Performance and o2eration of the data sampled measuring 

-instrumentation 

Prototypes of all the previously described fast response instrumentation 

were assembled and tested on a laboratory alternator with the exception of 

the average value circuit (Fig. 8.5). This was because of cost limitations 

and the fact that the peak sampling transducer was perfectly adequate for 

the laboratory mýchine as the waveforms were noise and distortion-free. 

Special circuit cards for velocity and acceleration measurement (Fig. 8,14) 

weremanufactured and supplied to CEGB for incorporati I table 'on 'n their por 

thyristor excitation equipment used during system tests at Doncaster Power 

Station. The bunching of the semiconductors forming the buffer amplifiers 

is intentional to eliminate spurious oscillations due to stray capacitance 
in the high impedance circuits. ` 

The rotor angle meter was constructed as a general instrument for 

laboratory or pite measurements (Fig. 8.15) and another unit is to be 

constructed at C. A. Parsons for use in site tests on electronically governed 
turbogenerators. 

8.3.1 -Voltage and current transducers 

The same circuits were used for both voltage and current measurement as 

part of a combined group research project on a laboratory alternator system, 
the results of which will be published in future these's. 

7i&. 8.16a shows the sampling pulses and their relative position wi 
, 
th 

re4pect to the rectified input waveform and Fig. 8.16b is an Osc'llogram of 
the AC component of the DC output. The effect of the finite sampling time 
is to cause spikes and the MiSM4tch of the positive and negative samples 
produces a square type waveform. Some filtering may be beneficial but as 
the maximum error was less than 0.1% this was not attempted. 

Fig. 8.17 shows the high linearity obtained by the sampling technique. 
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8.3.2, -Perfomance of velocitZ and acceleration transducers 

The narrow range calibrati 
, 
on of 

, 
the speed transducer for a deviation 

of--+ 8% Around synchronous speed is given in Fig. 8-18. outside this 

range deviation from linearity was noticeable which was probably caused 
by the analogue divider module used which had a best accuracy of 2% in 

the divide mode. However wide range speed measurement is not required 
in thi's application. Fig. 8.19a shows the output pulses from a specially 
designed photo-electric sensor on a 30 MW set at Doncaster Power Station 

used for driving theinstrument during system tests in 1970. The pick up, 

consisted of a tungsten-filament lamp, photo-transistor detector and a 

shaft-driven disc with 20 slots milled out around the perimeter. This 

produced the input frequency of 1000 Hz at synchronous speed required for 

the electronic circuitry. Fig. 8,19b is the ramp function, together with 
the associated resetting pulses, and illustrates the extreme linearity 

attainable by using YET constant current sources. The two sets of 30 volt 

pulses are shown in 'Fig. 8.19c which are also supplied to the acceleration 
transducer. Due to the difficulty of obtaining a frequency modulated 
o illator with a lipear sweep of frequency with respect to. time,,, it, was'. 

not possible to check the speed of response directly, However, Fig. 8.19d 

shows the response to, a logarithmic sweep of frequency from 800 Hz to 
1500 Hz supplied from a Bruel and Kjoer type 1014 beat frequency 

oscillator. 

For calibrating the acceleration circuit only the sampling pulse inputs 

were connected to the velocity transducer, the main signal being supplied 

separately from an oscillator, In this manner it was possible to examine 
the ci,, rcukt as a dif f erentiator. The calibration for a sine wave input 

signal is given in `Fig. 8. ýO and it is seen that the effective gain increases 
linearly with frequency for if 

sin wt, 

dv 
then vo wv Cos wt 

and -2 aw v 

Ivi 

Figs. 8.2la-8.21c show the effect of different frequencies on the phase 
lead provided by the differentiator. Due to the finite sampling time this 
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deteriorated with increasing frequency and in theory 900 phase lead would 

only be obtained with an infinitesimally small sampling period. To 

counteract this the phase lead may be set correctly at any desired 

frequency by offsetting one channel of the output differencing amplifier 

by adjusting R10 (Fig. 8.10). Fig. 8.22 shows the combined phase frequency 

characteristics of the filter and differentiator for the three switch 

positions, with the system set for 900 phase lead at approximately'l Hz. ' 

Thi's is the approximate frequency of the transient oscillations of a large 

turbogenerator after a fault has been applied. 

'Fýg, 8.21d shows the, effect of using the acceleration transducer to 

differentiate a triangular waveform. When the slope of the input signal 

changes sign, the output takes only between 2r3 ms to respond after which 

it remains reasonably constant giving a measure of the slope of the input 

waveform. 

When the transduce-rs, were set up, on the Doncaster machine it was 

observed that large harmonic and spurious fluctuations were present in the 

acceleration signal and to a lesser extent in the velocity signal. The , 
instrumentation was, removed-and rechecked only to be found satisfactory, and 

so the shaft sensor was suspected. On removing the cover,. of this is was 

observed that oil from a leak in the main excitor bearing was penetrating 
inside the sensor housing, Flying droplets of oil were interrupting the 
light path cauaing the spurious fluctuations in output. On closer 
examination of the velocity transducer output waveform it was noticed that 

the harmonic fluctuations consisted of a 50 Hz component which varied in 

amplitude and random steps of voltage which were in the same relative 
position in each cycle and constant in amplitude. The former phenomena 
was attributed to vibration of the shaft in the bearings and the latter 

to machining inaccuracies of the toothed wheel. 

'Unfortunately an outage of the machine was not possible before the 

power system tests. xýhich was necessary for removing the toothed wheel/probe 

assembly to rectify the faults. In the circumstances it was decided to 
inplude heavy additional filtering to reduce the unwanted oscillations but 

this severely impaired the response of the instrumentation so that the 

signals produced were far from analogues of shaft velocity and acceleration. 
The results of the tests are given in Chapter 9. 

8,3.3 Performance of rotor angle meter 

The calibration of the rotor angle meter operating from two sine wave 
50 Hz'i'nputs is given in Fig. 8.23. The varying phase differences were 
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oýtained -using a phase-shifting transformer with a vernier scale but an 

additional check was provided by an accurate phase meter. 

The unit has operated satisfactorily both from a high frequency 
' 16 400 c7s tacho and from a single shaft projection giving a 50 Hz input. 

In order-to operate fr8m higher fre4uencies the 3 stage binary counter of 

Fig. 0.24 was added in the input circuit. This enables inputs of 400, 

200 and 100 Hz to be used. The overall wiring diagram of the manufactured 

portable instrument (Fl'g. 8.15) is shown in Fig. 8.25. 

71'g, 8.26 shows oscillograms of.. the output of the rotor angle meter 
during measurements of transient behaviour on a Mawdsley's micro-alternator 

set. Both figures show the, effect of a step change in prime mover torque 

produced by altering the', control signal of the thyristor converter which 

controlled the DC drive motor. -In Fig. 8.26a the machine was within the 

tranpient stability limit but-a larger step was used in Fig. 8.26b causing 

pole slipping. As the disturbance was removed after 250 ms the rotor pulled 

, 
back into synchronism afier-o66 pole sllp and the oscillations were damped out. 

The effect of the sample-hold can just be perceived from Fig. 8.26b as a 
'stepped' effect when the waveform is changing rapidly. 

8.4 -Tuture work on fast resEonse instrumentation 

8.4.1 -Turther development of existing instruments 

Most of the circuits exhibited slow drifting of the outputs due to 
temperature causes and efforts to compensate this should be made in future 
designs. However due"'t'o-the wide'range of integrated circuits now available 

almost all of the circuitry could be converted to this form with, consequent 

reduction of temperature drift problems. 

Although unsatisfactory"results were obtained from the velocity and 

acceleration transducers at Doncaster, this was not the fault of the 

electronic equipment as explained earlier. However a development of the 

System i's proposed which will not be effected by errors in the machining of 
the toothed wheel and will probably give a better rejection of shaft 
vibration signals. The schematic' is shown in Fig-. 8.27b and the arrangement 
of the pick up unit which contains, two sensors is shown in Fig. 8.27a, The 

angular spacing between the sensors is just less than the span of each tooth 

and magnetic pick-ups are used to eliminate the problems of dirt and oil 
which occurred on the Doncaster machine. 

As a tooth passes the first sensor it produces a pulse which resets the 
ramp generator, SubsequentlY"'it passes the second sensor and produces 
another pulse' which samples the ramp waveform. Hence the output depends 

I 
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upon the time taken for each single tooth to travel the angular distance 

between the two probesý(whjch-is constant) and not the time between 

consecutive teeth passing a--single probe which would depend upon the 

accuracy of the spa c ing 

8.4.2'--'-E. 1iminat%io, n, of vibration components using aultiRle. 2ick-u2 heads 

By employing magnetic instead of-1hotoelectric pick, -ups and by using the 

double pick-up system previously described, it is envisaged that some of, the, 

difficulties experienced on-the Doncaster set, namely oil droplets and 

machining errors" can be overcome, _ 
However the remaining problem of shaft 

vibration is the most complex and, difficult to eliminate. 

As far as the sensor is-poncerned there are two vibration modes which will 

affect the signal output. These are torsional oscillations and transverse 

displacement vibrations. The first is caused by-the interaction of the 

various masses of-the tilrbine-and generator rotors through the torsional 

elasticity of the shaft. Thus the system is analogous to a series of masses 

and springs which can be excited by electrical and mechanical disturbances. in 

the generator or turbine giving rise to a number of natural frequencies. The 

effects are almost impossible to remove-completely, but extensive work by 

Ontario Hydro of'Canad4 has shown that there is usually a node somewhere 

along the shaft where all the torsional oscillation frequencies are minimised. 
However this may not bi a suitable siting for mountingýa toothed' 

, 
wheel if say 

it occurs inside. a turbine or the generator casing: and two or more wheels may 

-have to Iýe-used, These are placed where-the oscillations are in opposite 

phase so that when theoutputs are added together the unwanted frequencies are 

cancelled. 

The second type of vibration is caused by axial excursions of the shaft- 

and gives rise to, two, effects in the sensor output, 
,, 

The displacement velocity 

componeni will'be picked up by the probe so that the frequency of the output 

pulses will, be modulated continuously. In addition the air gap between the 

probe and the wheel will change and thus causes voltages to be generated 
between pulses as well as variations in the pulse amplitude. To reduce these 

effects multiple sensors, ýmust be employed which are spaced evenly,. around the 

wheel. Fig. 8.28 shows various probe configurations and the directions of a 

spurious velocity component s of the sh4f t with respect to each probe. if 

a -separate velocity measuring circuit is driven from each probe and the output$ 
summated for each configuration, then the indicated velocity in each case is: 

- rn- ----� 
----C ---. --�. - 
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(a) Single probe, 

+s COSOL) (where V is the indicated velocity in 

volt 4 s, k isthe calibration in volts/ 

cm/sec, v is the shaft rotational 

velocity and s is the erroneous 

displacement velocity at some 

arbitrary angle a) 

Two probes at 900 apart, 

(v +s cosa) +k (v +s sin 4) -k (2 v+s (cosa + sina)) 

(c) Two probes at 1800 apart, 

(v +s Cosa) + k-(v +s Cosa) -, 2kv 
0 

(d) Three probes at 120 spacing, 

Vk (v +s cosm) +k (v +s cos 
27r 

+k (v s cos a)) 33 
3kv 

it is seen from the above that axial velocity effects can be removed 

completely. from the output signal by using two probes placed diammetrically 
0 

opposite or three probes spaced equally by 120 in fact it can be 

similarly shown that for any higher number of probes symmetrically placed 

around the wheel the axial velocity effects are nulled. 
I 

The effects of variations of the air gap due to eccentric excursions are 

more difficult to analyse and are still under investigation. Fig. 8.29 shows 

an exaggerated amount of eccentricity of the wheel k at some arbitrary angle 

ato the fixed reference frame shown, The situation shown is an 
instantaneous, picture as in practice a and L will be modulated in a complex 
harmonic fashion by the vibrations. The variation of, the effective air gap g 

between a probe, at same angle 6 to the reference frame, is desired with respect 

to A and a in order to investigate ways of miniMising their effects on the probe 

output 

The equation of the perimeter of the wheel of radius r, with respect to the 
fixed centre 0, will be 

(, X _ X) 2+ (y - Y) 2. 
r2 (801) 

where X and Y are the rpoordinates Of the wheel centre, p. 

In order to convert to polar form we may write for any point Q on the 

circumference, 
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-X 
2 

+- y2-r 
'2 

, 

.x- r', cos e 

y- r' sin e 

Also X-t Cos a 

y-X sin a 

SubstitutioA of, (8, '2) and (8,3) in (8.1) gives 

"r 12 ,2 tr' cos (6, a) + X2 -r2 

The roots of (8.4) are 

9cos (8-1: 1), + 
12 2- 2 )r sin (e-. (%) 

For the situation, considered in Fig. 8.28 it'can be seen that 

Acos (O-CO + 

Hence g-R -r xýOS (6, zu) - 
j. 12 s in 2 (6 . <% ) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

#9o (8 . 5) 

Here we have the desired relationship of g in terms of a and k for a probe at 

a certain angle e. However, the effect of variations of the gap g'on the ' 

voltage output of the probe must now be determined in order to deduce a method 

of minimising the effect. 

The construction of the probe is merely a solenoid which is wound on a 

permanently magnetised type core. This is a simple straight core for most 
industrial applications but owing to the possibility of stray fields being 

present in the magnetic circuit, a U-shaped core is usually employed on 
turbogenerators. The core is extended to a tip which lies in close proximity 
to the toothed wheel and as a tooth passes the probe tip at speed there is a 

rapid change in reluctance, and hence the flux in the magnetic circuit, causing 

a voltage to be developed in the coil. 

Now the flux " Mom, f, 0ý110 
F6 1i i'c-'t a 'nc e9 

where the m. m. f #a is provided by the permanent magnetism of the iron core. 
. The permability of the air gap pp. is constant and if it is assumed that the 

area A through which the flux acts is also constant (i. e. the leakage flux 
dges not change) then we may write 
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k (where k- qjiji 0A and is assumed constant) 9 

The open C ircuit voltage developed by. the probe will be proportional, to 

the rate of change of flux. 
a 

and so differentiating equation (8.6) weT obtain: dt 

dý 
dt 2 dt 

9 

In order to differentiate equation (8.5) to'obtain 
k 

partial derivativesý 
dtl 

must be used:, 

+ 
ag da 

... 
(8.8) 

dt Wdt Da*-dt 

and'f rom (8.5) 

2 
Cos sin_ 

_ 
O-a) 

2,2 
sin (e-a) 

Wn (e-ot) s n_ a) co-s_ (O: U) 
da /' 122 

o-s @-(8o9) 

Combining equations (8,7), (8.8) and (8.9) above gives 

k12 sin 
2 (t a) cos(O-a) dt 

(R-XcQs(e-a)- frI 
-L 

2 
sin 

2 (0-a) r 
2_- t2sin 2 (6-a) 

99 10 

2 
tsin(e-a)+ sin(e_-a)cos(O-a) 

2 --2 --2-- 
rk sin (0-a) 

It is difficult to draw any conclusions as to the effect of combining the 
outputs of multiple probes for reducing spurious generated voltages by 

inspecting the above equation due to its complexity. However the preceeding 
analysis forms a basis for proceeding with future work. It would seem that 
the most practical approach would be to calculate the eccentricity errors for 

various multiple probe configurations by programming equation -(8.10) on the 
digital computer. ' As 'the velocity errors 

i 
and ý will be eliminated'by the 

previous analysis (Fig, 8.28) they can be replaced by constants and the 
variations in ýk 

calculated for a full range of' values of Z and a using dt 
Practical values'forR and r. 
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It should be noted that the latter mentioned eccentricity problems only 

arise with magnetic probe, systems which' at present turbogenerator 

manufacturers and generating utilities seem to favour . Thi's is mainly -because 
of their ruggedness and environmental suitably as discussed earlier. However 
it may be worth while in the long term to develop more suitable photo-electric 

systems which would overcome the eccentricity problem, and with the advent of 

new components such As the gallium arsenide laser and high response detectors, 

a faster system could be produced with greatly increased accuracy. 

8.4.3 Extension ofthe instrumentation for measuring other parameters 

It is conceivable that many other quantities could be measured using the 

principles developed in'the preceding sections., To exemplify, the rotor 

angle meter could be adapted for measuring the angle between any two signals 

enabling machine phase angle to be measured. Power factor could then be 

obtained very easily by passing the signal through an analogue cosine function 

generator, Multiplying outputs from the power factor, voltage and'current 
transducers in an analogue multiplier would produce a measurement of electrical 

power. Reactive power would require a sine'function generator for taking the 

sine of the phase angle. Having obtained the rotor and phase angles, other 

resolved quantities could be obtained such as V dO Vq' Id and Iq which may be 

required for more advanced control, systems. 

8.5-Conclusions 

A complete instrumentation package for measuring generator quantities has 
been developed which satisf les the requirement of high speed of response for 

use in thyristor excitation and electronic governor control systems for 
increasing transient stability limits. The circuits in the maiTi were 
developed for experimental work-pn laboratory Imicromachines' although the 

velocity and acceleration transducers were used for controlling a 30 MW 

machine during power system tests, For permanent measurements on a large 

machine the pircuitry would have to be modified to achieve better 

temperature stability and long term reliability. This should not be 

difficult due to the wide range of integrated circuits which have become 

available since the commencement of the project. 

All the new traAsducers described employ data sampler output stages. 
This technique now finds extensive application in the input stages of analogue 
to digital convertors and it follows therefore that the information from the 
instrumentation could be easily digipised giving increased accuracy and 
resolution. This is the most convenient form for logging the information for 
future study and will also find application in digital control systems which 
are being contemplated atthe present time. 
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SITE TESTS T01ý'TER17ICATION - OF TURBOGENERATOR MODELS AND CONTROL 

POLICIES 

"I 
1 Intr6cl-d&tl"Ion 

Pure theoretical studies are, of little value, unless the results can be 

compleraented--By practical - tests- on actual-systems, In the field of power 
system stability, initial-, experimenter- are- usually, performed on laboratory 

microzachites or small - industrial - alternators . as, the opportunities f or 
large scale siteltesting are-infrequent-and-costs are extremely high. 

-14owever- the- author was- f ortunate-, tn -Being --Invited, to participate in tests 
by, -CEGB North'Eastern 1ýegion- on a, ý30,14W set- atý Doncaster Power Station 
(No--. 2 Tnktj which took-place--in July]August 1970., The overall purpose 

was the assessment of turbogenerator - behaviour, with thyristor excitation 

under-dynamtc, asynchronous-and--transient conditions. The author's 
involvement was-mainly, with the latterýand included the planning, simulation 
and instrumentatkon for a series-of 3 phase fault tests at full load. Unless 

specific-mention it--made to, -the contrary, ýthese are the only tests referred 
to-ýný'fall-owing as, the results- for ý the -remainder are, at the time of writing, 
confidential CEGB internal material. 

- The tests were designed to investigate the effect of the following control 

configurations on theýgenerator transientýperformances: 

(a) Exciter fed thyristor-excitation. 

(b) Generator7transformer, fed thyristor excitation. 

(c) Rate of change of voltage-stabilisation. 

(d) Acceleration feedback-stabilisation. 

It was intended to perform a number-of -tests-at both leading and lagging power 
factor but unfortunately it-was-possible, to .. apply a serles of only four faults 
to -- the- generator i -whých rather- limited, the- scope of the investigation. 

. The-testa provided an-opportunity for-checking the accuracy of the computer 
modell'ng techniques- developed in Chapter 2 and-provision was made in the test 
progra=e- for- the -measurement- of -a, limited number of machine parameters. A 

number of performance-predictions-were-als'o carried out before the test data 
for both planning - and security, purposes, - These were conservatively estimated 
so that the worat case - perf ormance - could be checked , and as the generator 
swings were-much smaller in the tests#-the-results of the initial predictions 
are-not-recorded here, 
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-9i2--Test-'dLý-"K& 

9; 2--. 1 --Anciltk&t5ýý! týeut 

-The- test -machine- (GEC No i-9995212)- was --a, fully air cooled 30 MW unit 

driven'byýa two- cylinder- turbine-, --and the excitation current was normally 

supplied', f rem- a DC exckter -controlled -by- an electromechanical automatic 

voltage-, Tegulater, -'For-the-majorttyof,, the, tests-the designed excitation 

sys, tem-was- replaced I by-1 a*- thyristor - conver ter and electronic AVR system, 

which-wasr connected- through to - the- slip rings -by a temporary terminal board 

adjacent to -the - generator -This- equipment- was- a -newly designed portable 

spare -excitation system ý for installation-- on generators up to 60 MW output, 

in-the event of an-exciter-failure, and- the- operation during the system 

tests- constituted thorough- proving trials. - --Tig; 9.1 shows the equipment 

installed in the Dasement-of Doncaster, B Power'Station during July 1970, and 

the component parts of transformer-, --circuit breaker, thyristor bays, and AVR 

cubicle can be-distinguished. - The-velocity and acceleration transducer 

cards-described in Chapter 8 were-mounted in the AVR cubicle; and input drive 

pulses--were supplied from a, shaft mounted photo-electric pickýup arrangement 

(Fig. 9.2). This waa-mounted as aunit on the exterior of the exciter 

outboard- pedestal -bearing , and - contained a shaf t driven wheel containing 

20 holes which -modulated a, parallel light beam produced by a tungsten filament 

lamp- and- lens assembly. - -The- light pulses were picked up by a phototransistor 

receiver -head -which provided - the- necessary input for the velocity transducer. 

In order to - drive- the- relatively, long length of cable to the equipment which 

was - situated. in, the- basement ia -machine -mounted buf f er amplif ier was , provided. 

The- pho to,, ý, el ee tr ic- head s-were -supplied by the author and, Tig. 9.3 shows the 

-relative displacement-of these -with- respect -to the wheel inside the pick-up 

unit. The original wheel was-replaced by, one-with slots instead of holes 

after-an initial trial period)due to-the inaloperation referred to in 

Chapter-8. Although-this gave-a slight-improvement on the pitch errors, 

the-performance was-still unsatisfactoryi mainly due to environmental problems 

wýthýthe photo-electric system, -which -were -unavoidable with the unsatisfactory 

condition of the exciter bearingo -as-mentioned previously. The reason for 

the, substantial pitch errors encountered was that basically the diameter of the 

wheel was too small. If this had been larger then the effect of standard 

machining-inaccuracies on the spacing of the teeth 3 would have been reduced 
but redesign of the unit was not-possible before the tests. The effects 

of shaf t-vibration -were fairly-small however and this was due to the unit 
hAvtng--its-own double -bearings -with a semi -f lexible -coupling to the main 
turbogenerator shaft. 
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Recordýngs, of the results. -were obtained on ultratviolet oscillographs 

L -Le. underneath the control room, three-points adjacent to the thyristor 

, equipment., and at the-grid. -access -point (Doncaster Central). At the first 

recordýng-statien, -the -electrical -quantities stator voltage, stator current, 

--fýeld-voltage, 1-ýeld current poweri rotor angle and system angle were 

recorded -by -meana -of shunts, - transducers -and -other instrumentation. 

Precision -metering -was, -also -provided -for accurate -measurements of the 

iinttýal condition settingsi In- the--basement, ' recordings were made of the 

outputs- of the thyristor-convertor -and -the acceleration transducer whilat 

at the remote gri'd the busBar-voltage-fluctuattone-weremeasured. 

A-spectal-control-panel-was-installed, for the test, which contained the 

f Ault - i'nktkation awktch -and -emergency -f 3'. eld boost-push button in addition to 

the no=al-manual-contrals-for-the-thyristor-excitation, 

9j2j2 - ýjsýtem-arrangement for--fault tests 

71'g. 9.4 shows the re-cyrganisation of the-power system local to the power 

station-for the fault testsi -Only-the-test machine-(No. 2 Unit) was 

synchrentsed-on to-the--main-station-busbarei-the remaining three being 

connected to, the reserve-bars-as showniýtogether-with the local load outlets. 

-For-the-purpose of, applying-the faulti, -the two-66 kV circuit breakers on the 

-sending-end of-a redundant double-circuit transmission line (Mexborough) were 

-utilised. A jumper connection-was-made at the-local terminal tower between 

the two lines--aer shown-on-the-diagram, -and-a three phase-short circuit clear 

-of-graund-vas connected, on-the open-side of the Mexborough 2 breaker. This 

breaker wa&, initially-open-and-was closed to apply the fault, the Mexborough 1 

breaker-beingused to-clear-the-fault, after a specified time interval 

determined by a time'delay, relay. The Noi2 machine-auxiliaries were supplied 
from the reserve station-busbar, -the voltage of which remained relatively 

constant during the fault, and a direct connection was made from the test 

mac4ne-to the Weat'Melton 132 kV grid, switching station. Both these 

measurea were intended to produce a 'single machine to infinite busbar' 

situation-whZch could-be, accurately represented by digital computer modelling 
techniques. - The connections -to the thyristor excitation transformer are 
described in the next section. 

MA -Description of--te-sts 

jour--trans, kent testsýwere-performed-ln which-symmetrical 3, phase faults were 

applied to the inachitne as--described inýthe-preceeding section, Table 2 gives 
the relevant initial conditions for-the tests and the generator, transmission 
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network-and control system, parameters are given in Appendix 11.3. 

Tests l-, -3 were carried out at full load, lagging power factor, with a 

nominal load angle and fault duration of 600 and 200 ms respectively. The 
fourth-te&t-was agai'n, performed -at -full load but this time at a leading 

0 . Pow, er factor--with a-load, angle of 79 The fault duration was reduced to 
136 = -to-prevent-instaDility,, - In tests--l and 2 only voltage control 
feedback-was-used in the-excýtation, systemj. and test I was performed with 
the - thyri&tor supply, ý transf ormer connected . to -No. 2 Unit auxiliary board 

whicrL .. remained at, a constant-voltage-(see-71g. 9.4). This represented 
an, excZter fed thyris-tor excitation system-where-the excitation supply is 

-not-depleted durieng a fault, In test 2 however' the thyristor transformer 

wa&--connected acres-s-the output-terminals of the-test generator via No. 2 

unit-trans, former, in order to-represent a-transformer fed static thyristor 
system and to make performance comparisons with the former configuration. 
In tests-3 and 4 the configuration of test 1 was adopýted to reduce 
complication and an acceleration, feedback term was, added to the output of 
the AVR at the input to the thyristor-control-circuits. It appeared from 
the results of teat 3 that-the acceleration-gainLwas much too low to have 

any appreciable effect, due-to the-attenuation intreduced by the extra 
filtering, and so for test 4 the gain, was increased-by a factor of 10. 
In order-to obtain the correct test conditions the tappings on both the 

generator-and grid-transformer-2-were altered and these are also given 
in Table 2. 

-9.3 -Results of --fault tests 

9.3.1 Performance_-of instrumentatlon. 

In general the 
' 

results of the tests were marred'by the poor performance 

of certain items of instrumentation, One was the acceleration transducer 

which has been referred to earlier, but the major drawback was caused by the 

fatlure of the-main rotor angleineasuring device during each fault, which was 

probably, caused by-the reduction in voltage of the reference signal. A 

back-up instrument was also used which was, a slow acting type of questionable 

accuracy, but in the event, this hadýto be relied upon for all the transient 

measurements. Crhe authorýs rotor angle Taeter-unfortunately could not be 

fitted; ) The field current signalýwas-obtained from a shunt but the output 

was so low compared to the galvanometer drive-requirements, that a very 

small deflection was obtained, and little confidence can be expressed in this 

result. Due to the chopped-waveformýproduced by-the thyristors, heavy 

filtering was required to obtain an acceptable analogue signal for recording. 
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However thk& introduced too-large a tine delay and the final graphs were 

produced By -measuring-the -areas- of each- pulsation in the DC wavef orm with 

a-plani'meter-to obtain the average--value per cycle. (This trace was 

obtained at the 'Býaaement recording stationj) The-measurement of 
'cal power-waa-facill'tated by a-small-analegue computer and the alectri 

=ltiplication of-voltage--, current-and power factor was-accomplished by 

analogue-funct, ion-ci'reuita-whých-performed-well, Armature voltage and 

current, were-recoTded directly, as--AC quantities., - 

9.3.2'-Asses, sment-ý-cf, T, eclord Lm s 
-ý-I. I 

ýU. 

Remlts-taken from the original recordings-are shown as the full line 

curvea of Tigs. 9.6--z-9.9. 

Tigs, 9.6 and 9.7 give a comparison between exciter fed and transformer 
fed thyristor excitation-systems respectiVely. In, the case of test 1 

(Fig. 9.6), full forcing voltage (2 p. u. based on CMR value) was available 
during-the fault due to the large AVR inputývoltage error, In Fig. 9.70 

the depletion of the AC supply to, the thyristors in test 2 due to the 

generator terminal voltage-depression', caused-a, lowering of the excitation 

voltage during the faultwhich increased the first forward angle swing by 

about 30. Althoughýthis-is small, it would-have been-increased if identical 

fault durations had been-accozplished, butAn test 2 the fault time was about 
3% less than that used in test 1. This was caused by the spread in the 

timing relay intervals-and-the breaker operatIng times. In both field 

voltage oscillograms, a large negative field forcing effect occurred 
directly after-fault removal which would be produced by the rate of change 
of voltage stabilising term. This would also slow down the recovery of 
the terminal-voltage aa found In Chapter 5 but due to the fast thyristor 
excitation negligible overshoot occurred. 

The results of teat 3 (Tig. 9.8) show very little difference to those 

of Tig. 9.6 without the acceleration signal as the gain was too small. A 

slight reduction in the first rotor angle swing is observed but this is 

probably, fortuitous, In Vg, 9,9-which shows the results' of test 4 
however, Ote larger acceleration gain caused full positive and negative 
swings of the. field voltage. Unfortunately due to the limited test 

progra=e, an uncontrolled test could not be performed in order to 
determine the effectiveness of this control signal. It was apparent 
however that very little damping-had been introduced if any, as the 
behaviour was more oscillatory. than in any of the other tests. The heavy 

-ftltervng- tn the acceleration- channel its illustrated by the slow build up 
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Substktuting equation (9.3) in (9.1) gives 

K K- K T, K 22 1ý3 ý2 3TlYT 
E+ETKE y- ET-q-T--p 

22 lp -w 113333 

, 2n 
K K 2 -, 2 j-2UT 

E 4ý E TIV - KIE, ,-E+E 2+ -77 ""' T--' 32 y_- 3 
333 

999 (9 . 4) 

Hence to solve trLe complete AVR equations, two integrators are required 

for operation on equations-(9.2) and (9.4). The first integrator output 

l(l) -gtves,, IValues-of E3 --and-the second tntegrator output 1(2 ) satisfies the 

relationthi'p; 

K llý K' 
ý-, 2, K3 2 

I C2) -E2+ =- Y- E3 
33 

.'. the output of the AMIE 23 
is calculated each step ast 

K2K2K3 
+ýE T3 33 

To-this is added the signal-from the acceleration stabilising channel E 

to obtain the final -voltage -- applied to the field, E fd' 

Only the output of the thyristor bridge was limited as the AVR amplifiers 

were operating at very, lov voltage levels, most of the gain being provided by 

the thyristor convertor. , ? or test 2 the limits and gain of the thyristor 

amplifier-were -modified by the per unit -value of terminal voltage to simulate 

AC supply -variations to the convertor when fed from the generator terminals. 

Tor the governor the simple representation of mechanical/hydraulic systems 

of Chapter 3 was employed, Yew details of the actual governor parameters 

of the 'Doncaster -machine were available and so corresponding values for a 

similar 30'MW set at Goldington were used (see Fig. 9.5). 

., 
Ruter 9.4.2 *- Results, -of, ý2m -simulations and comparison wiW tests 

The computed results-are, shown as the dashed curves on Figs. 9.6-9.9. Some 

difficulty, was experienced in representing -the -initial condition settings for 

the teat&-(see Table-2), . -The -main -causes of the trouble ýwere eventually 
trAced to -erroneous, -values-of system -reactances, -whieh arose because of 
unusuAlly, -low- tap - numbert on, the generator, transf ormer, and in addition, the 

shunt -rating for the -measurement of field current was 600 amps instead of 

, --. tU- or4tnally, assumed --value of 500 amps. Problems were also encountered in 

obtatntng ttLe correct -conditions using the measured values of MVA and MVAr to 
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obtai'n power factor. More compatible results were produced by recycling 

the power factor to obtain the -measured rotor angle setting for each test. 

. -Yrom numerout trials, at -matching the initial conditions, it appeared that 

the reactive power -measurement was in error, which is a probability, since 
the power factor was-near -unity and it i's con on to experience similar 
dif f iculties in the -measurement of active power at near-zero power factor 

conditions. 

ConsIde, ring the lack of -reliable turbogenerator data and the 
instrumentation difficulties, the results of the simulation were very 

encouraging especially, for tests 1 and 2 where the performance was not 

complicated By, the acceleration channel. Close simulation of the field 

and armature voltage&-for the whole of the transient was obtained in test 1 

with good comparisons of the computed and measured power and rotor angle 

for-the first second. The actual field current diverged widely from the 

computed -result -in both amplitude and frequency but this was due to errors 

caused by the small sensitivity of this channel and the results should be 

disregarded, How-ever the 50 Hz oscillations predicted by the computer 

programme were distinguishable. In both tests 1 and 2 the predicted rotor 

angle swings were higher than the test result, whilst the opposite effect 

was found"in the case of the power swings, This is an unlikely situation. 

and could have been due to the slow response of the rotor angle measuring 
ins-trument. The simulation of the field voltage was less accurate in the 

generator fed thyri's-tor excitation system of test 2, which suggests that 

the representation may be inadequate. In particular a noticeable 

transient waa produced on the depressed voltage immediately after fault 

application which was not present on the predictions. This may have 

originated from the transformer but it is more likely to have been caused 
by, the effect of the depressed voltage on the firing circuitry. 

The computed results shown in 7igs, 9,8 and 9.9 for tests 3 and 4 give 
the intended performances In the tests assuming correct functioning of the 
acceleration transducer. In both cases a damping effect should be 

expected and in test 2 thi's-i's almost critical. The effect of the 
acceleration transducer -filtering was to produce a large deterioration of 
the expected performance causing-near undamped oscillations in test 2. 

-, -9,5 Sw=rZ4, and 1-cerneluerions 
I I- - 

The foregoing chapter has illustrated various aspects of the planning, 
-performing and computer simulations, of large scale tests of turbogenerator 
transkent-performance. ý -The suitability of fast thyristor. excitation systems 
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under adverse conditions-of system transients has been verified, but the 

overall purpose of establishing the effectiveness of an acceleration 

stabilising signal on these systems has not reached a satisfactory 

conclusion. The fact that thi's was due to inadequacies in the measuring 

equipment, lead& to trie important conclusion that developments in hardware 

must keep, abreast of the ý theories -that require them. It is also essential 

, that all aspect-s of the --instrumentation channels are-perfected. as in this 

ca"-al-though the- electronic-- equipment functioned perfectly the troubles 

arose in the transducer that-provided the input drive. 

Concerning the comparison of the two different thyristor excitation 

schemes 'it was found that little deterioration in the transient stability 

margin was- produced by the generator fed system, This leads to a possible 

explanation that the excitation has a large influence in the period between 

fault removal and the peak of the first swing where both systems function 

identically. During longer system depressions however, the exciter fed 

system should have a marked superiority. I 

Finally, from the simulations of tests I and 2ý some confidence can be 

ecýpress, ed in the -mathematical -model developed, for the project due to the 

good-comparisons oBtained. 
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10 CON=SIONS-'AND- qr=HER- WORK 

These final conclusions contain a su=ary of the separate conclusions 

of the. preceeding chapters, together with more general co=ents on the 

whole-work. Where applicable, any suggestions for future study are 
discussed with each item rather than left until the end. 

The specific conclusion to be drawn from the work is that for the sole 

purpose of transient performance improvements1the new primemover control 
devices, rather than excitation systems, hold the most promise. ,A large 

step in the reduction of the practical limitations of previous governor 
designs has been achieved by, the introduction of the electrohydraulically 

actuated system, opening up the field for new control philosophies. 
Intense -developments in these systems are presently taking place and their 
incorporation into ney plant will increase. Hence future studies of 

controls for increased transient performance should be directed towards 

the capabilities of the governor system, which is a reverse of the previous 

practice in which excitation control has received the most attention. 

Although with fast thyristor excitation systems it is possible to bring 

about both substantial electrical and mechanical transient performance 
improvements. these are not in sympathy and it is best to adhere to a 

voltage control policy in the excitation. The demands for fast voltage 

control are probably few but the low cost of the static thyristor system- 

makes it attractive, so that in the future the system may be incorporated 

in many, power networks where neither voltage or stability problems exist. 
Hence there i's a likelihood of 

'dual 
high speed controls appearing in 

future systems. 'From Chapter 7 it was found that this arrangement was 

perfectly, acceptable, the two systems being mutually compatible and the 
best overall performance was-achieved with systeme stabilising terms in 

the governor, and -voltage feedback# in -the excitation system, 

With the pure analDgue control discussed an optimum critically damped 

response could not be obtained without deteriorating other aspects of the 

performance. Thus a logical extension of the work would be an investigation 

of the capabilities of-digital control, especially since digital computers 
are installed in all the new large power stations. Presently these are 
mainly, used for monitoring purposes with only limited control duties, but 

as speed and reliability aspects are improved then direct digital control 
of turbogenerators will become a viable proposition. 

From Chapter 4 it-was found that nearly all the normal parameters of the 
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generator had some effect on the-transient behaviour, and the results of 

these, investigations should, be of interest to- generator manufacturers. 
Although in-most caieý the improvements were small these can often be 

achieved at little or no extra cost and rather than create entirely new 
desýgns, the studiet -were -intended to assist, the general trends so that 

the transient performance capability can be taken into account at the 
design stage. 

Regardiýng the -ma'flýemaEi'cal modell I in& of turbogenerators, it was shown 

in Chapter 2 that the -versatility and accuracy of the digital computer 

makea it an ideal -medium for transient response analyses. Computer 

simulation techniques were developed to a very high accuracy level but 

unfortunately, a serious deficiency exists in compatible parameters for 

the higher order-models. Thi's is seriously - limiting the validation of 

the latest computer models and future research into methods of acquisition 

of -accurate turbogenerator parameters, in particular those of the damping 

circuits, is of paramount importance, The effects of'including stator 

transients in the computer model were widely illustrated and the author 

believea-that these 'terms, provide a large contribution to the transient 

behaviour and should not be neglected. Thi's is demonstrated by the 

rotor angle backswing effect and the produetion of 50 Hz components in 

the rotor circuits, However, the energy exchanges that produce backswing 

and the link between this property and the fundamental frequency components 

are not fully, understood - and would, benef it f rom f urther investigations, 

The work reported in Chapters 8 and 9 served to complement the theoretical 

-material of the-initial chapters with aýpractical approach. The effective 
improvement of translent stability requires a fast dynamical response of both 

ýthe controlling device and the instrumentation used to obtain the necessary 

control signals. The development of instrumentation for providing additional 

stabilia-ing signals-has lagged behind the advances in the control areas, 

and novel- instrumentation had ý to - be desi gned f or the Doncaster tests. The 

The development work was-co=enced in 1967 and was perhaps ambitious, as 

although excellent performance was-obtained from the electronic circuitry, 

unsatisfactory operation -was -produced by the machineNmounted transducer. 
Thi's-was a direct result of the, fast-response of the system as the errors 

would-not-have-been apparent-with slow acting instrumentation. The major 

advances in digital systems-now-make-possible the design of much improved 

instrumentation,, and, ]'t is hoped to perform a further set of tests in the 

near future for which the-Doncaster series-will be valuable experience. 
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The constants X 11 X2 0 AG, and I-N are defined as follows: 
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N jjýyy 2+'Xld+X t 

(b) I-Aftilil-ary 't! t! ati-, Ons (executed after each integration step) 
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11,2 Digital computer programme for turbogenerator transient performance 

The digital computer programme is written in IBM360 Fortran IV language and 
is built around the equations of Appendix 11.1 and the initial condition 

-equattons-of Section 2.3.3. The programme statements are stored on magnetic 
disk, and access and data input is gained via card input. Both tabulated 

results and a line printer graph plot are available, the latter being for 

rough assessment only as the accuracy is limited by the printer typset spacing. 
The Yortran statements are reproduced in the following pages and the flow 

chart i's given inFig, 11.1. 
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ý11 rs used in 11 -,, 3 --- Turbogeftdratat', ý "cl, - t-ransmi-s s, ion sXstem Raramete 

11.3.1,,,, Typjcaj --500 W-turbagene-rator - parameters 

(a) Generator 

The following turbogenerator parameters are based upon an early 500 MW 

design-,, vhiie the- dampinj-is-proviýded by the solid iron circuits alone as 9 3. 

no. copper damper winding-is included. The symbols are defined in the 
-I 

Nomenclature Section. 

588 MVA, 500 14W 
GeneTator rating 22 Wo 3000 rpm 

Armature resistanc I e, R . 0031 p. u. 
a 

Field resistance, R fd . 0012 P. U. 

Direct axismutual reactancev 'Xmd 2,59 p. u. (unsat. ) 

Quad. axis mutlýal reactance, 2,52 p, u, (unsat. ) 

Direct axis leakage reactance XLd 0.21 p. u. 

Quad. axis leakage-reactancep X kq 
0,20 p. u, 

Yield leakage reactancep '4tf d 0,162 p. u. 

Direct axis damper leakage-reactancep 'Xtkd 0,0204 p. u. 

Quad. axis' damper leakage reactancep 'Xtkq 0.0204 p. u. 

Direct axts damper-resistance, R kd 0,0174 p. u. 

Quad, axis damper-reststance Rk 0.07 p, u, q 

Inertia-constant H 4.44 secs, 

(b) Transmission -sXs-tem 

Tot. il transmýsaionýreactance before disturbance 0.2 p, u, 

Total transmission reactance during-disturbance 001 Plug 

Total transmission reactance-after disturbance 0.2 p. u. 

(c) Excitation system 

The following are the parameters, for the standard fast thyristor excitation 

system-and-the-nomenclature refers to, the symbols shown on Fig. 5.1. 

Voltage transformerlrectifier gain, G 
vto) 

0.0005, per volt 

transformer/rectifier time-constantj 
vt', 

0.01 a 
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AVR., gain G fn 

MR-time-conttant T fn' 

Thy, ristor-converter, gain Gth 

.- -Exciter-negati've-foreing, ýli'mit V 
lov 

66 per volt 

0,01 3 

50 per volt 

-800 volts (2,5 p. u. ) 

,, -600 volts 

-(d), Governing liým 

The f ollowing - are - the parameters -f or the standard electrohydraulic 

governing system -and the nomenclature ý ref era to Fig. 3.14. 

Governor-gatn, KI OK 2 

Talve-time constants Tj, T 2 

Transducer time conýtant T 
v 

Reheate; lag T 
Th 

0.318 (1% droop) 
0.0796 (4% droop) 
0.05 a 
0,01 a 

HP-steam-transporý. Iag T HP 

IPJLP, steamýtranspcTý. lag T LP 

HP torque-c=plement K., 

L? torque-c=plýýent KLp 

7.0 

0.13 

0.4 

0.3 

0.7 

110; 2 ---Parametcýrs, ý-o-f,, ýDoncas ter -No. 2_; 30- MW ýmachine used for simulation 

of -f aul t -t-eRts 

W-Getierator 

The-parameters were-lin general -obtained from three sources* From the 

manuf acturersý design, inf ormation - (GEC) a calculation was perf ormed based on 
Kilgore 40. 

uaing an in-house computer-programme-of C, Aj -Parsons & Co. Ltd. 

These -parameters are denoted by a letter K. , Other parameters supplied by 

the manufacturers are denoted by a letter M and data supplied by CEGB both 
from, test and calculationsi by-the letter C, 

Generator rating 

Armature resistance, Rq 

Veld resistance# R fd 

Direct - axis Tautual - reactance - I 7m d 
Quad. -axis -mutual - resistance, 'A 

mq 

37.5 MVAO 30 MW 
11.8 W, 3000 rpm 

0.0015 P. u. (c) 

0.00068 p. u. (C) 

1.516 p. u. (K) 

1.482 p. u. (K) 
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Direct axis leakage-reactance I XXd 

Quad. axis leakage reactance I 'Xkq 

Field leakage Teactancep 'XX fd 

Direct axts, damper-leakage reactancep 'X. Zkd 

quad. --axts damper -leakage -reactance Xkq 

Diýrect axts damper-reststancep Rkd 

Quad,, axis damper Tesistanceg 1ýkq 

inertia conttant, H 

(b) Transmts! ýion ! X-st-em 

(See'Fig. 9.5c) 

Total transmission reactance before fault 

Total transmission-reactance during fault 

Total transmission reactance after fault 

Total transmission resistance before fault 

Total transmission resistance during fault 

Total transmission-resistance-after fault 

I (c) Exci 
- 
tation att-em 

(See-, Fig. 9.5a) 

Transfer function-is given byg 

U, 
-fld G(P) =- l4o5. + O'l ft- wm, V, vp, V. "U 

- 

(i+yp- 
P) 

0.195 P. u. 

0.1042 p. u. 

0.195 P. U. 

0.01507 p. u. 

0.00416 p. u. 

0.01507 p. u. 

Also, acceleration gain, Ga -6 per rad/sec 
2 (Test 3) 

Ga' - 60 per radliec 
2 (Test 4) 

Exettation limits 2 p, u. (360 volts) 

Voltage tTansformer lag 0.05 9 

(d) -Governor 

Thýs was aasumed to be, identical to a similar -unit 'at Goldington Power 

Station 6. 

0.158 p. u. (K) 

0.158 P. u. (K) 

0,105 p. u. (K) 

0.0209 P. u. (K) 

0.0114 p. u. (K) 

0.00882 p. u. (c) 

0.00882 p. u. (C) 

5.0 (M) 
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Governor gaJILn 0.0796 (4% droop) 

UP lag O'l a 

LPII? lag 0,49 s 

HP torque complement 0.3 

L? torque complement 0.7 
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ý, -NOMENCIATURE 
,- -- -1-1 

The parameters gý-ven below are those not defined specifically in the 

text or diagrams, 

Suffix notation 

d dýrect axi'& 

q quadrature axis 

a armature 

f field 

k daTaper 

t transmission system 

M mutual 

I leakage 

0 per unit base 

Superfix notation 

translant 

subtransient 

per unit Suantivies 

A, BOCODOE 
IvJ? KILIM N mult'ple. impedance constants as defined by Appendi-x 11.1 :, : 6,1 1 XlVX 2 

Ef field-voltage referred to stator 

9 
tM generator terminal voltage 

EI voltage behind transient reactance 
'dP'q direct and quadrature axis armature currents 

'fd field current 

direct and quadrature axi's damper winding currents kdI kq 

i kqlP 
i kq2 high and low reactance quadrature axis damper winding 

currents for complex model 
I armature current 

direct and quadrature axis armature currents Steady 
dq sLate 

I fd Yield current values 

kd mechanical damping constant 

K dM electrical damping constant 



I 
-, -NOMENCLATURE (Cont ld) 

Ke exciter gain 

K9 governor- Cdroop) gain 

Y-H high pressure turbine torque complement 

KL lowlintermedtate, pressure turbine torque complement 

L 
md 

direct axis =tual inductance 

M fd mutual inductance between field and direct axis armature 

coils, 

M df mutual inductance between direct axi's armature coil and 

field coil 

14kd mutual inductance ýbetween direct axi's damper and armature 

colils 

Mdk -mutual inductance between direct axis armature and damper 

coils 

electrical power (active) 

P boiler pressure 

PR reheAter, pressure 

electrical power (reactive) 

Ra armature resistance 

R fd field resistance 

Rkd'Rkq direct and quadrature axis damper-winding resistance 

Rkql'Rkq2 resýstance of high and low quadrature axis dampers for 

complex model 

Rt transmission system resistance 

Te electrical torque 

T FL full load prime mover torque 

T mechanical losses torque 

TL prime mover torque 

T LO 
initial conditionýsettling-of prime inover torque 

Vb busbar voltage 



-, NOMENCIA-TURE (Cont ld) 

V d"Vq direct and quadrature, axis armature voltages 

VdVq voltages behind direct and quadrature axis transient 

reactances 

V fd field-voltage 

VT armature voltage 

Xd direct axis synchronous reactance 

Xd direct axis, translent reactance 

Xfd total field reactance 

Xkdl-4kq direct and quadrature axi's total damper reactances 

Xkql"Xkq2 high and low quadrature axis damper winding total 

reactances for complex model 

XXd 'Xtq direct and quadrature axis armature leakage reactances 

XXfd field leakage reactance 

XXkd"XXkq direct and quadrature axi's damper leakage reactances 

Xmd'Xmq direct and quadrature axis mutual reactances 

Xq quadrature axis synchronous reactance 

Xt transmission reactance 

Other guantities 

E 
ao 

base armature voltage, volts 

E fd field voltage, volts 

E fdo base field voltage, volts 

H inertia constant, kW-rsecsJkVA 

I 
ao 

base armature-current, amps 

i 
eq 

field current to produce I p. u. armature voltage on open 

circuit, amps 

Lao base armature inductancep Henrys 

L 
afd mutual inductance between armature and field, Henrys 

Se exciter saturation function 



-, NC! KENGIATURE (Cont "d) 
tP. it Vt Ir-r"%- 

Td direct axis transient short circuit time constant, seconds 

T d direct ax's-subtrans'ent short c'rcuit I time constant, 

seconds 

t tine, seconds 

VA 
0 

base-volt amperes 

syatem load angle, radians 

generator rotor angle, radians 

shaft speed deviation, radsjsec, 

shaft accelerationo radsjsec. 

phase angle, radians 

d: ý, rect and quadrature axis armature fluxes 

fd 
field flux 

kp d ýkq direct and quadrature axis damper winding fluxes 

*kqll*kq2 high and low reactance damper winding fluxes for complex 

model 

ýT total air gap flux 

W, shaft speed radalsec, 

W synchronous speedp rads1sec, 0 
p differential operator, dIdt 

-I 
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